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A. Name of Multiple Property Listing

Historic Resources of

st. Joseph. Buchanan County, Missouri

B. Associated Historic Contexts

Western Qntfitting in St Joseph, ]843-1865
Wholesale Distribution in St ,Joseph, 1866-1914
~1~1rban Growth in St Joseph, 1900-1929
C. Geographical Data

The 1930 city limits of St. Joseph, Buchanan County, Missouri, bounded roughly
by Karnes Road on the north; 36th Street on the east; Highway Loop 229, 6th
Street, and Joseph Street on the south; and the Burlington Northern Railroad,
the Missouri River, and 2nd Street on the west.
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D. Certification
As the designated authority under the National Historic Preservation Act of 1966, as amended, I hereby certify that this
documentation form meets the National Register documentation standards and sets forth requirements for the listing of
related properties consistent with the National Register criteria. This submission meets the procedural and professional
s t forth in 36 CFR Part 60 and the Secretary of the Interior's Standards for Planning and Evaluation.

Claire F. Blackwell
Deputy State Historic Preservation Officer
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I, hereby, certify that this multiple property documentation form has been approved by the National Register as a basis
for evalua ing related properties for listing in the National Register.
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Signature of the Keeper of the National Register
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E. Statement of Historic Contexts
Discuss each historic context listed in Section B.

The multiple property listing, "Historic Resources of St. Joseph, Buchanan
County, Missouri" is organized around the residential architecture of the city
up to 1930. Three historic contexts and seven residential property types are
developed for this listing. Several other historic contexts and property types
were identified but not explored fully here, either because too few resources
remain from the period, the resources have yet to be surveyed, or the theme did
not fall within the scope of this listing. Future amendments to this
nomination will develop many of these themes. The identified historic contexts
and their associated property types are outlined below. An asterisk indicates
those developed for this listing.
CONTEXT

PROPERTY TYPE

Exploration and Fur Trading in St. Joseph, 1799-1826
Early Settlement and Trading in St. Joseph, 1826-1843
Western Outfitting in St. Joseph, 1843-1865
*Vernacular Greek Revival
Residences
Wholesale Distribution in St. Joseph, 1866-1914
*Residences of Wholesale Company
Owners & Investors
*Victorian Style Single-Family
Residences
*Duplex Residential Structures
*Multiple Family Residential
Structures
*Vernacular Residential Structures
Suburban Growth in st. Joseph, 1900-1929
*Popular Style Houses
Revival Style Houses
Meat Packing and Agricultural Processing in St. Joseph,
1846-1930's
Religious Development in St. Joseph, 1844-1930
Institutional & Educational Development in St. Joseph,
1857-1930
For reference in reading, the approximate 1930 city limits of St. Joseph are
depicted on a map on page E.14; the process of the city's annexations is
depicted on a map provided on page E.15.
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A. Name of Multiple Property Listing

Historic ReSOJ!r_ces of St. Joseph, Buchanan County, Missouri - Amendment
B. Associated Historic Contexts

Western Outfitting in St. Joseph, 1843-1865
Wholesale Distribution in St. Joseph, 1866-1914
Suburban Growth in St. Joseph, 1900-1929
Queen City,, of the West: Commerce in St. Joseph, c. 1865-1929
C. Geograph_i_c_al_O_a_ta_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __

The 1930 city limits of St. Joseph, Buchanan County, Missouri, bounded roughly
Karnes Road on the north; 36th Street on the east; Highway Loop 29, 6th
Street, and Joseph Street on the south; and the Burlington Northern Railroad,
the Missouri River, and 2nd Street on the west.
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St. Joseph is located along a bend in the Missouri River in the northwest
portion of the state. It is situated on bluffs of loess soil which were
created by the deposit of silt and dust following the last glacier. The native
vegetation was characterized by an undulating prairie with strips of woodlands
of mostly black walnut following the streams leading to the Missouri River.
The bluffs were both a meeting place and burial ground for the native Indians
in the surrounding areas, with the local tribes acting as custodians.
After Missouri was admitted as the twenty-fourth state in 1821, a
triangular area of territory to the northwest along the Missouri was designated
"in perpetuity" as Indian territory by the treaty of Prairie du Chien. The
approximately 2.6 million acres (now the counties of Platte, Buchanan, Andrew,
Holt, Nodaway, and Atchison) were viewed as too valuable to the whites,
however, which were settling in the area as "squatters" anyway. This led to
the inevitable treaty for purchase of the area, known as the Platte Purchase.
After the treaty for the Platte Purchase was negotiated and ratified in
1837, a small colony already established at Blacksnake Hills began to
increase. Joseph Robidoux, in establishing this trading post, realized that
the south end of the Blacksnake Hills, at the mouth of Blacksnake Creek, was a
superior location for such a venture. The cup in the hills along the great
Missouri River system had long been a convenient gathering place for the
Indians. At first, Robidoux was an employee of the American Fur Company, but
in 1830 he purchased their interest in his post and their goods and became the
sole proprietor. He also operated a ferry and built a grist mill near the
mouth of Blacksnake Creek. From the original trading outpost grew the new
community. Robidoux served as the first postmaster when the office was
established in 1840. Businesses which are key to insuring the growth of any
town were established over the next couple of years, such as a saw mill,
flouring mills, and a tavern. Skilled craftsmen were attracted to the area,
and a carpenter, plasterer, brick makers, and blacksmiths were settled by the
time the town was laid out.
Western Outfitting in St. Joseph, 1843-1865
In July of 1843, Joseph Robidoux filed the town plan for St. Joseph with
the clerk of Common Pleas in St. Louis. Two surveyors had submitted plans for
his consideration. Simeon Kemper's plan, named "Robidoux", utilized wide
streets and parks. Frederick W. Smith, who had grown up in Germany, preferred
narrow streets and used those in his plan. To help increase Smith's chances
for selection, he named the east-west streets for Robidoux's children.
Robidoux did indeed prefer the narrow streets of Smith's plan, which was called
"St. Joseph" after his patron saint. However, his decision had more to do with
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economics than with sentiment. He wanted to sell as much of his quarter
section as possible, "not give it away in streets."
Although some buildings were established by this time, including Robidoux's
log home, the majority of the less than 160 acres was covered in hemp. When
the plan was first submitted in July of 1843, the population was around 200.
By December of that same year, the population had grown to 500 as people
learned of the opening of the town. Approximately 150 lots sold when the
first sale was held in the fall of 1843. Robidoux sold the corner lots for
$150, and the interior lots for $100. In the plan registered in St. Louis, the
west half of Block 31 was reserved as the market square; the west half of Block
50 was donated for a public church; the northwest quarter of Block 38 donated
for a public school; and the south quarter of the same for a Catholic church.
The early settlers of St. Joseph reflected a trend prevalent throughout
much of Missouri. Americans from the Upper South had begun to migrate into
Missouri by the turn of the nineteenth century, settling among the hills along
the Missouri River. This continued until a veritable flood of settlers from
the Upper South eventually contributed to a majority of Missouri's population.
Buchanan County and St. Joseph were a part of this Southern American settlement
experience during this period of growth. The early citizens came mostly from
the states of Virginia, Kentucky, Tennessee, as well as from earlier
settlements in Indiana, Ohio, and eastern Missouri. They brought with them a
decidedly southern culture which included their building traditions. The
predominant residential building form of the south transplanted to St. Joseph
was originally the log building tradition. Later, as the town and the
prosperity of its citizens grew, it was the hall-and-parlor and the I-house
forms. Closely associated with these building forms is the Greek Revival
style, which was the dominant style of American domestic architecture from
about 1830 to the Civil War. The style moved with the settlers from the south
as they settled across the rapidly expanding regions of the 1840's and 1850's,
such as western Missouri. However, St. Joseph also attracted European
immigrants as well, bringing with them a variety of cultural experiences.
As most of the settlement in Missouri at this time was focused on the
river, so was the majority of its transportation activity. Steamboats began to
dock with increasing regularity at St. Joseph. The town's location, situated
at a bend in the river, had been favorable for steamboat landing for over
twenty years. Also, Joseph Robidoux's ferry just below Francis Street was the
only river crossing nearby. All the early settlers and farmers depended upon
the river for their livelihood, so it was only natural that all building was
centered westward towards the steamer docks at the end of Jules Street, and the
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ferry crossing at Francis Street. Many businesses were built on Water, Main,
and Second Streets in areas now in the river. Several of these early
businesses were general merchandise stores which served westward emigrants,
such as those established by C.A. Perry and his brother Elias, and John Corby.
Their business structures were more imposing than those constructed earlier,
being two stories in height and made of brick.
In 1845, the town was incorporated, and by 1846, its prominence on the
river was firmly established when the Buchanan county seat was moved from
Sparta to St. Joseph. Emigrants to Oregon had been using st. Joseph as one of
their "jumping off" points for their westward journey, but were primarily still
starting from Independence. However, the discovery of gold in California
changed that. In their frantic rush to reach California, saving time was of
the utmost importance to the "forty-niners." It was apparent that St. Joseph
had a great advantage over Independence as the northern and westernmost point
which could be reached by steamboat before embarking on the dangerous overland
trip. The needs of outfitting the thousands of emigrants which were to pass
through St. Joseph led to the establishment of several outfitting and
mercantile suppliers. The increasing flood of overland travelers led to an
increasing volume of goods with profits and opportunities for everyone. Many
emigrants, in fact, opted to remain in St. Joseph to take advantage of the
fortunes which were quickly being made. The population, which was 800 in 1846,
had jumped to 3,460 by 1850.
The citizens and business owners, themselves well aware of St. Joseph's
advantages over Independence, were not content to leave the choice of starting
points up to the emigrants. Aggressive advertising wars and editorializing
were waged in newspapers and pamphlets. The st. Joseph Gazette noted in its
issue of February 9, 1849, that there were nineteen stores in operation at that
time with an aggregate stock worth $250,000 to $300,000. In addition, there
were two flour mills, two saw mills, nine blacksmith shops, four wagon shops,
two sheet iron ware manufacturers, and two saddleries and harness makers.
"Therefore, not an article wanted by an emigrant, from his team and wagon down
to his camp kettle and frying pan, but which may be had of the best material
and quality in the town of St. Joseph." The Gazette went so far as to list a
table of items most needed by emigrants, and their prices in St. Joseph vs.
Independence. The St. Joseph prices were ten to thirty percent less, thus yet
another incentive for the overlanders to begin their journey in St. Joseph.
Besides thriving on supplying and outfitting emigrants, St. Joseph's
businesses had another ready market in the nearby military forts as well.
During the 1850's, Fort Leavenworth was the general depot for the distribution
of supplies to all forts throughout the west. With the subsequent rapid growth
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in the military installations, there was a corresponding rise in the beef and
pork packing market. To handle the distribution from Fort Leavenworth alone,
in 1859 an estimated two million dollars was invested in oxen, mules, and
wagons. Six thousand teamsters were employed to work 45,000 oxen. Supplying
the military was thus another powerful economic force which helped establish
St. Joseph as a regional trade and outfitting center.
The first generation of residences from the 1840's and 1850's were built
near the river on the bottom of the valley formed by the bluffs on the north,
east, and south of Robidoux's "Original Town" plat. While commercial buildings
were still constructed alongside residences, this was the first time domestic
structures were located at a little distance from the commercial center of
town. Most of the early residences were modest vernacular buildings influenced
by the Greek Revival style, such as the one-story brick tenement houses built
by Joseph Robidoux. These served as temporary housing for newcomers waiting
while their own homes were being built. Robidoux Row at Third and Poulin
Streets remains as an example of these simple early structures. The personal
dwellings of the early settlers and business owners, even though they were
prosperous in comparison with the emigrants they were servicing, were generally
as modest as the itinerants 1 row houses.
As the city grew from its population of 3,460 in 1850 to 8,932 in 1860, so
did the wealth of the town's entrepreneurs. The citizens began to build their
residences in what was to become a more prestigious area - the hills
overlooking the original town plat. Leading the way for construction in this
area were the private schools and churches, which were generally built out away
from the business center. The Order of the Sacred Heart completed their school
for the education of young ladies in 1857 at the corner of 12th and Messanie,
which led to the settlement of that area by primarily Catholic families. Also,
in 1857, the Methodist Church constructed its new home on 7th and Francis,
still considered at that time to be far from the center of town. As the
schools and churches continued to build away from the commercial center, more
and more of the town's leading citizens moved their residences to the hills
surrounding town. Although these citizens were now able to afford larger homes
with more direct stylistic links to the Greek Revival, houses built prior to
the Civil War remained modest and restrained in appearance.
In addition to the changing location and size of St. Joseph's domestic
structures, there were other physical manifestations of the city's wealth at
this time as well. A lot of capital was invested in city improvements through
the bonds sold by the city's board of trustees, primarily to erect new
wharves. There was a city engineer for streets, water and sewers. In 1856,
the gas company was first organized. Also reflecting the city's fortune was
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the dramatic increase in property values. The value of property in 1845 was
$40,000; in 1850, $583,016; and by 1860, it rose to $4,355,693.
One last vital step in securing St. Joseph's prominence as a major
outfitter to the west was the completion of the Hannibal and St. Joseph
Railroad line on February 15, 1859. Thus the city remained the furthest
western destination most easily reached by those desiring to travel even
further west. Whereas the prior advantage had been steam travel, now emigrants
and goods could travel quickly and cheaply by train all the way to St. Joseph
before beginning the more arduous part of their journey. St. Joseph was to
enjoy its status as the westernmost railroad terminus for over a decade until
the Union Pacific transcontinental railroad was completed through Omaha and
Council Bluffs in 1869.
During this period, St. Joseph gained brief but far-reaching notoriety for
supplying the west with something in addition to its merchandise and meat - its
mail delivery. In 1850, California had become a state, followed by Oregon in
1859. In addition, the discovery of gold in the Colorado region added to the
demand for better mail communication. The Butterfield Overland Mail Company
contracted with Congress in 1857 to provide semimonthly service by stage
coach. From St. Louis to San Francisco, the service took twenty-three days.
The leading freight company across the plains, Russell, Majors, and Waddell
eventually felt they could provide quicker mail service, and prepared the
arrangements for sending the mail west to Sacramento by way of a Pony Express.
St. Joseph proved to be the logical choice for the start of the mail
service. With its experience and reputation as outfitters for the west, its
freighting facilities already in place, and the Hannibal and St. Joseph
railroad connecting the city to New York, Washington, Chicago, and St. Louis,
there was really no other competition from other cities. On April 3, 1860, the
first rider carried mail out from St. Joseph on the approximately 2,000 mile
journey to Sacramento. The time table by which the Express was run had the
mail delivered in 240 hours (ten days), at a cost of $5.00 a half ounce. For
eighteen months the Pony Express operated a regular weekly schedule, making
three hundred and eight runs each way. However, in January 1861, the firm of
Russell, Majors, and Waddell went bankrupt, and in the spring of 1861, the
Pacific Telegraph Company organized and began construction on both coasts of
its east-west line. It met in Salt Lake City in late October, and on October
26, 1861, the Pony Express made its last run. Although its operation was
brief, the Pony Express was a significant force in the nation's history,
particularly in that it maintained communications with California, helping to
keep it from slipping towards the Confederacy and thus preserving its gold and
silver reserves for the Union.
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virtually to a halt. St. Joseph was divided in its sympathies, as was much of
Missouri, and it was a difficult time for its citizens. U.S. troops occupied
the city, and St. Joseph became the depot for the centralization and
distribution of the troops. However, citizens were not allowed the privilege
of participating in this trade or commerce during this period. Virtually no
structures were built or improvements to the city made at this time. However,
the few buildings that were constructed during the war still reflect the
influence of the Greek Revival style and are relevant to the theme of
outfitting the west. In general though, the city's fortunes declined during
the war, as evidenced by the population dwindling from 10,000 in 1861 to 7,500
at the close of the war.
Wholesale Distribution in st. Joseph, 1866-1914
Immediately after the Civil War, the city got back to "business as usual."
In 1866, the city council appropriated $60,000 for macadamizing the streets,
and by 1873, there were twenty-eight miles of paved streets. In that same
year, the first street car line was run down Eleventh to Mitchell, and from
Third to Felix. From 1860 to 1870, the population had doubled to 19,565 and
the value of property had nearly tripled to $11,283,435. The locational
advantages of St. Joseph were now obvious to the rest of the nation. It was in
the center of a cluster of cities: Kansas City, Leavenworth, and Atchison on
the south; and Nebraska City, Council Bluffs, and Omaha on the north. Nearby
small towns depended upon St. Joseph for their goods, as well as the larger
cities further west. The vital connecting link between all these markets was
the railroad.
Steamboats, which had been so important to St. Joseph's early strength in
transportation, soon proved to be an outmoded means of transporting goods.
Traffic on the Missouri River peaked around 1868, and thereafter steamboats
relinquished their dominance to the rails. River transportation was, first of
all, unreliable - snags and obstructions changed locations; the river channel
itself shifted; changing weather brought floods, drought, or frozen passages.
Secondly, the train routes cut the distance from the Mississippi to the
Missouri in half, and the trains' speed over that distance was much faster.
Lastly, it simply became cheaper to ship goods over the rails than by steam.
The construction of several railroad lines in St. Joseph, provided great
activity and much needed links with the rest of the nation. In 1868, the St.
Joseph and Council Bluffs Railroad was co•,1pleted, making a connection with the
Union Pacific at Omaha. In 1868 and 1869, the Missouri Valley Railroad (a
consolidation of the Atchison & St. Joseph, the Weston & Atchison, and the
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Missouri Valley Railroads) was finished to Kansas City, giving the city its
first important connection with St. Louis. In 1871, the "Valley" branch
extended up to Hopkins, a point on the Iowa state line, and connected with the
Burlington and Missouri River Railroad. This opened an important new route to
Chicago and the east. All in all, about ten railroads built lines in St.
Joseph into the 1880's making important connections with St. Louis, Kansas
City, Chicago, Denver, and many other markets.
The rail lines serviced the city center, yet skirted around it. The first
depot was built south of the original river complex, as were several of the
other passenger stations and freight depots. These rail lines slowly directed
some of the city's growth south.
With the railroad facilities connecting St. Joseph with virtually the
entire country, it was a logical step for the outfitters of the earlier period
to turn to the wholesaling industry. The largest business houses dealt with
dry goods, groceries, and hardware, but saddlery and harness, drugs, and liquor
wholesalers also prospered. Men who started businesses during the western
outfitting period were able to expand greatly as wholesalers. Now the city
business leaders supplied the West as jobbers, rather than direct suppliers to
emigrants. Factories would send their products to St. Joseph, which would then
ship them onward to western retailers. Milton Tootle and R.L. McDonald were
the most prominent leaders in the wholesale dry goods business; James McCord in
grocers; and William Wyeth in both hardware and saddlery. Nearly all started
as outfitters, and all became wealthy as wholesalers.
As early as 1873, there were thirty-nine exclusively wholesale houses, and
over 300 retail houses. By 1879, over fifty businesses were wholesale
jobbers. New firms were continually founded by junior members of the
established houses, who found trade promising enough to warrant starting
opposition houses. The next thirty years saw much expansion in this area of
St. Joseph's economy, and the city became an essential part of the national
system of distributing goods. The 1880's and 1890 1 s in particular came to be
known as the "Golden Age 111 of St. Joseph, and many large business houses were
built then. The wholesale trade industry was so large, in fact, that it nearly
equalled that of Kansas City and Omaha combined. In 1888, the Board of Trade
of St. Joseph reported the total gross business for the seven leading groups of
wholesale goods was $45,300,000 in St. Joseph, $31,800,000 in Kansas City, and
$21,500,000 for Omaha.
Coinciding with the growth in the wholesale industry, several manufacturing
firms were started with an eye on the expanding markets to the west as well as
nationwide. There were furniture manufacturers such as Louis Hax, and brewers
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such as Goetz and Map. Many companies had regional and national fame in the
building industry, such as Pfeiffer & Co., who furnished cut stone largely for
the Chicago area. Chas. H. Shultz & Bard & Co. made iron cornices and tinware
which went to nearly every city and town west of St. Joseph.
The establishment of many large fortunes went hand in hand with the city's
superior banking facilities of the time. Traditionally, due to its scarcity in
western towns, money was expensive and lent out at extremely high rates of
interest. Since the gold rush days, however, St. Joseph had been able to rely
on its own resources. ·rhere was little or no foreign capital in the city
during this time. The prominent banking houses included the State National
Bank (which eventually had $1,000,000 paid in capital and its stock traded on
the New York Stock Exchange), the Buchanan Bank, A. Beattie & Company, the
German Savings Bank, the Calhoun Bank, the First National Bank (succeeded by
the Merchants Bank), the Bank of St. Joseph, the Saxton National Bank, the
German American Bank, and the Commercial Bank. The fact that so many
facilities were able to operate successfully is an obvious indication of the
wealth and prosperity enjoyed by St. Joseph and its citizens during this
period.
With the wealth associated with the wholesaling and banking industries in
the "Golden Age," it was natural that the people involved would require larger
and more prominent homes. The higher elevations surrounding the original town,
which had started to be settled in the last period, remained as prestigious
neighborhoods throughout the century. It was said that the hills rising back
of the business portion of the city "offer admirable sites for the location of
private residences, with tasty grounds, overlooking the beautiful and broad
river, with the hills of Kansas beyond, over all of which the glow of the
Western sun casts a halo of almost matchless magnificence and glory."
Prestigious schools continued to be built in these outlying areas, such as the
Young Ladies Institute established by Dr. Charles Martin in 1865 on the corner
of Fifth and Antoine. Wealthy Protestant families built their homes close to
the school in what is now the Hall Street District. Many of the homes first
built simply had to be remodeled in order to remain fashionable with the ones
constructed during this period. Reflecting an age of prosperity and new
wealth, these homes broke with the classical traditions of the past and were
built in the more flamboyant styles of the Victorian era. This was occurring
nationwide, but was particularly fitting for st. Joseph's Golden AGe. These
outlying neighborhoods of larger, elaborate homes remained primarily
residential, while the original town district gradually became all commercial
and industrial.
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Large elaborate homes were not the only residential building types
constructed during this period however. The large wholesale warehouses and
manufacturing firms required all types of workers. The city's population had
continued to grow at a tremendous rate, to 32,431 in 1880, and 52,324 in 1890.
This represented a nearly 700 percent increase in population since the close of
the Civil War. Obviously, not every one of these citizens was wealthy. As
early as 1873, there were four building associations established which allowed
the "humble mechanic or tradesman to provide a home for himself" on credit.
The effect was to make greater numbers of more modest housing stock available
for the working class. These residential structures were generally simple
vernacular forms which varied primarily in floor plan and shape, rather than in
any recognized 11 style" of architecture. Not all workers could afford even
these smaller homes, and there was a large market for rental properties in St.
Joseph. This resulted in much real estate speculation, both in the area of
modest single-family residences, and in multifamily housing, such as duplexes,
townhouses, flats, and apartment buildings.
Structurally, the residences from this period were much different from
their predecessors. The advances in building techniques signaled an end to the
pioneer structures such as log houses and to post and beam construction. These
were abandoned in favor of dwellings constructed with balloon framing and
covered by wood or brick sheathing. Lumber from sawmills and other building
materials could now be moved rapidly and cheaply over long distances by rail.
Large lumberyards became standard fixtures in towns along the rail lines. For
example, as early as 1873, there were eight lumber yards and four marble yards
in St. Joseph. As a result of this easy accessibility, the building materials
and particularly the construction techniques of the domestic structures
changed. Architectural features were also impacted by technological
improvements, especially in woodworking equipment. New turning machinery gave
rise to factories producing ready-made gingerbread, such as delicately turned
porch supports, balusters, and friezes characterized by the Queen Anne style.
These features along with mass-produced tiles and terracotta, could all be
ordered from catalogues and shipped via the rails.
The many technological advances made during this period allowed changes not
only in how these homes were built, but where they were constructed as well.
Street car lines were added in the 1870's and '80's, and on up into the 1900's.
In 1876, a line was built from the Market Square to Krug Park; in 1878, along
Frederick Avenue; in 1888, both Wyatt Park and Jules Street lines were
constructed; in 1889, Messanie Street; 1890, South Park; 1900, Grand Avenue;
and Prospect Avenue in 1909. Residential neighborhoods followed the street
lines outwards from the center of the city. It was much more feasible for the
busy entrepreneurs to live away from the city center in the more desirable
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neighborhoods, yet still be able to get to their respective places of commerce
within a short time period. In other developments a local gas company changed
hands several times but was firmly established by 1878. In 1880, the St.
Joseph waterworks were built, and in 1883, an electric plant was constructed.
By 1900, there were 48 miles of paved streets, 53 miles of sewers, 20" water
mains, 17,000,000 gallons of water storage, and 40 miles of double street car
track.
The construction activity associated with growth during the wholesaling
period gave rise to a large number of related businesses and skilled
craftsmen. In the 1870's, there were over eight lumber yards, four marble
yards, eleven bridge builders, seven engineering and surveying firms, at least
two architectural firms, as well as over 200 carpenters and 150 painters.
Throughout the rest of the century, St. Joseph continued to support many
businesses and workmen in the construction industry.
The momentum of business growth during the "Golden Age" carried into the
first part of the twentieth century. However, other cities were gaining in
prominence in the West, and changes were occurring in the nationwide system of
goods distribution as well. More factories were sending their merchandise
directly to retailers, especially with the emergence of larger chain stores
around the turn of the century. The need for the wholesale jobber was
eliminated, and the St. Joseph businesses wholly dependent upon wholesaling
began to decline. The beginning of the first World War signalled the end of
St. Joseph's economic growth in the field of wholesale distribution, as the
nation's economy turned to the business of war.
Suburban Growth in St. Joseph, 1900-1929
By the turn of the century, three themes were to affect changes in the
residential growth patterns of St. Joseph: the slowing of the wholesale
business economy, new transportation modes, and continued changes in
technology. The wholesale jobbers business had already started to slow down
due to changes in the nationwide distribution system. The First World War had
an even more profound effect on the economy, however. During the war,
agricultural products and land were greatly inflated, which encouraged great
amounts of debt. After the war, the abrupt deflation of values led to the
collapse of farm debt and a worsening of the economy in the area. In the
1920's, many St. Joseph wholesale businesses had to be liquidated. Without the
booming economy (and also due in part to a nationwide epidemic of Spanish
influenza), the population, which had grown to 77,403 in 1910, was virtually
unchanged in 1920.
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New methods of transportation were also part of the reason that the housing
patterns were changing in St. Joseph. The street car lines built in the last
quarter of the nineteenth century had first allowed the well-to-do to live
apart from their place of work. Nationwide, there was a clear change in city
growth patterns as streetcars, trains, and now automobiles permitted and
encouraged housing to move away from the dense city to the ever more distant
suburbs. This trend in St. Joseph was not toward the city becoming a suburban
community in the modern sense, but rather for its newer neighborhoods to be
suburban, that is, less than fully urban. Americans continued to glorify rural
existence as the natural way to live, certainly the best place to raise a
family. By the turn of the century however, the majority of the population was
no longer living on farms. When the United States was founded, only 10 percent
of its people lived in cities. In contrast, by 1930 America had a
predominantly urban population. Neighborhoods out a distance from the
commercial and industrial centers of the city were seen as the best compromise
for a place to live. The man of the household would commute to earn a living,
while the more "delicate" wife and children would stay behind in the healthful
suburbs. In the newer neighborhoods of St. Joseph, homeowners could afford to
have a good-sized garden behind the house with a front lawn setting it off from
the street.
Car owners in St. Joseph became increasingly more independent of public
transportation and its existing fixed lines for their travels to and from
work. They were dependent, however, upon the condition of the roadway system.
The fifty-foot-wide streets in the financial and business core were overrun
with street car lines, double-parked cars, as well as through traffic. While
there was no quick and easy solution to the downtown congestion problem, it was
possible to make the new transportation arteries away from the city's center as
up-to-date as possible. Charles Mulford Robinson, a consultant hired by the Ad
Club in 1910 to outline recommendations to the city, felt that retail business
was already tending away from the downtown, and that investments in new
thoroughfares to the south and east would bring new retail centers with them.
It was only natural that new residential districts would follow suit and add to
the growth on St. Joseph's east and south sides.
Lastly, the technological revolution begun in the last century continued to
have many effects on the built environment both in st. Joseph and nationwide as
well. The housing types of this period were quite different from the preceding
due to advances such as electricity, indoor plumbing, and central heating.
These were considered luxuries a few decades before, but by this period it was
beginning to be taken for granted that they would comprise nearly 25 percent of
the total cost of the house. To compensate for the space taken by the
technological improvements in the kitchen, bath, and heating and ventilation
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systems, the houses overall got smaller and the square footage decreased.
Nationwide, this trend also reflected the decrease in the average size of the
American family, from five children in 1870 to three-and-one-half in 1900. In
St. Joseph, it also reflects the decreasing fortunes of its citizens. There
simply was not as much wealth available to build the large, elaborate homes of
the preceding years. The dominant housing forms and styles of this period
reflect the trends towards smaller, more modest residential structures.
Other national trends associated with changing technologies had some effect
on St. Joseph's built environment. By the beginning of the twentieth century,
middle-class women were finding themselves freed from many household
drudgeries. With time on their hands, they organized into many civic groups
whose goals were to bring the same order, cleanliness, and beauty to the
community as they had to their homes. While the groups in St. Joseph had
varying social objectives, some were dedicated to beautifying their community.
This interest in community beautification was fueled by the "White City" of
the World's Columbian Exposition of Chicago in 1893. If nothing else, the fair
provided a positive statement about the possibilities for American cities. The
"City Beautiful" movement began from the visions of that fair, and out of the
City Beautiful movement was born the city planning profession. However, the
far-reaching idea that comprehensive planning could produce a more livable
environment was largely overlooked for many decades. Rather, the cosmetic
aspects of the fair - the classical architecture, the broad thoroughfares, and
the generous landscaping - were what ended up becoming popular themes. In
part, some of the City Beautiful movement's popularity was a reaction against
modern society and technology. Eventually from city planning, however, came
the concepts of separation of uses, planned residential communities with
restrictive covenants, and the tool of zoning.
The consultant, Robinson, was a City Beautiful proponent. He recommended
that St. Joseph take advantage of the expanding residential districts and
shifting commercial center by building parkways and establishing a "garland of
green" around the city. His plan was never executed in full, but the boulevard
system was begun in 1914. Noyes Boulevard, completed in 1920, connected many
of the existing city parks. In 1921, a referendum on the whole park issue was
approved and $2,000,000 committed to build the whole system. The noted
landscape architectural firm of Hare and Hare of Kansas City was involved with
the planning of St. Joseph's park system.
The trend towards classical architecture was reflected in the many Beaux
Arts Revival public buildings constructed during the latter part of this
period, such as City Hall, completed in 1927. However, the stock market crash
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in 1929 and subsequent Great Depression halted most construction activity in
St. Joseph. Many of the old established businesses were closed: Wheeler &
Motter; Nave & McCord; R.L. McDonald; Carder Grocery, and others. The
nationwide problems added to the already existing local situation were too much
for some businesses to handle. For others, the recovery was very slow.
1 clarification on the use of the term "Golden Age" is required for this and
anticipated registration efforts. As stated, the Civil War effected St.
Joseph's vitality dramatically: real estate assessed valuation plummeted to
half its prewar total; railroad building, which had made St. Joseph a major
terminus, altogether ceased, and the town remained in a state of virtual siege
throughout the war. The postwar era was to bring new vitality to the city and
an unparalleled prosperity that has been defined by prominent local historian,
Sheridan Logan, as "The Golden Age."
The "Golden Age" of St. Joseph sprang from the re-energized commercial life of
the city, based primarily on wholesaling, banking and stockyard/meatpacking
operations. Logan, in his Old Saint Jo: Gateway to the West (1979), defined
the "Golden Age" as reaching its apex between 1885-1900 (Chapter 20, p. 158).
A defensible view of the extent of the "Golden Age" could conceivably extend
from the decade after the Civil War (c. 1870) through a period of largely
unabated prosperity continuing up to the end of the First World War (1918)
(Logan, pp. 136-142; 158-182). In the latter sense of meaning, the term is
used within this documentary effort.
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Associated Historic Context
Queen City of the West: Conunerce in St. Joseph, c. 1865-1929
Preface
The associated hist0ric context "Queen City of the West: Conune~ce in St. Joseph, c. 1865192911 amends the original Multiple Property Documentation form "Historic Resources of St.
Joseph, Buchanan County, Missouri." The original submission, accepted by the National
Park Service in 1989, fully developed three associated historic contexts which organized
residential architecture in the city from 1843-1930. These associated historic contexts
are "Western Outfitting in St. Joseph, 1843-1865;" "Wholesale Distribution in St. Joseph,
1866-1914;" and "Suburban Growth in St. Joseph, 1900-1929." Other associated historic
contexts were identified in the original submission, but were not developed either because
the theme was outside of the scope of services of the grant award, few resources remained
from the period, or the resources had not yet been surveyed. These identified historic
contexts included themes on exploration and fur trading, early settlement and trading,
meat packing and agricultural processing, religious development, and
institutional/educational development.
This associated historic context is an additional one, organizing the commercial
architecture of St. Joseph, and concentrating on buildings around the end of the Civil War
to the onset of the Depression, with an appropriate emphasis given to the prominent
warehousing and wholesaling operations. This context has been identified because the
previously defined "Wholesale Distribution in St. Joseph, 1866-1914" was confined to a
shorter temporal boundary and to a residential theme. The original submission emphasized
the popular term "Golden Age," a reference created by prominent local historian Sheridan
Logan in his book Old Saint Jo: Gateway to the West (1979). Logan used the term "Golden
Age" to apply to the thriving conunercial activity of the city, which he defined as
reaching an apex between 1885-1900. 1 While the term was used in a broader scope in the
original submission, c. 1870-1918, this usage, too, did not allow for the inclusion of all
the properties which resulted from the broad warehousing/wholesale patterns. References,
including survey forms, show that some significant building related to this theme
continued into the 1920s. Additionally, statistics show that St. Joseph continued, in
some fields, to have among the top facilities and production in the country.
Introduction
Commercial success, particularly in the wholesale/distribution business, is predominant in
the history of St. Joseph. With a national (and in some cases, international) reputation
as a distribution center, the city progressed steadily from frontier days through the
industrialization period to the early twentieth century, serving as one of the largest and
most profitable conunercial centers in the country. The city's location and transportation
advantages led it to be called "Queen City of the West" by the 1880s. 2 From awnings and
art glass to vinegar and welding machines, St. Joseph retained over 400 factories through
the 1920s, turning out more than 100 products having an annual manufactured value of
nearly $260,000,000. 3 The nation's largest makers of school and writing tablets, ice
cream cones, winter wheat flour, alfalfa feed, pancake flour, and near beer were located
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in St. Joseph. The city was also the third largest (in volume) wholesale dry goods center
in the country in the late 1920s. Over fifty wholesale business houses were located in
St. Joseph, achieving nearly 200 million dollars in wholesaling activity in 1927. 4 The
buildings remaining from this period and theme, varying from small machine shops and
retail establishments to prominent massive wholesale/distribution and manufacturing
facilities, serve as evidence that St. Jo·seph was once the "Queen City of the West."
Background
St. Joseph was founded as a trading post by Joseph Robidoux and, thus from its beginnings,
the distribution of goods was the key to the city's growth and success. As the outfitter
for settlers heading to western homestead lands and later for gold prospectors journeying
to Cali_fornia and Colorado, the town served as a convenient springboard for "points west."
St. Joseph was platted in 1843 with provisions made for a "Public Church," a "Public
School," a "Catholic Church," and a "Market Square." Transportation and communication in
these early days was by river, primarily by steamboat, and St. Joseph's location on a bend
in the Missouri River made for a favorable steamboat landing; it was the last town in
northwestern Missouri having direct river communication with the East. 5 In addition,
Robidoux's ferry provided easy transport across the river.
In the 1840s, St. Joseph was at the boundary of civilization; it was the meeting point of
east and west. Staple connnodities were brought upstream from St. Louis and were exchanged
in St. Joseph for furs and buffalo hides. "The bourgeois or the heads of firms, clerks
and other engagerees or employees of the different fur companies, crowded the streets and
public houses of the town. St. Joseph is for them now what St. Louis was earlier--their
rendezvous. 116 An average of 20 steamboats per day tied up at the wharves in 1849.
Industries began catering to the needs of the west-bound settlers and included a plow
factory, sawmills, flour mills, a pork-packing plant, and foundries. 7
Wagon trains heading west used St. Joseph as a supply center and river crossing point.
St. Joseph took an early lead as a major supply center when cholera broke out in
Independence and Westport, Missouri, rival points of departure for the Santa Fe Trail.
The California gold rush accelerated the western migration. Between April and June 1849,
approximately 1,500 prairie schooners crossed the river at St. Joseph, with many more
crossing in the vicinity. 8
Military forts on the western frontier also depended upon St. Joseph for supplies. During
the 1850s, Fort Leavenworth was the general depot for the distribution of supplies to all
forts throughout the west. Overland freighting grew in St. Joseph to supply military
installations as well as the new western communities. 9 (Also see "Western Outfitting in
St. Joseph, 1843-1865, in the original Multiple Property Documentation form.)
Market Square, located just two blocks from the river, was the natural center around which
the town developed. Early merchants built retail establishments near the Square with
stores located on the first floor and professional offices or residences located in the
upper stories. The influx of west-bound settlers brought prosperity to the town.
Merchandise stocks were valued at $400,000 and in eight months during 1849, 123 buildings
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were erected, 64 of them of brick.lo
The fame St. Joseph gained as the western-most steamboat stop continued with the
incorporation of the Hannibal and St. Joseph Railroad Company in 1847. When its route was
completed in 1859, the first passenger train to cross the State of Missouri arrived,
giving St. Joseph the tremendous advantage of being the western-most railroad terminus.
The railroad linked up with the newly inaugurated stagecoach line to Salt Lake City and
the famous, albeit short-lived, Pony Express mail line, which began in 1860. (St. Joseph
continued to be the western-most railroad terminus for over a decade until the Union
Pacific Transcontinental Railroad was completed through Omaha and Council Bluffs, Nebraska
in 1869.)
The population of St. Joseph reflected the rise in prosperity of the town. In 1846 the
population was 936; in 1850, 8,932; and in 1860, 12,000. 11 Public improvements also
reflected the town's prominence. New wharves were erected; an engineer for streets,
water, and sewers was hired; and a gas company was organized in 1856.
Early manufacturing industries concentrated in supplying the needs of the town, but also,
due to the stature of St. Joseph as a distribution center, supplying the needs of western
migrants. Grain, lumber, and wool milling were early industries; seven mills of these
types operated before 1870. Pork packing was a prominent industry in St. Joseph as early
as 1846 and the 1861 city directory lists three pork packers. Eight breweries operated
before 1870 and several distilleries existed. The first foundry west of St. Louis was
established in St. Joseph in 1855. (A small foundry also existed in Lexington, Missouri.)
Other early industries produced sorghum, candy, tinware, and crackers.
The Civil War brought a virtual halt to commercial activity in St. Joseph. As with most
of the State of Missouri, St. Joseph was divided in its loyalties. U.S. troops occupied
the town and used it as a distribution point for troop supplies. A pro-slavery incident,
however, cost the town its chance to become the eastern terminus of the Union Pacific
Railroad in 1862.
Queen City of the West:
Comnerce in St. Joseph, c. 1865-1929
St. Joseph began to reg~in progress shortly after the end of the Civil War, with assessed
valuation rising from $3,384,145 in 1864 to $5,426,600 in 1866 and $7,000,000 in 1868. 12
In the first two years following the war, 3,000 buildings were erected. 13 Infrastructure
improvement was a priority in the late 1860s, with street refurbishment occurring through
the laying of many miles of macadam. The first attempt at a sewerage system was made in
1867, with the first section built between Fifth and Sixth Streets, and an extension along
Fifth to Charles in 1870. 14 In 1874, a telephone exchange was installed.

St. Joseph incurred only a minor recession from the national financial panic of 1873.
Significant building continued, including the courthouse, city hall, Tootle's opera house,
and asylum No. 2 built in 1873-74. 15 Perhaps most significant during this time was the
completion of the great iron bridge spanning the Missouri River in 1873. With new
national interest in railroad expansion, several additional rail lines came to St. Joseph
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within a few years.
Local banks, largely investing in the city's development, remained intact through the 1873
panic, with no money being lost by depositors since the resumption of business after the
Civil War. With supposedly large surpluses of cash in the possession of both bankers and
private citizens, the city was deemed to be "practically impervious to the rude shocks of
financial panics and disturbances that occasionally sweep over the country. 1116
The advantages of St. Joseph as a commercial and manufacturing city were unsurpassed.
From a geographical standpoint, the city monopolized the area between the Mississippi
River·and the Rocky Mountains. Seen as the half-way point between the Atlantic and
Pacific Oceans, and the midway connection between the extreme Northwest and the extreme
Southeast of the continent, via the Missouri River, St. Joseph served as the natural
distribution point of half the continent. As the Eleventh Annual Report of the Board of
Trade of St. Joseph, year ending December 31 2 1889 phrased the city's advantage, "In
shipping from the center the 'Short Haul' becomes a profitable reality, amounting to the
saving of hundreds of millions of dollars to the merchant and consumer, and makes the
manufacturer and merchant, who are thus fortunately located, master of the situation so
far as competition is concerned."
From a transportation standpoint, the influx of new railroads augmented the city's
position as a commercial center, providing St. Joseph with among the finest railroad
facilities west of Chicago. The Missouri Pacific Railroad, the oldest and one of the most
prosperous railways in Missouri, reached the city by a direct line from St. Louis, and
gave the city important avenues of trade to the South, Southwest, and West. 17 The St.
Joseph & Grand Island Railroad extended westward through Kansas and Nebraska to Grand
Island, Nebraska, where it intersected with the main line of the Union Pacific line,
crossing the Missouri River over the 1873 bridge in St. Joseph. The Atchison, Topeka &
Santa Fe ran southeast, connecting with the Wabash system near Lexington, where it made an
important connection with the Chicago & Alton system. The Atchison company purchased the
Chicago & Alton system in 1888, building 20 miles of track from St. Joseph to Atchison,
Kansas, making a connection for the Atchison terminus, via St. Joseph, with the main line.
The Chicago, Milwaukee & St. Paul Railroad made the Chicago main line connection with St.
Joseph around the same time. Among the other lines with St. Joseph connections were the
Chicago Rock Island & Pacific (1886) and the Chicago, St. Paul & Kansas City Railway (c.
1889).lA The once essential river traffic peaked in 1866 when steamboats on the Missouri
River numbered between eighty and one hundred. This means of transport was all but
abandoned by the 1880s, due to the encroachment of the railroads. By 1900, fourteen
leading railroads connected St. Joseph with every section of the United States, Canada,
and Mexico.
In 1870, the population of St. Joseph was listed as 19,565 and by 1880, it had increased
by two-thirds to 32,431. In 1890, the population was 52,324 and the 1900 United States
census showed that the city had nearly doubled its population to 102,979. Only Los
Angeles, California equalled St. Joseph in growth rate during this decade. 19
From groceries and boots to hardware and liquor, St. Joseph was experiencing a remarkable
and understandable increase in wholesale trade. The Board of Trade was organized October
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19, 1878, with over 180 members listed for 1879-80. Manufacturers, wholesalers, and
retailers were all prosperous. By 1887, the grocery trade was leading in volume, with
seven wholesale grocery houses, and 120 retail houses employing 600 men. Sales were
$15,225,000 in 1886. Five wholesale and 23 retail dry goods establishments existed, with
over $13,000,000 in sales and 500 people employed. Closely related to dry goods was the
clothing business, with four wholesale houses and 21 retail stores, which accumulated
sales of over two million dollars and employed nearly 250 persons. Other businesses
included hardware (six wholesale, 10 retail), boots and shoes, (four wholesale and 41
retail), wine and liquors (12 wholesale and over 100 saloons), drugs (four wholesale, 35
retail), machinery and implements (nine firms), tobacco and cigars (sales over one million
dollars), wool and furs (four firms), and furniture and carpets (two firms with over two
million dollars in sales). 2 0
The addition of new wholesalers apparently did not curtail the trade of older houses, with
trends, contrary to those in the east, actually showing an increase in sales. In the
early 1880s, the Board of Trade was reorganized into the Chamber of Commerce CompanyA with
new facilities built on the southwest corner of Third and Edmond Streets in 1884-85.~ 1 A
Manufacturers' Bureau existed in 1888-90, serving to induce capitalists to invest in St.
Joseph. A Real Estate Exchange and the St. Joseph Fruit and Produce Exchange also existed
in 1889. 22
In 1887, over 30 million dollars in internal improvements was invested by the city. The
main streets of the city were macadamized. The entire street lighting system was changed
from gas to electricity in 1889-90. 23 Electricity and gas were available to households
and businesses across the city. The introduction of a city waterworks provided the
incentive to improve and expand the fire department, which added a hose and reel in 1879,
then built a station at Tenth and Olive Streets. The fire department occupied and
enlarged various facilities and by the early twentieth century the department employed
over 80 people. Two steam engines, one aerial truck, one water tower, two chemical
engines, fourteen hose wagons, forty horses, 483 fire hydrants, and about 50,000 feet of
hose provided services.to the city. 24 The finances of the city were in excellent
condition, with the bonds to secure adequate railroad facilities completely paid.
Consequently, taxes were low. 25
Cable and streetcar lines extended to the "outlying suburbs" and almost 75 miles of brick
sidewalks existed. By 1884, the high quality horse-drawn streetcar system, known as the
Union Street Railway Company, had lines extending south to Sixth Street and Atchison, then
the southern limit of the city, through Market Square to New Ulm (now Krug) Park. Three
years later, the company experimented with electrical power, running electric cars to
Market Square by the spring of 1888, thus becoming the first electric line in the West.
In 1890, the entire street car system in the city was consolidated under one management
when People's Street Railway, Electric Light, and Power Company purchased the Union and
Wyatt Park lines; the company became the St. Joseph Railway, Light, Heat and Power Company
in 1895. By 1898, the lines extended to the stockyards in South St. Joseph. (South St.
Joseph was incorporated into the city in 1899.) More than $500,000 was invested in
improvements to the streetcar system and power plant between July, 1902 and May, 1904,
including the construction of new car barns and shops on the northwest corner of St.
Joseph and Highland. 26
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erect new, larger facilities. For example, the McDonald wholesale dry goods house
occupied 20 frontage feet during its early years, with three floors, each 20 x 140 feet,
providing ample space. Later, the company occupied forty frontag~ feet. The company then
constructed a new facility of five stories, with one hundred frontage feet, but by 1889 it
was in need of still more space. At least four retail dry goods houses in St. Joseph
occupied comparable amounts of space at that time. The manufacturing branch of the
McDonald company and the Wood company, employed nearly one thousand hands by 1889, in
contrast to the employment of a few sewing women just a few years previously. 27
The wholesale houses of St. Joseph were noted throughout the west for their beauty and
massive construction. Along the riverfront, west and south of the densely-packed retail
district of the city, the main wholesale and manufacturing district sloped from the
bottomland down to the narrow flood plain, skirting the foot of the lower bluffs. Located
here were the larger wholesale houses, "hulking red-brick buildings of St. Joseph's
heyday, heavy with brownstone trim and arched windows, with red-granite columns fronting
the entrances and spiral fire escapes overhanging the walks. 1128 Other wholesale and
·
manufacturing facilities were scattered throughout the city. Generally the industries
located toward the south of the city were heavy industries, including the stockyards,
packing houses, flour mills, and grain elevators.
As with many of the wholesalers, the significant livestock business was in need of new and
larger facilities by 1887. The St. Joseph Stock Yards Company was organized, the yards
were moved, and construction was begun by spring, 1887. The yards were ready by the end
of the year, including six leading railroads which connected with the site. In 1897,
Swift & Company purchased controlling interest in the reorganized company. Three other
major packing houses were established as part of the complex. The Stock Yards Company
began to flourish, enabling the once unknown stock market in St. Joseph to rank among the
top five greatest markets for cattle, hogs, and sheep in the world in just a few years. 29
A new Live Stock Exchange Building was erected for $125,000. 30
The receipts of 1898
indicated an increase of more than 400 percent over the previous year. 31 By 1904, the
Stock Yards Company had a capital of $1,650,000 and employed 275 men. The packing houses
had a floor space of 65.25 acres, with the daily slaughtering capacity of 7,950 cattle,
19,500 hogs, 5,500 sheep, and 10,000 poultry. 32
St. Joseph also played an important role as a grain and seed market, being favorably
located at the corners of the four greatest grain producing states in America: Missouri,
Iowa, Kansas, and Nebraska. The St. Joseph Board of Trade succeeded in extending the
grain market beyond the continent, creating one of the foremost inland markets in the
country on exports. 33 By 1890, the city's flour mills, packing houses, and horse and mule
markets were of interstate importance. At the turn-of-the-century, the city ranked fourth
in packing centers of the world. With a population of more than 52,000, St. Joseph was
reputed to be the wealthiest city per capita in the nation. 34
The prominent warehouse business was integral to the wholesale/ manufacturing business.
The number and location of warehouse facilities in St. Joseph was necessary to maintain
its status as a distribution center. In the days of the prairie schooners, wholesale
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houses bought stocks twice a year and if they ran out before the end of a six month
period, they lost business and their customers went without the goods and supplies they
needed.
Increasingly, warehousing became a strategic aspect of marketing, requ1r1ng the employment
of many people and being absolutely essential in "modern" methods of production,
particularly with agricultural markets. A 1918 publication entitled Storing: Its
Economic Aspects and Proper Methods states,
Owing to irregularity in the output of commodities and manufactured articles,
and to the fact that they are used or consumed in localities at varying
distances from the point of origin, with the attendant uncertainties and
delays in transportation, it becomes necessary to accumulate stocks of
materials and articles.
Conditions giving rise to storage included: seasonal production and uniform consumption;·
uniform production and seasonal consumption; inability to maintain perfect balance between
supply and demand; surplus production of a commodity in one locality and consumption of
the surplus in another or many other localities; irregularity of consumer demand;
transportation reasons; product conditioning (liquor or cheese aging, for example); the
need for financing between time of production and time of consumption; and speculation. 35
St. Joseph's wholesale business prospered at the turn-of-the-century. The millinery
business had annual sales of over one million dollars, employing over 500 people in the
manufacture and distribution of goods. In the wholesale paper trade, Sheridan-Clayton
Paper Company was the largest supplier of tablets, and one of the largest supply houses in
America. The C.D. Smith Drug Company and the Van Natta-Lynds Drug Company included seven
states and territories in their trade area, with a volume of business nearing $2,000,000.
Produce also proved to be a substantial business, with sales in a single year totalling
$1,500,000 for eggs, $2,500,000 for butter, and $6,000,000 for fruits and vegetables.
Produce receipts had grown from $150,000 in 1868, to nearly $9,000,000 in 1903. 36
By 1904, St. Joseph had the fourth largest wholesale dry goods market on the continent.
Four large dry goods houses employed over 200 traveling men, and made annual sales of
$20,000,000. The trade market of these companies extended over the whole territory west
of the Missouri River, the British possessions, Alaska, Mexico, and the Pacific Islands. 37
The manufacturing industries of St. Joseph continued to experience substantial growth.
The Buell Manufacturing Company was said to be the largest manufacturer of blankets,
robes, and flannels in the country, with shipments direct from the mills to almost every
state. The two largest manufacturers in the world of duck and denim clothing were in St.
Joseph.
Five large boot and shoe factories were operating. Wyeth Company, an early established
business, developed a lucrative trade in Mexico, producing a large amount of tinware,
saddlery, and harness equipment. The National Biscuit Company, with its three large flour
mills, the St. Joseph Plow Manufactory, and the Mokaska Manufacturing Company (roasted
coffees, spices, and baking powder) were among the large and growing institutions. St.
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Joseph cornered the market in the west on confectionery, jellies, fruit, butters, and
mince meat. Three large breweries with a combined annual production of 60,000 barrels
were in operation. A number of foundry and machine shop operations existed, but more were
needed. Furniture companies and carriage/buggy/wagon manufacturers were also among the
nearly 200 manufacturing industries, employing over 8,000 people with an estimated
$30,000,000 or more in annual products. 38
Accompanying the thriving wholesale and manufacturing concerns was the continued success
enjoyed by less massive, smaller retail establishments including connnercial offices,
banks, hotels, and entertainment facilities.
Proliferating as a result of the city's overall economic vitality retail establishments
numbered over 800 in the earlier twentieth century. For the most part these retail
establishments were housed in small scale one to two story commercial block buildings.
They characteristically were grouped in long rows along the city's main arteries, or
within its connnercial core, occasionally they appeared as isolated buildings servicing a
specific portion of the city. Examples of this locational pattern were found along both
Frederick and St. Joseph Avenues, main thoroughfares leading into the commercial heart of
the city in the late nineteenth and early twentieth centuries. Dense concentrations of the
small scale commercial block were also located within the central business district,
interspersed among the high, more massive, vertical business blocks. This twin pattern of
commercial building development was reinforced by the introduction of motorized transport
in the late nineteenth century along these major arterial boulevards.
Commonly built of brick, the small scale commercial blocks featured the cast iron or metal
sheathing typically applied to commercial outlets of the period. Although a common feature
of the period cityscape these smaller ventures still played an important role in providing
the citizens with crucial goods and services.
Nine banks, three national and six state, were operating during the city's period of
commercial prominence. Among these establishments were Missouri Valley Trust Company
(1859), German-American Bank Building (1889) and the National Bank of St. Joseph (1902),
all operating out of architecturally distinctive buildings. These multi-storied buildings
were concentrated in the denser city commercial district found within an area roughly
bounded Fifth and Ninth Streets on the east and west, and Francis, Felix and Edmond
Streets. High style multi-story office and commercial buildings also were placed in this
commercial core area including the Corby-Forsee Building, a thirteen story high rise
(1910; 1927), the offices of the Michau-Berk Dry Goods Company (1894), the Townsend, Wyatt
& Wall Department Store Building (1909), and Kirkpatrick Building (1923). These larger
scale buildings were intimately related to the burgeoning commercial prominence of St.
Joseph.
Conveniently located for the "traveling men" of the commerical sector were several
entertainment facilities in the city. These prominant venues included the Tootle, Lyceum,
Lyric, and Crystal theatres, Lake Casino, and even the short-lived St. Joseph Natatorium
(later the Bijou Theatre, then the Crawford Theatre.)
Three daily newspapers, the Gazette, the News and Press, and the Volksblatt, a German
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language publication, were published in St. Joseph. Other publications such as the Stock
Yards Journal, were devoted to specific business markets. The Journal of Commerce, begun
in 1886, went through several publishers until it was acquired by Combe Printing Company
in 1897. 39
Construction of new wholesale and manufacturing facilities continued past the turn-ofthe-century, through the teens, with construction of a few large facilities occurring in
the 1920s. Just 125 miles from the center of the United States in the heart of the rich
agricultural section of the Missouri and Mississippi Valleys, St. Joseph was within a 75
mile radius of a population of 1,219,000. The city's location continued to be beneficial.
The grain market's notable role was recurring, with Aunt Jemima Mills Branch, Frederick
Grain Company, and Norton Grains Company among more than thirty resident members of the
St. Joseph Grain Exchange. After a two year investigation, Quaker Oats (which purchased
the Aunt Jemima Mills Branch in the 1920s) chose St. Joseph as its distribution point for
the entire Southwest and the Pacific coast markets. The company invested several million
dollars in a huge manufacturing plant (1928) and in a two million bushel capacity elevator
(1929). 40
Statistics for 1927 show that 13,108,988 bushels of grain were ground by industries in St.
Joseph. The shipments of grain out of St. Joseph averaged 11,929,650 bushels annually
from 1923-1928. St. Joseph was home to the largest pancake flour mill in America. The
city was the largest corn milling center west of the Mississippi River and the second
largest milling center west of the Mississippi.41
While most building in the 1920s in the wholesale/warehouse areas (south of the central
business district) of St. Joseph was limited to service-related buildings such as garages
and service stations, some large scale building continued. Western Tablet Company
continued its steady building campaign with a large addition to the main building in 1920;
the company's building No. 3 was also constructed in 1920. 42 In 1923, Chase Candy Company
spent $227,000 on a new factory building on South Fifth Street. The modern plant,
employing hundreds of candy makers, featured "plenty of sunlight--enameled walls and
ceilings • • • 11 43
A large network
addition to the
and dry storage
facilities, was

of hard-surfaced highways enabled growing trucking distribution in
established rail distribution system. Warehouse facilities for both cold
were thoroughly adequate, but ample ground, located near terminal
advertised for new wholesale and manufacturing plants.

New building came to a halt with the crash of the stock market in 1929. While some
commercial establishments have continued to the present time, including some of the large
scale wholesale and manufacturing companies, the dominance this theme once had did not
regain momentum.
The once congested retail center of the downtown and the adjoining concentration of
wholesale, manufacturing, and distribution facilities has suffered greatly from
demolitions, especially the obliteration of the Market Square section for an urban renewal
project in 1973. The buildings which remain are but a small illustration of the
commercial prosperity which made St. Joseph the "Queen City of the West."
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The following context, "The Jewels of St. Joseph: The Parks and Parkways System, 19101943," amends the original Multiple Property Documentation Form "Historic Resources of St.
Joseph, Buchanan County, Missouri," and subsequent amendment. The original submission
presented three developed historic contexts, which were organized around residential
development in the city from 1843 through 1930. To these three contexts--"Westem Outfitting
in St. Joseph, 1843-1965," "Wholesale Distribution in St. Joseph, 1866-1914," "Suburban
Growth in St. Joseph, 1900-1929"-an additional context was added. This context was
organized around commercial development in St. Joseph, and was entitled "Queen City of the
West: Commerce in St. Joseph, c. 1865-1929." The following context documents the history
and significance of St. Joseph's parks and parkways system, and its effect on community
development.

The Jewels of St. Joseph:
The Parks and Parkways System, 1910-1943
Introduction
St. Joseph's wealth and subsequent expansion in the latter part of the nineteenth century, often
referred to as the community's "Golden Age" (Logan, 1979), were followed in the twentieth
century by a period of little economic and population growth. Although the prosperity of the
community carried over into the early decades of the twentieth century, the city was no longer
experiencing the explosive growth of the previous century. In this period, St. Joseph residents
were finally able to take stock of how their city had developed. On the Blacksnake hills
surrounding the impressive commercial and warehouse district were residential neighborhoods
with large, elaborate single and multi-family residences. Just south of downtown on the railroad,
an industrial district was supported by numerous working class neighborhoods. Outside of town
to the southwest, Lake Contrary was a private recreational facility, available to families of
means.
However, in the wake of all the commercial and residential development which had occurred in
St. Joseph, some residents began to realize that something was missing in their community.
Very little attention had been given to public spaces, or even to the grounds surrounding their
elaborate residences. This realization occurred on the part of the press as early as 1881, when an
issue of the Evening News (reprinted in The History of Buchanan County) noted that:
Here we sit gracefully reclining upon our seven hills, 40,000 souls, with block after
block of costly business houses, wherein thousands on top of thousands of dollars
change hands daily; with beautiful residences and everything necessary to make this
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the city of the West, yet not a park have we .. .(History of Buchanan County, Missouri,
1881).
Even a community promotional pamphlet of the early twentieth century--one of the type which
is widely recognized for its hyperbole in promoting a community-lamented the lack of effort
towards beautifying St. Joseph.
Residence owners pay too much attention to buildings and too little to the surrounding
grounds. Large buildings are placed in many instances upon grounds barely large
enough to receive the building, leaving no room for ornamentation (St. Joseph
Museum; general history files)
St. Joseph residents, measuring the progress of their city against others, saw that their community
was behind in an important facet of urban development-having a city-wide parks system.
Dating back to the mid-nineteenth century, an era of social reform, city parks were thought of as
a tool to counteract the stress of urban living. In fact, the acknowledged father of American
landscape architecture, Frederick Law Olmsted, is remembered almost as much for his writings
committed to social democracy as for his influential park designs. In the 1860s, many other
writers of this era of social reform contributed to the idea that city parks provided healthful
respites from the congested, dirty city streets. In Chicago, for example, Dr. John Rauch (1868)
prepared a study on the myriad benefits provided by parks entitled "Public Parks: Their Effects
upon the Moral, Physical, and Sanitary Condition of the Inhabitants of Large Cities: with
Special Reference to the City of Chicago." Many large urban cities in America responded to this
challenge of improving the living environment by planning and building city parks. In the
1880's and 1890's, this effort coalesced with the playground movement, which also strove to
ameliorate the living and working conditions generated by the cities' rapid industrialization. It
was believed that healthy environments for play, combined with disciplined recreation programs,
wou"ld correct many of the social ills which drove children into a life of crime and violence.
In spite of all of these noble theories supporting the development of city parks, many
communities did not begin to plan for city-wide park systems until after the World's Columbian
Exposition of 1893. The Chicago World's Fair, as it is often called, represented a culmination of
the arts at this period. Its influence lasted from the 1890's until the 1920's, and reached far
beyond the Midwest. While the "City Beautiful" movement is generally acknowledged to have
its origins in the World's Columbian Exposition, what is not agreed upon is how much of an
influence the World's Fair had upon the roots of city planning (Wilson, 1990). Most historians
and critics concur that comprehensive planning was an important component of the fair. The
Great White City in Chicago enchanted the public with its use of electric lights to outline
buildings. Uniform heights and the white surfaces of the buildings, both resulting from planning,
brought a homogenous appearance to structures of differing designs and character. According to
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Norman Newton, another positive aspect of the Exposition was the interprofessional
collaboration of the fair' s designers. City planning in the future would take its cue from this
collaboration (Newton, 1971). A negative aspect of the fair, which was eventually realized
during the 1930's, was the public's obsession with "classicism." Most Americans were
enchanted with just the cosmetic aspects of the fair-the classical architecture, the broad
thoroughfares, and the generous landscaping (Bishir, 1985).
Although the City Beautiful movement influenced a number of aspects of city planning, the
development of city-wide park systems was a key element of the movement. From the 1890's
through at least the 1930's, then, the crusade for city park systems was not based so much on the
urban social reform which had been intended by earlier planners, but on the belief that:
a commercial city should intentionally be made beautiful, that its aesthetic arrangement
and decoration should be raised as civic priorities along with safety, public health and
transportation... (Wilson, 1990).

It was the influence of the City Beautiful movement which probably had the greatest effect on
influencing St. Joseph residents to finally begin planning for a park system in 1910. However,
the history of the city's parks begins much earlier. The earliest land set aside for a public park
was Smith Park, donated to the city by Frederick W. Smith in 1855 (Logan, 1979). Smith was a
surveyor whose plat for town called "St. Joseph" was chosen by Joseph Robidoux, the city's
founder. It is ironic to note that Smith's plan was chosen over another plan completed by
Simeon Kemper, whose plan included wide streets and parks. Frederick Smith hoped to
increase his chances for selection by naming the narrow east-west streets for Robidoux's
children, and the town after his patron saint. However, Robidoux's selection was based more on
economics, as he wanted to sell as much of his quarter section as possible, "not give it away in
streets" (Logan, 1979). Smith himself later became involved with real estate in the developing
town, and platted some additions, one of which included his donation of land for a city park.
While his gift may seem generous in light of the rapidly escalating land prices in the young
community, the tract for the park was basically "undevelopable" land left over from this
particular addition-too steep for any buildings. Other donations of small acreage for parks
occurred in a haphazard manner, but very few of these were actually developed. Those that
were, such as Krug Park, evolved in chaotic fashion.
As noted earlier, the citizens of St. Joseph became aware of the strides made in civic design in
other cities. The local newspapers wrote about what was occurring in other parts of the country,
and interest grew in improving the aesthetics of the community. It soon became apparent that
any city-wide plans for funding and implementing a "beautification" program for St. Joseph
would be dependent upon what was allowed by the city charter. Although no formal
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organization was created for the purpose of exploring the situation, legal counsel was provided to
examine the city charter. The charter was found to be lacking essential provisions which would
allow such a program to be established and realized. A loosely organized group, whose
philosophy was dedicated to "the improvement of aesthetic values in city planning" ... "focused
its interest upon the development of parks as a part of the 'City Beautiful' movement" (Thomas,
1971 ). 1 As a result, the entire city charter was reviewed, revised, and eventually approved by
city officials and adopted by the state legislature.
The new charter provided for a Board of Park Commissioners. Before this, the parks were
operated by an administrative board having no power. The first Board of Park Commissioners
was appointed in April of 1910, and was authorized to establish a system of parks and
boulevards; and to select park lands either within or outside the city limits; to lease, purchase, or
condemn those lands. The manner in which funds were to be raised and spent was also
determined (Thomas, 1954).
By the time St. Joseph was ready to embark upon planning for a city-wide park system, they
were able to assess what other communities had already accomplished. Also, they were able to
take advantage of some of the most prominent park and city planners available in the nation at
the time. These people brought their expertise to St. Joseph to create what was known at the time
as one of the best systems in the country. However, the first steps towards the planning of a citywide system began with a group of local citizens, rather than city itself. At about the same time
the city was appointing a Board of Park Commissioners, the Ad Club of St. Joseph took the
initiative and hired Charles Mulford Robinson in 1910 to prepare a report on civic improvements
(Morton, 1914).

Charles Mulford Robinson

Charles Mulford Robinson was a young journalist who was serving as an editor on the Rochester
Post-Express at the time of the Columbian Exposition (Newton, 1971). He was not only
fascinated by the splendor of the Fair, but also by its growing effect on the public. His
1 Martin

N. Thomas, a fonner director of the St Joseph parks department, prepared a paper for presentation to the St.
Joseph Landmark Commission in 1971, at the time the commission was considering the local historic designation of the
parks system. In this paper, he outlines the history of the development of the parks system, with a focus on the legal
proceedings which were necessary for its establishment. Specific dates for some of the events were not always
provided, such as the year that work began on revising the charter. He does mention, however, that it took several years
of persistent study before a new charter was adopted and members could finally be appointed to the Board of Park
Commissioners in 1910.
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experience of the Fair added to his already intuitive preoccupation with the form and function of
cities. He had visited Europe prior to the Fair, and was greatly influenced by activities in
Germany and England especially. In writing about the Columbian Exposition, and later about
"civic aesthetics," Robinson became a pioneer in city planning, or at least in the discussion of
city planning. Prior to this, little attention had been given to the subject, and Robinson is
credited with being one of the first to write about it.
Robinson wrote so many articles about city planning for periodicals that by the turn-of-thecentury, he had amassed enough to bring out his first book, The Improvement of Towns and
Cities, or the Practical Basis of Civic Aesthetics. Although Robinson had to publish it himself, it
immediately became a best seller and went through eleven editions by 1916. Its success
encouraged Robinson to come out with a second and larger work, Modern Civic Art, or the City
Made Beautiful in 1903. This, coupled with his many short pieces entitled "The City Beautiful"
for newspapers in 1903 and 1904, gave rise to the new password for the movement. In later
years, when the City Beautiful movement would be faulted for its obsession with the "classical,"
Robinson was often criticized for his emphasis on "beautification." However, his complete and
total dedication to city improvements could never be doubted. His writings reflect his utter
confidence in "the world-wide civic battle between Ugliness and Beauty." Many of his critics
overlook the encouragement his writings offered to communities, and most importantly, his
emphasis on grass-roots accomplishments.
Civic art is not an outgrowth only of fashion and large gifts ... in a populou_s
community the roots should reach down to the common people, to the people who
individually have little money but who by the force of their numbers stamp the public
taste and opinion, to those to whom the city's care is ultimately committed. There can
be no exclusiveness in civic art (Robinson, 1901 ).

His books were used as guidelines for local civic improvement groups, and Robinson become
extremely popular as a city planning consultant. Including St. Joseph, he prepared reports for
twenty-five cities from New York to Honolulu (Newton, 1971). As can be seen when reviewing
the manuscript he presented to the Ad Club, "The St. Joseph of the Future," Robinson's strength
did not lie in actual site design. His contribution to the field of city planning and its rise in the
early 20th century was general and theoretical.
As Robinson noted in his book The Improvement of Towns and Cities, many accomplishments in
civic planning were the results of grass-roots movements. The beginnings of St. Joseph's system
can also be credited to such a grass-roots effort. In February of 1910, a special meeting of the St.
Joseph Ad Club was held to formulate plans for a City Beautiful movement. A committee of
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five was appointed to outline plans and solicit funds for securing "Mr. Robinson, the Landscape
Artist" to observe the city's progress and make a report. A few days later, members of the Park
Board met with the Board of Directors of the Ad Club and agreed to work on the project, which
was then jointly referred to as "our 'City Beautiful' project" (Morton, 1914).
The Ad Club mailed letters requesting subscriptions to the City Beautiful fund, and soon had
enough responses that they were able to hold a meeting for the subscribers only ten days later.
Robinson was quickly brought out - he visited St. Joseph in either late February or very early
March (a bill for his livery rig was received by March 3rd). After the Ad Club received his
report in May of 1910, a fee of$1000.00 was remitted to Robinson. A committee was appointed
to call upon the Park Board and present them the plans, if "they would arrange to have the same
printed in book form for distribution." One month later the Department of Commerce and Labor
in Washington, D.C. requested a copy of the report, but it had not yet been printed. It is probable
that it was never printed as the cost was too great, but in September of 1910, the Ad Club voted
to bind Robinson's report and give it to the public library (Morton, 1914). 2
"The St. Joseph of the Future" looked at all aspects of city beautification in St. Joseph; it was
not meant to be a treatise on the parks system alone. Robinson was in fact asked to present a
report on what could be done to "improve" St. Joseph, with the obvious focus on the physical
environment. After studying the situation, he found four dominating needs or problems. The
one which was most fully discussed with him by members of the Ad Club was that of
playgrounds, parks, and boulevards, which he felt was "properly embraced by the broad term
'Park System.'" There were other pressing design concerns in St. Joseph at that time though.
The other issues tackled by Robinson were: the location for a Union Passenger station, a
location for a new city hall and larger public library, and last, the development and maintenance
of streets and adjoining private property (Robinson, 1910).
Fully half of Robinson's report focused on the park system though. In it, he states his belief in
the value of such an amenity.
A good park system is all pervading. It penetrates, in one form or another, all parts of
the town, spreading its influence where it does not actually transform, injecting new
life and blood into the dry bones of the street system, and changing for the better the
general aspect of the town. If we can work out for St. Joseph a good practicable park
system, we shall have quite a different community to deal with ... (Robinson, 1910)
A typed copy exists today at the River Bluffs Regional Library in St. Joseph. It appears to be an original copy,
with a few handwritten corrections and drawings by Robinson, as well as original photographs.
2
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Robinson's first task was to assess the current situation. His report included a map of the extant
park holdings of St. Joseph in 1910. Figure 1 on page E-55 quite clearly shows that St. Joseph
was distinctly lacking in park land, especially considering its population and the year. Krug Park
and Bartlett Parks are the only park lands of any size. At approximately 20 acres each, Robinson
considered them too small to adequately serve as larger "pleasure grounds" (Robinson, 1910).
What made St. Joseph's situation even worse was the lack ofland surrounding most of the
schools at that time. This, combined with the tight development of the inner sections of St.
Joseph, afforded very little recreational opportunity to the majority of residents.
Although City Beautiful planners have been accused of being concerned only with aesthetics,
just as with the nineteenth century reform movement planners, Robinson sincerely believed in
the social benefits of parks. Therefore, it was imperative that:
Such a system should serve all parts of the city, and it should be adapted to all kinds of
people - poor and rich, young and old, those who drive and those who walk, those who
seek the park for rest and those to whom its best service will be in the opportunity it
gives for exercise (Robinson, 1910).
Robinson's goal for a St. Joseph park system, therefore, was to ideally involve a variety of sites
which were not only accessible, but equally distributed. Last in his consideration, but by no
means ignored, was conservation of natural resources and the use of land "that is not good for
other purposes" (Robinson, 1910).
In approaching St. Joseph's plan, Robinson reviewed the city's park needs and opportunities
geographically, in what he termed a "zone treatment." Much in the same manner as St. Joseph
developed, he planned for a system in concentric semi-circles, moving outward from the central
city. Within the inner ring, he found good opportunity for park development on what he referred
to as "The Three Hills" of St. Joseph - Prospect Hill, High School Hill, and King Hill.
Prospect Hill was at the northern edge of the business district. The steep topography had
prevented development at the site. The merit of the site as a park, however, was due precisely to
that steep character. It afforded views to both downtown and the country. Robinson felt that this
site needed little improvement. Its primary function was to serve the neighborhood and provide a
vantage point of the region.
Here mothers and nurses of the neighborhood can take their children, ... here tired
workers from the busy city streets and crowded buildings will stroll on summer
evenings, to have the cobwebs blown out of brains and get things in their true
perspective; here the sunset will lure many a beauty-lover, and at night the twinkling
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lights of Prospect Hill's south knoll will be one of the crowns of the city (Robinson,
1910).
He proposed the development of the park to occur on the west slope, with paths winding down
the slope past the old fortifications and the old fort above "Dug Cut" road. By utilizing these
resources in the park, he pointed out that it would "be a historic park, as well as an outlook point
of rare beauty." Robinson's critical error regarding Prospect Hill was his (and later, others')
underestimation of the ease of acquiring the park. He saw that there were only "four, or at the
most five, little houses to acquire. All the rest is vacant, and practically worthless for building."
(Robinson, 1910) It was his contention that no valuable property would be taken off the tax
rolls, and the land would cost very little. He did not count on organized protest to the plan to pay
for the acquisition of the land.
Besides the three hill parks, Robinson clearly saw a need for playgrounds, more so than in other
cities. The small schoolyards, compact development of the older portions of town, and the steep
topography (which he felt discouraged long walks) all combined to make open spaces a rarity for
most of the children of St. Joseph. Where possible, he felt that schoolyards should be expanded
for playfields; the next best sites for these were in parks. As playfields usually required flat sites,
this dictated his final choice for park lands.
In the next geographic zone of park development, Robinson took up the issue of the larger
"pleasure grounds" which he felt provided the character of a municipal park system. As
mentioned earlier, he felt St. Joseph's parks in 1910 were too small to adequately serve the
population of the city, and he proposed additions to both Bartlett and Krug Parks. However, a
system of parks for St. Joseph would require much more park land than could be provided
around these two parks. "The difficulty is to be sufficiently restrained in making selections" for
the new parks, according to Robinson, "for of no place could it be more truly said that all the
countryside is a park." (Robinson, 1910)
Citizens of St. Joseph in 1910 were unanimous that the waterworks hill should be included in the
park system, and Robinson agreed. It was a 110 acre site which the utilities would allow the city
to use as a park without purchase. Another large tract, known then as the Curd property, curved
between Ashland Avenue and Asylum Road (now Frederick Avenue). A creek bed from 28th to
36th, just north of Olive, was also recommended (part of which was later to become Parkway A).
Hyde Park, which during this period was already informally used as a park, was an especially
critical park site, as this crowded portion of south St. Joseph did not have many recreational
opportunities.
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Since St. Joseph was so far behind in the development of a parks system, Robinson chose not to
take up the issue of large outer parks.
In my judgement St. Joseph has so much now to do in the establishment of the much
needed inner system, with its necessary approaches and connections, that the distinctly
outer system - which, with good inside parks, would be required only if a great city
developed - may well wait.. .. At all events, I should consider the establishment of an
outer system at this time a speculation that the city ought not to undertake until it has
done the other things I am recommending. Outer parks at present would be a luxury,
of practically no use except to those with horses or motors; while the close-in parks are
an immediate necessity for all the people (Robinson, 1910).
Even though he made no concrete recommendations for parks outside the city boundaries,
Robinson could not resist contemplating a few sites. The shores of the Hundred-and-Two River,
the historic Corby Mill, a possible lake at the river's crossing of extended Mitchell Avenue, and a
drive along the river shore were all "alluring visions that a rapid eastward growth of the city"
might make possible (Robinson, 1910).
Robinson's ideas for possible park expansions and acquisitions are presented in Figure 2, page E56. In his report, he next covered his ideas for park approaches and connecting drives.
Thus far we have been discussing parks, without regard to their connections and
approaches. In the sites proposed, there have been located a number of isolated units,
and until these ... are tied together by suitable connections, and tied attractively into
the street plat, we shall not have a park system (Robinson, 1910).
Boulevards were not to be a part of the St. Joseph parks system in Robinson's scheme. To him, a
boulevard was a wide, stately thoroughfare which was strictly formal in development.
Obviously, a pleasant country road might be shorn of all its natural charm if made a
boulevard; obviously, an artery of the city's street system, with a car line on it, might
be robbed of much of its civic usefulness if transformed into a genuine boulevard;
obviously again, there is contradiction in describing a narrow wooded road through a
picturesque ravine as a boulevard. A real boulevard would cut ruthlessly through the
ravine until there remained no narrowness, no woodiness, no picturesqueness
(Robinson, 1910).
In planning for park connections, Robinson appears to have relied heavily on existing roadways,
as seen in Figure 3, page E-57. Although he did not directly address the reasoning for this, he
spoke in other places of the conservative nature of his plan. To him, it was imperative that St.
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Joseph accomplish something in the way of park development quickly. The opportunity for
acquiring many of his proposed sites would soon be lost. In retrospect, this proved to be true for
some of his recommendations. Along the same line of reasoning for not proposing large outer
parks, St. Joseph just had too much to do in the way of establishing a park system. By utilizing
existing roadways, the cost of his proposal was greatly reduced.
Although Robinson is unquestionably connected with the City Beautiful movement, having after
all coined the term, he was obviously not enamored with every design feature typically
associated with the movement. He recommended against formal "sunken gardens," which was
clear from his report that many St. Joseph citizens were wanting. He also did not propose any
boulevards by his definition. "Thus, though I heard much talk of 'boulevards' for St. Joseph,
there will be no heading in this Report which carries that word." (Robinson, 1910) It appears
that his plan had none of the faults often associated with the City Beautiful movement. Robinson
carefully thought about the needs of the city, the layout of the land, its existing development, and
how best to provide for a City Beautiful. Although his report did not present any specific site
plans, he clearly did not promote the useless frills of classicism which critics associate with the
movement.
After receiving and paying for Charles Mulford Robinson's report "The St. Joseph of the
Future," the Ad Club still had funds left over from the City Beautiful subscription drive. A
lecture on the "Crusade Against Ugliness" was quickly secured for June of 1910. The speaker
was J. Horace McFarland, President of the American Civic Association. Four days later, calling
the lecture a success, the chairman of the Ad Club's City Beautiful committee requested that his
committee be discharged (Morton, 1914). It is not apparent that they did anything else, but for a
short four months, the Ad Club played a small but significant role in the formation of St.
Joseph's park system.
At almost the precisely the same time that the Ad Club of St. Joseph appointed their committee
to raise funds to bring Charles Mulford Robinson to town, the President of the Ad Club wrote
George E. Kessler of Kansas City requesting whether he was available to submit a plan for the
"city's improvement" and what his fee for services would be (Kessler Files, 1910-1912). Before
Kessler could reach an agreement with the city, Robinson had finished his report. Shortly
thereafter, the city began its formal association with Kessler, who was thus able to build upon the
preliminary recommendations of Charles Mulford Robinson. Under the city charter, Kessler
became the executive officer of the Board of Park Commissioners, and was empowered to
employ any assistance which he required. He and the Board agreed that the drafting of the plans
and engineering work would be completed by local St. Joseph engineers. W.K. Seitz of SeitzPeterman Engineering Company was chosen for surveying the local site conditions of the land
proposed for the park and boulevard districts. Seitz' s firm was also to complete the civil
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engineering work for the general plan (Kessler Files, 1910-1912). George Kessler, along with
his chief assistant R.C. Barnett, provided recommendations for site selection and prepared the
site designs for specific parks.

George Edward Kessler

George Edward Kessler was born in Frankenhausen, Germany in 1862, but moved to New York
with his family when he was two years old. His mother is credited for his choice of careers,
deciding that the new field oflandscape architecture would combine Kessler's creative talents
with the practicality of engineering. He was educated in Europe in botany, forestry, landscape
design, engineering, and civic design. At the age of twenty he returned to this country.
Kessler came to the Midwest in the mid-1880's to work as the Superintendent of Parks for the
Kansas City, Fort Scott, and Gulf Railroad. His first project was to create an amusement park in
Merriam, Kansas. He soon opened his own office, and began work on projects in Kansas City
such as Hyde Park and Janssen Place. One of his early projects was the landscaping for the home
of August Meyer, who eventually was on the Kansas City park board which later hired Kessler.
In 1892, Kessler was employed as the "secretary" of the Park Board, for which he received a
salary, as well as its engineer, for which he received no pay. He subsequently published a report
in 1893 which laid the groundwork for the system of parks and boulevards of Kansas City. Not
only was this report extremely significant to the development of Kansas City, but it served to
spread Kessler's reputation.
For Kansas City, Kessler not only developed the master plan for the entire system as well as site
plans for individual parks and boulevards, he was involved in public presentations, the
development of condemnation ordinances, and construction supervision. He also maintained his
private practice during this period, and offered his consulting services to both private and public
clients. By the time St. Joseph contracted with him, Kessler's reputation had been further
enhanced with projects in Denver, Cincinnati, Indianapolis, Memphis, and Fort Worth.
Although citizens of St. Joseph have always resisted comparisons to nearby Kansas City, the lack
of a park system in St. Joseph particularly rankled many residents. In 1911, when Kansas City
was the host to the American Association of Park Superintendents, it was the subject of much
national attention. By this point, though, Kessler was no longer employed full time with the
Kansas City Parks Board and had moved to St. Louis.
A natural evolution from Kessler's park system studies was city planning, and he eventually
served the city planning commissions of Dallas; Wichita Falls, Texas; Oklahoma City; Kansas
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City, Kansas; and Kansas City, Missouri. He is recognized for influencing the development of
many cities, and for shaping the built environment in a wide variety of locales. At least two of
park systems planned by Kessler have been listed in the National Register of Historic PlacesDenver and Memphis. His accomplishments have also recently been recognized by a traveling
exhibition of his work
Together with W.K. Seitz and his assistant R.C. Barnett, Kessler studied the topography and
other physical conditions of St. Joseph for over a year, as well as cultural conditions. He was
charged with designing a parks system which would be modeled "after the Robinson plan." In
1912, George E. Kessler, as consulting Landscape Architect, and W.K. Seitz, as supervising
engineer, presented the results of the year's study to the Board of Park Commissioners. The
report was reprinted in the paper, as was the master plan for the entire system (Kessler Files,
1910-1912).
"The purpose of a park system" according to Kessler, was "to supply ample opportunity for
healthful outdoor recreation. This recreation takes many forms and in order to be of use to the
entire population, requires lands for parks, playgrounds, and driveways." (Kessler Files, 19101912) Like Robinson, Kessler did not include plans for acquiring a larger outer park. His first
consideration was with the parks in the developed parts of town.
Prior to the publication of the report, some work on the park system had already been
undertaken. As Kessler noted in the annual report published in the newspaper in \912, this was
"in order to realize some benefits of the park system at an early date" and garner public support
for the project. Court proceedings had already begun for the acquisition of Prospect Park, a
portion of Noyes Boulevard, and the enlargement of Bartlett Park (City of St. Joseph, Parks
Department; Newspaper clippings books; 10 April 1912). 3 At the same time the proceedings
were carried on for the condemnation of these properties, court proceedings for the grading of
Noyes Boulevard were acc_omplished. Kessler noted that all of this work fit into his general plan.
Although Kessler prepared master plans for the entire system, it appears that the design and plans
for Prospect Park received special attention. As the largest of his proposed inner properties and
the one nearest the business section, he felt it was "peculiarly situated and especially adapted for
park purposes." (Kessler Files, 1910-1912) As did Robinson, Kessler also noted the beautiful
views from the summit, and that "only a few cities of the country are fortunate enough to possess
a park of such commanding and inspiring views." (Kessler Files, 1910-1912) His plan for
Prospect Park shows an intricate network of drives and pedestrian paths which take full advantage
3

Hereafter, this source will be abbreviated to "Clippings".
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of the natural topography and views. While the vast majority of the park was naturalistic in its
design approach, Kessler did incorporate a few formal elements. One was a semi-circular
pedestrian entrance leading from Louis and Antoine Streets. West of this entrance was a small,
but elaborate formal garden with what appears to be a building or structure as a focal point. The
third formal area was west of the intersection of Prospect Avenue and Isabelle Street. A pool,
building, and attached pergola was set in a formal arrangement, yet the playground south of this
area was designed in a naturalistic manner (Kessler, March 1912).
Kessler also agreed with Robinson concerning the expansion of Krug and Bartlett Parks, and the
acquisition of Hyde Park. There were a few other tracts which Kessler recommended acquiring
which were not mentioned by Robinson. For the most part, however, the focus of Kessler's
plans was the system of boulevards and parkways.
For presentation and analysis in the report of 1912, Kessler divided the driveways into "inner,"
"outer," and "connecting systems." The inner system basically paralleled the river and ran
north/south in the already built-up portions of town. The outer system depicted drives which
encircled the city. These parkways occupied high ground for the most part. Although existing
roads were used in some instances, curving scenic drives were a feature of the outer system.
Connecting drives were short east/west routes which connected a park to a drive, or connected
the inner system with the outer system of drives.
Kessler and Seitz's plan was presented to the public, along with a proposition for funding the
acquisition and development. A bond election for these funds met with approval, but shortly
afterwards an injunction suit was filed against the city by objectors. In the proposal for funding
the parks, the city was divided into park districts. Property owners within a district were
assessed benefits which paid for the parks in their own district. The first to feel the effect of this
proposition were the residents in the Prospect Park district. The property owners here organized
the "Taxpayers League No. 1," and were successful in defeating the plans for acquiring Prospect
Park (Thomas, 1954).4 According to the grounds set forth by the court, the park districts had not
been established at the time of the passage of the ordinance which condemned the land, or even
at the date the Taxpayers League suit was filed in the circuit court. In other words, the city
couldn't condemn land for park purposes in a particular district and assess benefits, when in fact
the districts did not yet exist (Clippings).
While the loss of this case seems to have been based on a technicality, so to speak, it dealt a
fairly heavy blow to the park movement in St. Joseph at the time. The court did not rule against
4

Huston Wyeth Park, acquired later, is at approximately the same location as was the proposed Prospect Park.
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the power of the city to establish park districts, nor to assess benefits in those districts; it only
ruled that in this instance, it was necessary to establish the districts before the land could be
condemned. To the park board and the citizens, however, it seemed as if the park system was
effectively stopped. For one thing, the lengthy court case had taken a lot of time, effort, and
expense on the part of the park board. They felt it was time to study the mistakes which occurred
in this phase of planning for the park system. Kessler was relieved of his services, primarily for
political reasons. He was subsequently "rehired," then dismissed again in 1913, partly for
financial reasons this time (Kessler Files, 1913-1914).
The biggest deficiency to date in the effort to establish a parks system had probably been in the
area of public relations. When the next set of park plans was drawn up, the park board made a
concerted effort to present them to all geographic areas of the city. In the mean time, work began
on the less controversial projects, such as the grading of Noyes Boulevard and that of Parkway
A, and continued on those parks which were already under the jurisdiction of the park board,
such as Krug Park (Clippings; 11 February 1914).
World War I further curtailed the development of the parks system, primarily due to lack of
funds and manpower. It was commonly held in St. Joseph, though, that work on the system
completely halted during the war, which was not the case. In 1916, John C. Olmsted of the
Olmsted Brothers firm visited St. Joseph (Clippings; St. Joseph Gazette, 25 March 1917). John
Olmsted served as senior partner of the firm from 1898 until his death in 1920. He founded the
firm upon the retirement of his uncle and stepfather, Frederick Law Olmsted. Alqng with his
partner (his younger stepbrother, Frederick Law Olmsted, Jr.), John C. Olmsted was known as a
skillful designer whose work expanded to include many comprehensive park systems with
emphasis not only on the protection of scenic vistas, but on recreational planning as well
(Tishler, 1989). In 1916, the Olmsted Firm provided advice to the St. Joseph Board of Park
Commissioners regarding Washington, Smith, Patee, Mitchell, and Carnegie Parks (McCollum,
30 June 1981). No plans were prepared at this time, however.
There were other indications that the idea of a parks system was still alive and well in the minds
of city leaders. In April of 1916, all of the Board of Park Commissioners resigned, and a new
board was appointed. With Milton Tootle president, and members John I. McDonald and R.T.
Forbes, the Board again proceeded with plans for a park and boulevard system. Referring
to Robinson, Kessler, the Olmstead Brothers, and others, the board noted in 1917 "that some
of the biggest landscape artists in all the country have been here to add their suggestions."
According to the board, the plan:
has been carefully worked out with the aid and suggestion of the very best landscape
architects in the United States, several of whom were brought quietly here and taken
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over the ground to make a careful study of it. They all with one accord declared that
the city was blessed in having natural parks that would take the minimum of cost to
develop, and the most of them were enthusiastic over the drive that could be made
from Waterworks hill along the ridge to the south (Clippings; St. Joseph Gazette, 20
March 1917).

One of the "landscape artists" who was brought to St. Joseph was George Burnap, a landscape
architect and planner for the Office of Public Buildings and Grounds in Washington, D.C. The
exact date when he began work for the city is not known, but bills for his services date at least
from 1917 (Clippings). A new plan was quickly prepared for review. Figure 4 (page E-58)
shows the parks system as it was presented to the public in the newspapers of 1917. The drawing
itself was prepared by J.H. Barnes, who was appointed along with the new board in 1916 as the
Secretary and Supervising Engineer for parks. By January of 1917, Leon D. Tilton was
appointed Landscape Architect for the Board of Park Commissioners (Clippings). No other
information regarding Tilton has been discovered to date, but it is possible that the 1917 plan
could have resulted from the work of Tilton, Barnes, Burnap, or any combination of the three.
After 1917, however, the story of the design of the St. Joseph parks system is primarily that of
George Burnap.

George Burnap
George Burnap was born in Hopkinton, Massachusetts in 1885. He entered M.I.T. in 1902, and
received his S.B. in architecture (landscape architecture option) in 1906 (Ward-Masterson, 28
March 1994; Leininger, 24 March 1994). He then attended the Rural Art program at Cornell
University from 1908-1910, receiving his MA in what would become the Landscape
Architecture Department. He was one of the first two or three graduate students in the program,
which began in 1903. While a student, Burnap also served as a lecturer for many of the
program's undergraduate courses. According to the list of courses and instructors provided in
the 1909-1910 course catalogue, his responsibilities were great. Out of eleven courses, he
assisted in six and was the sole instructor in two others. Three of these courses were introduced
in Bumap's first year of teaching, which indicates that Burnap was responsible for the course
development as well (Carlson, 28 February 1994).
Burnap would continue his education after his first contact with St. Joseph at the University of
Paris. He was awarded a Diplome d'Urbanisme in 1923 by l'Ecole Des Hautes Etudes Urbaines,
a graduate school at the university. The courses at this school were conducted by professors
from the Sorbonne, the college of Prance, the Ecole des Beaux-Arts, The University of Paris, and
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the University of Strasbourg. This was considered "the highest degree in the profession of city
planning" at the time (Greenwood (S.C.) Index-Journal, 19 July 1923). He was a Fellow in the
American Academy in Rome, and was a member of the Societe des Urbanistes. He also was a
lecturer at various times on landscape and civic design at the University of Pennsylvania,
University of Illinois, and MIT (Marquis, 1925).
Before he was contacted by the City of St. Joseph, Burnap served as the landscape architect for
the Office of Public Buildings and Grounds in Washington, D.C. 5 This office was responsible
for the numerous public parks and monuments which would later come under the jurisdiction of
the National Park Service. While serving in this public position, Burnap was accepting
commissions for work around the country. He purportedly left his position due to the conflict
which eventually arose between his public work and private practice (Scott, 26 June 1991).
While in Washington, D.C., though, he became well-known for his design (and redesigns) of
many of that city's famous public outdoor spaces. An endorsement by The Washington Star
newspaper in the introduction to Burnap's book published in 1916 stated that:

Mr. Burnap for the past five years has held the position of architect-in-chief of outdoor
Washington and his influence is easily discernible in the artistic character our parks,
squares, and public grounds are taking (Burnap, 1916).
Further accolades were quoted from an article in the American City on "Intensive Park
Development" in the introduction to Burnap's book.
"George Burnap ... is making a radical departure from what has been done heretofore
in connection with the many small parks. His idea is to make them both striking as
focal point of the street system and possessed of personal and livable interest ... These
small parks, therefore, are beginning to have an individuality all their own, and are
acquiring a character of design that will before many years make the Washington park
system unique in this respect (Burnap, 1916).
Perhaps one of his most familiar works to the general public today is the planting of the Tidal
Basin on the Jefferson Memorial, which in 1912 was lined with Japanese flowering cherries and
other plant materials (Tishler, 1989). Landscape historians have also recognized his designs for
Montrose and Meridian Hill Parks in D.C .. Meridian Hill Park was listed in the National
Register of Historic Places in September, 1973, and has recently been listed as a National
Historic Landmark (Carr, n.d.).
The "Ten Year Record Book of the Class of 1906" from M.I.T. lists Burnap as a Landscape Architect with the War
Department, Washington D.C. (Schneiderman, 28 March 1994). Most sources show him as landscape architect for
Public Buildings and Grounds, however.
5
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Bu.map's biography credits him with park design in Omaha; Council Bluffs; Granville, New
York; Hagerstown, Maryland; Petersburg, Virginia; Greenwood, South Carolina, and elsewhere
(Marquis, 1925). City staff in all of the above-listed locations were contacted for this
nomination. Only staff in Omaha, Nebraska was aware ofBurnap's work in their city. In
Omaha, although he toured the existing park system in 1918 and made general comments, he
appears to have only been involved in planning for Levi Carter Park (Omaha World-Herald, 2
November 1918; Bjorkman, 3 January 1991). Staff and/or local historians contacted for all
other cities were not aware that Burnap had worked in their city, and had no historical records
documenting his work. Part of this lack of awareness can be blamed on the scarcity of records
which typically document historic landscape development. Cornell University alumni records do
contain one newspaper article from one of the cities that Burnap worked in-Greenwood, South
Carolina. From this article, it appears that Burnap just worked on the design of one park
(Greenwood (S.C.) Index-Journal, 19 July 1923). 6
Council Bluffs, Iowa is another city for which Burnap's biographical data lists him as having
completed park designs or plans. However, a brief history of the Council Bluff park system does
not list Bumap's involvement, and again, city staff members are not aware of his involvement.
Nevertheless, a historical newspaper article from nearby Omaha states that Burnap worked in
Council Bluffs (Omaha World-Herald, 2 November 1918). Historic pamphlets of Council
Bluffs parks also reveal that plans for a parkway system were developed in 1915~ in order to
connect already developed parks (Loschen, 22 October 1993). This corresponds-with the time
that Burnap was working as a consultant, and may indicate a possibility ofBurnap's
involvement. To date, therefore, the park and parkway system of St. Joseph, Missouri is the only
documented work of George Burnap which involves a complete, city-wide system. Even if
Burnap's involvement with other cities becomes recognized in the future, St. Joseph will remain
the only city in which he worked on the entire park system.
George Burnap may be best remembered nationally for his book, Parks: Their Design,
Equipment, and Use, published in 1916. It was the first book of such scope published on the
subject, and for many years it served as the standard for park design. He had planned to write an
entire Landscape Architecture Series of four books, with the other topics covering landscape
design, planting design, and garden design. He in fact had already written the landscape design
book when he was interred on the border between Germany and France at the outbreak of the
war. His manuscript and numerous photographs were confiscated, and he was never able to
recover them (Burnap, 1916). In addition to his book, there are also eight articles noted under
6

As in other cities, park and city planning staff were unaware ofBumap's involvement in the design of any parks.
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George Burnap in the A very Index of architectural publications. He was a contributing editor to
both the Architectural Record and the American Architecture and Building News magazines.
In his book on park design, Burnap discusses at length the relationship between city planning and
park development. "Park building ... is omnipresent. .. The unappreciative citizen fails to
recognize that park development has almost always preceded city planning, invariably
accompanies, and is ordained in every case to succeed it." (Burnap, 1916) It was his belief that
someone observing a city judges it "by its parks rather than by its plan." As he noted, the
absence of good city planning is noticeable, but the presence of it is not. However, "a city poorly
laid out but abounding in beautiful parks will inevitably receive favorable comment" (Burnap,
1916).
From these observations, one should not assume that Burnap was not advocating city planning.
On the contrary, even though the study of city planning was fairly new in 1915, he felt that
guided and directed development of cities was much preferable to haphazard growth. In the rush
of cities to embrace this new "science" of the day, Burnap just wanted to ensure that city
planning and park building be undertaken simultaneously. It was his experience that cities
desiring additional parks often found themselves launched on a campaign for city planning,
sometimes losing sight of the importance of park planning and design.
A park is not a unit in itself, and may not be developed independently of civic design;
therefore it must be handled by one of specific training who will understanq the
relation of park areas to the civic development as a whole (Burnap, 1916).
Bumap's advice to communities undertaking park development was three-fold. First, he felt that
an explicit plan should be prepared "under the direction of a competent designer" for every park
within a park system. The plan should be formally adopted and made public, and when
construction begins, the plan should be rigidly followed. Second, Burnap recommended that the
main lines of each park be laid out immediately, so that the public's interest would be aroused,
and more importantly, committing the city to following the original plan. Last, "whenever
possible the designer originally employed to prepare park plans shall be retained in a consulting
capacity" (Burnap, 1916). Undoubtedly he was pleased that St. Joseph followed this last piece of
advice, for the city was to retain his services in later years.
While much of his advice sounds today like an advertisement for his services, one must
remember that the field of landscape architecture was still in its infancy. Many communities
allowed their parks to develop haphazardly, until they represented the accumulation of whims of
whoever was in charge. This was the case in St. Joseph, where Krug Park prior to Bumap's
involvement bore the brunt of impulsive design. Historic photographs and postcards reveal that
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Krug Park was typical of the excesses of Victorian eclecticism. Contrasting with this, Burnap
advocated that park design should be "governed by principles of composition and not by personal
whim or caprice of the designer." (Burnap, 1916)
There were certain basic principles of park design which Burnap felt should be observed by a
competent designer. "Beauty" and "utility" were the basis of any plan; ·each of these had certain
attributes which needed to be accounted for. In his book, more specific guidelines were offered
for different types of parks and park features. He presented design principles for "Passingthrough" parks, neighborhood parks, and recreation parks. Examination of the chapters in his
book devoted to these park types shows that Burnap put many of these principles into effect in
St. Joseph.
In spite of Bu.map's reputation in the field of park design, he was not without his detractors in St.
Joseph. After the unveiling of the plans for Krug Park in 1919, one newspaper in particular
railed against not only the plans, but Burnap himself. Under the heading "Attempt to Depict
Krug Park After the New 'Landscape Architect' Has Unhorsed Nature There," an article read:
Some months ago a walking cane led a monocled gentleman from Washington, D.C.,
into St. Joseph and forthwith showed him the short route to the cash box. He was no
ordinary working man but a landscape architect-whatever that means. Upon him was
conferred the "divine right" to finish the work of his predecessor ... He quarreled with
nature over the way she shaped the face of the ground in Krug Park and fortJiwith
devised a plan for spending something like $75,000 in giving that resort such an
overhauling that Dame Nature would not know her own child if she met it in a road
(Clippings).
Other than the plans for Krug Park, which were printed in the papers, actual plans drafted by
Bu.map's studio have not been found to date. The newspapers of the day, however, always refer
to the plans for the park system as being a product of George Burnap. The subsequent
acquisition of park land was therefore undoubtedly based on Bu.map's recommendations.
However, Burnap was not around to see the start of the implementation of these plans. In
December of 1920, he left the employ of the parks department; the reason given was lack of
funds. An event which may have precipitated his departure was the hiring ofW.L. Skoglund.
In August of 1919, Walter L. Skoglund was hired as the new park superintendent. He was from
Louisville, Kentucky, where he had been a private Landscape Architect since 1912 (Clippings).
During the mid-1920' s, when many site plans for the parkways were published in the newspaper,
Skoglund was credited as the draftsperson. How much he influenced the specific design of the
parks and parkways is unknown. It is possible that the Board of Parks Commissioners did not
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feel a need to retain George Burnap to oversee the execution of his plans after hiring a landscape
architect to serve as superintendent. Although his exact role is uncertain, Skoglund is significant
for overseeing the development of the parks system during its critical construction period. He
stayed on as Superintendent until his resignation in 1936 (Clippings).

Implementing the system
When faced with the challenge of implementing George Burnap's plans for a park system, the
Board of Park Commissioners undertook a careful and prolonged public education program.
This began as early as 1916, when plans for a park system were first presented to neighborhood
and civic groups. From the beginning this time, it appeared that public opinion was with the park
board. Much of the pro-parks sentiment of the residents had to do with civic pride. The board
presented many figures that showed how much park land other cities of comparable population
had. As board member R.T. Forbes put it, St. Joseph was "fifty years behind in acquiring land."
At one such meeting, a citizen responded "Let's do it. Ifwe go ahead with it, in a few years we
can make Kansas City with her $14,000,000 boulevards sit up and take notice." Another resident
added, "One of the strongest points in favor of it is that we will have settled the question for the
present generation, and at a nominal cost may have a system that Kansas City would be proud to
have." And lastly, "If we pass up this opportunity, it would be nothing short of criminal."
(Clippings)
The program of public presentations of the park system did such a good job, in fact, that the
most vigorous objections to the plans as presented were from neighborhoods that did not think
they were being adequately served by the system. South end residents, having long been ignored
by the parks board, wanted to be sure that the proposed park lands in their neighborhoods would
be developed with enough recreational facilities. At a few meetings, some concern was
expressed about the method of financing the plan, but the vast majority of citizens approved.
The parkway system especially appealed to the growing number of motorists in the city.
According to John I. McDonald, park board member:
Twenty years ago no such plan would have found any favor at all, but the introduction
and the prevalence of the automobile has changed matters altogether and now there has
to be extent to any system of boulevards and parks. The plan gives a "belt line" for
travel around the city. The automobilist gets weary of the city streets and sighs for the
country and so the belt has been made 500 feet wide on the average so the driveways
could wind among trees and be screened by them so that the motorist would be in the
midst of nature all the way (Clippings).
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The newspapers described the parkway system even more glowing. It was referred to as "a
necklace encircling the city and which on a thread of driveways, will be strung parks and
playgrounds and beauty spots." (Clippings) The aesthetics of the plan were thus widely
promoted; their beauty alone was an acceptable reason for considering parks. As a member of a
civic improvement club noted in 1917:
We must have as good as any other city. But we also must have parks and drives for
their own sake, whether any other city has them or not. We must realize the utility of
beauty, must take advantage of the wonderful effect it has upon character and civic
growth. And we can't measure up to the standard of other cities, we can't be what we
ought to be without parks and playgrounds and beauty spots (Clippings, 20 March
1917).
In spite of the overwhelming sentiment for the park system, the development again languished
for a few years after 1917. This was probably due to the end of the war, a changing business
climate partially as a result of worsening agricultural economy, and the nationwide epidemic of
Spanish influenza, which hit St. Joseph (Logan, 1979). By 1921, though, the board was ready
again to take up the scheme for the park and boulevard system. A special election was held in
October to authorize the city to purchase and improve the park lands designated by the board.
The proposal passed, and condemnation ordinances were passed by Council as early as
December of 1921 (Clippings; Thomas, 1954).
The costs of acquiring the new park land were paid for from special assessments applied to the
park districts in which the lands were located. This time, there was no organized opposition to
the method of financing. However, the owners of property in a key area, Corby Grove, did
protest against the valuation of their property. Their legal battles with the city lasted from 1921
until 1925, when the U.S. Supreme Court finally agreed with the city's valuation. The day after
losing the case in the state Supreme Court, the property owners in retaliation destroyed 150
to 200 giant forest trees on the condemned property. The City of St. Joseph then contended that
this action further reduced the value of the property, as most of the chopped trees were along the
proposed drive (Clippings).
Although the city had been vindicated in courts as to the legality of their condemnation
procedure, a new charter bill was nevertheless adopted in 1925, partly as a result of the Corby
Grove battle. It amended the park department and discarded the plan for paying for condemned
land under the assessment scheme (Clippings). Although the plan for condemning the land
remained the same, the method of paying for it changed. From this point, the city either had to
have cash in the general fund for making payments, or it would have to issue bonds. That, in
fact, was the next step undertaken by the board.
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In the meantime, the legal battle over the Corby Grove property was not the only action taken in
forwarding Burnap's plans to fruition. Although the legal action delayed any action on Corby
Grove, Northwest, Northeast, and Corby Grove Parkways, the condemnation ordinances of 1921
and 1922 still allowed the city to move forward with purchasing the majority of the other parks
and parkways. However, these new acquisitions were not immediately developed. Instead, a
major effort began in 1922 in Krug Park, with construction beginning on the Refectory, the
Children's Circus, and the lagoon. (Clippings)
In 1925, the park board engaged the Olmsted Brothers firm once again to review the park
development projects. Percival Gallagher, an architect in service of the firm, came to St. Joseph
for several days in March. A detailed report of his recommendations were sent to St. Joseph in
April, along with a proposal for the Olmsted Brothers to provide working drawings and supervise
the construction (McCollum, 30 June 1981 ). Immediately after receiving this proposal, the board
announced that George Burnap had been given a contract to supervise the improvement of the
park system. The public stated reason for not going with the Olmsted Brothers firm was their
expense (Clippings). The Olmsted bid totaled approximately $30,000, while Burnap was to
receive $11,500 over the next three years.
During the latter part of his tenure with St. Joseph, Burnap worked with Dr. Jacques Greber,
S.A.D.G.-S.C., noted French architect and city planner. Plans were prepared out ofGreber's
Paris office in 1927 for the Civic Center around the new City Hall. On these, and on plans for
other squares and parks in St. Joseph, George Burnap is listed as "Associate Architect" (Greber,
1927). No plans prepared by Greber have been found for any of the parks or parkways contained
within the proposed historic district.
Before his contract for the three-year supervision during the system's construction, Burnap
appears to have actually begun working for the park board again in 1924, when he formulated the
plans for the improvements of Hyde Park (Clippings). One of the most critical issues in Hyde
Park at this time was the location for the new pool. The need for recreational facilities all over
St. Joseph was quite pressing at this time. Plans for playground equipment, ball fields, and even
the beginnings of the golf course were laid out during this period. All of this, including the
construction of two swimming pools, was financed through the general funds of the city. Added
to the recreational needs of the city was the cost of clearing the newly acquired properties of
buildings, brush, and debris. The park board was soon quite strapped for finances. Park
maintenance funds, together with the sale of Park Fund Certificates, managed to pay for these
expenses but left little money for development (Thomas, 1954). With the public clamoring for
more recreational services, community leaders felt the time was right to approach the citizens for
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"finishing the job." A bond issue election was held on July 15, 1926; it passed overwhelmingly,
with 1,500 votes over the necessary two-thirds majority (Thomas, 1954).
In anticipation of this passage, grading work on the parkways had actually begun in the early part
of 1926. The majority of bridge construction was completed in 1927. Most of the bridges
crossing over the parkways were designed by W.G. Fowler, the bridge engineer to the park board
(Clippings). Many other local professionals were involved in this huge construction project as
well. William Spann, the new city engineer, prepared some of the necessary topographical
surveys. However, the construction was proceeding at such a fast rate that a topographer, C.O.
Reioehl, was lent to the city from the state geological survey department (Clippings). In
December, 1927, the park board held an official "opening of the park drives." Twelve and a half
miles of parkways and boulevards were completed by this time, although there were a few
stretches which did not get paved in time for the official opening. These were filled in with
gravel.
Historic photographs reveal that little was done to the parks or parkways in the period
immediately after their construction. Speculation by a former director of the parks department
suggests that the city leaders may have been "exhausted by several years of ceaseless activity
and, having accomplished their purpose, were content to rest and to admire the results of their
efforts." (Thomas, 1954). In fact, a great deal had been accomplished. Park land area had gone
from 95 acres in 1921 to approximately 1,200 acres in 1927 (an increase of 1260%). Boulevard
and parkway miles went from 6.6 miles in 1921 to 23½ miles in 1927 (an increase of 253%).
Unfortunately, the appropriations for construction were insufficient, and no provision had been
made for the operation and maintenance of the expanded facilities. The department still operated
on its pre-expansion budget. In fact, the combined funds in fiscal year 1921-22 (park
assessments and general fund appropriations) were $84,048. For fiscal year 1928-29, the total
was $78,778, a decrease of over six percent (Thomas, 1954).
Meanwhile, the city had two new swimming pools without adequate bathhouse facilities and a
building at Krug park which was little more than halfway completed. The new golf course
required maintenance, but for the most part, the other new facilities required little maintenance at
first. Money formerly appropriated for new construction was diverted to maintenance of the
newly acquired areas, and for a while, this was sufficient. Although in 1928, Burnap lamented
the fact that practically nothing had been done so far with beautifying the system, a few things
were accomplished in the late twenties (Clippings; 27 October 1928). The light system for the
parkways was nearly completed by 1929, and an extensive tree planting program was carried out
in 1930. In the meantime, the older parts of the park system were allowed to deteriorate. The
pavilion in Bartlett Park was getting dangerous, the sidewalks in the older parks were
deteriorating, and the plantings were suffering from neglect (Thomas, 1954).
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The Great Depression had as debilitating an effect on the completion of the parks system as it did
on the rest of the nation. During the Depression, park revenues were reduced both from real
estate assessments and appropriations from the general funds. As a result, the refectory at Krug
Park was never completed. However, the W.P.A. program provided some relief. The park
board was asked to provide work projects for a great number of men. Several construction and
landscaping projects were conducted under W.P.A. programs. However, regulations required
that all governmental assistance be applied to new construction only; no W.P.A. labor could be
used for maintenance. All of the city's funds were used up in providing tools, equipment,
supervision, and engineering for the new W.P.A. projects, so that the maintenance problems
continued to compound (Thomas, 1954).
W.P.A. projects tapered off in 1940, and the repair and upkeep of the existing features once again
became a primary goal of the park department. However, World War II brought an extreme
shortage of manpower. It was so difficult to hire workers during this period that the Park
Department could not spend all the money appropriated to it. By the end of the war, it had
accumulated a surplus of funds. It quickly used this up in the period of 1946 to 1949, when the
maintenance program was finally restored (Thomas, 1954).
Through the W.P.A., P.W.A., appropriations from the general fund, and contributions, a number
of facilities were added to the park system after its "completion" in 1927. Through 1954, these
projects included the Pony Express Memorial; Noyes Field Stadium; bleachers, fieldhouse, and
lighting facilities at South Park Softball Field; additional baseball fields and tennis courts;
additional playground equipment; shelter house and rest rooms at Houston Wyeth Park; lighting
facilities for picnic and park areas in Krug and Hyde Parks; toilet and locker room facilities at
Noyes Field; and toilet facilities at several locations (Thomas, 1954).

Conclusion
St. Joseph's park system plays an important role in the understanding of the broader, nationwide
historic context of early twentieth century city-wide park systems. St. Joseph's system differed
from others in its implementation, however. Whereas many communities were planning for citywide systems, few realized the implementation of the complete system as planned. As
significant as St. Joseph's park system is in the field of landscape architecture, its contribution to
the development of the city in the twentieth century is also noteworthy. Many fine residential
neighborhoods sprang up around the parks and parkways. Although the early twentieth century
neighborhoods have not been inventoried to date, their high level of architectural integrity is
evident. From its inception through the present date, an address that can boast of being "on the
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boulevard" has literally added value. St. Joseph's park system was, and remains, a source of
great pride to its citizens.
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Figure 1
From Charles Mulford Robinson's "The St. Joseph of the Future"
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Figure 2
From Charles Mulford Robinson's "The St. Joseph of the Future"
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Figure3
From Charles Mulford Robinson's "The St. Joseph of the Future"
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~ssociated Historic Context (Amended)
Jueen City of the West: Commerce in St. Joseph, ca. 1865 - ca. 1945
~reface
rhe associated historic context, "Queen City of the West: Commerce in St. Joseph, ca. 1865-1929" was
?repared in 1991 to amend the Multiple Properties Documentation fonn "Historic Resources in St.
·oseph, Buchanan CoWlty, Missouri," completed in 1988. This amendment of the associated historic
=ontext statement is being submitted to clarify a misconception in the selection of the original period
>f significance for commercial resources in St. Joseph. While the i;election of the Stock Market Crash
>f 1929 was seemingly a logical ending date for the period of significance, commercial development
iid continue after 1929. Resources developed after 1929 remained consistent in design, mass, scale
md materials with those developed previously, until about 1945, when the pattern and style of
:ommercial development changed to accommodate a more automobile-oriented economy in the post(""":1d War Two era. The purpose of this amendment is to justify extending the period of significance
for the ..Queen City of the West" to an end date of ca. 1945.

Additional Information
The economy of St. Joseph during the 1920s was one of relative fluidity( as indicated in the
documentation prepared to support both the "Historic Resources of St. Jo~eph, Buchanan County,
Missouri," and its related historic context, "Queen City of the West, ca. i865-1929." While the base of
the St Joseph economy during the nineteenth century had been built upon· wholesale distribution
and manufacturing, the influence of those two was decreasing during the first three decades of the
twentieth century. In their place were new areas of commercial influence, notably the rise in
importance of the St. Joseph Stock Yards and grain processing facilities.

It is difficult to measure the effect that the Stock Market Crash and the ensuing Great Depression had
on St. Joseph. Civic boosters had little to offer as a positive view of the times, and once recovery was
made, they had little interest in reminding themselves and others of how bad things might have been.
The other problem in assessing the times was caused by a confusion of terminology used by local·
interests and federal or state agencies. For example, the St. Joseph .Clwnber of Commerce reported
in 1928 that there were fifty--three wholesale '10bbers11 in business at the time, who g~ated $199
ptlion in total sales (St. Joseph Chamber of Commerce 1928: n. p.); in comparison, the Oty of St.
~ aph reported that in 1939 there were 153 wholesale firms operating in the dty, who produced
$45.9 million in total sales (St. Joseph Planning Department 1963: n. p.), Cearly, the economic times
were unable to support the addition of one hundred wholesale businesses between 1928 and 1939, as
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total sales dropped by $150 million. No matter which number of businesses is correct, the loss of
seventy-five percent of the wholesale market value in this period would have been devastating to the
local economy.

The city's population statistics for the period of 1929 to at. 1945 are a clearer indicator of the
debasement of the local economy. The 1930 Census revealed that St. Joseph had a population of
80,935, somewhat lower than the Chamber of Commerce's estimate of 85,000 in 1928 (Bureau of the
Census 1952:25-10; St. Joseph Chamber of Commerce 1928: n. p.). In 1940, however, the Census
reported a population of only 75,711, representing a loss of 5,224 people (6.5 percent) over the
previous decade. In comparison with other major cities in Missouri, Kansas Oty's loss in population .
was only ~-1 percent, and St. Louis' loss was only 0.7 percent (ibid.). The exodus from St. Joseph is
clear evidence of the economic difficulties in the city.

In spite of the depressed economy, the development of property for residential, commerdal,
f""'ustrial and public buildings continued during the 1930s. The total project investment represented
hL the available building permit records from. this period was reported by the City to range from a
low of only $281,945 in 1938, to a high of $1,269,557 in 1939 (Polk 1930-1940), with the average year
posting approximately $450,000 in new investment.

A sampling of some prominent building activities known to have ~ place during the Great
Depression includes the Thomas Edison School (1931, 22nd and Clay Str•), .the Webster School
(1931, 18th and Highly Streets), the St. Francis Xavier School (1934, 26~8 Seneca Street), Westminster
Presbyterian O,.urch (1934, 2101 Jules Street), and the Noyes School (1939, 26th and Delaware
Streets). Several new buildings were added to the St. Joseph State Hospital 'on Frederick Boulevard at
34th Street, including the employee dormitory (1936), the Woodson Building (1937-1938), and the
Park Building (1937·1938). A major public works project of this period was the construction of the
Belt Highway (U. S. 29L, U. S. 169), which was built as a by-pass for 1raffic out of the Downtown area,
and whose impact on housing and commercial development patterns in St~ Joseph is still being felt
(St. Joseph Landmarks Commission, "Public Buildings," "Transportation" and "Ethnic Heritage").
The high level of activity shown in building permits for 1939 reflects the impact of massive federal
aid invested through the Public Works Administration, which was spent on projects that included the
New Oty Market on Market Square in Downtown St. Joseph, a new police station at 9th and Mary
Street, Fire Station No. 7 at Church and 10th Street, and new runways and hangars for Rosecrans
Field, the municipal airport now located across the Missouri River from St. Joseph.

............

Commercial construction in St. Joseph also continued dwing the. Depression, though there are only a
few structures previously surveyed which document the range of commercial design during this

..
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period. In relative terms, the entire number of new buildings or period alterations of extant
properties would have been low,~ suggested by the small amount of total investment demonstrated
by building permit activity. Previous survey activity in St. Joseph has not located. examples of
mmmerdal structures from 1930 to ca. 1945, largely because buildings from this period were ignored
if the date of their construction lay outside of the time period eligible for survey.

For the purposes of this amendment, however, there are excellent examples t.o document the types of
commercial building built between ca. 1929 and ca. 1945. These examples include new construction
and renovations of older structures. Fire Station No. 7 (1939, 927 Corby Street), an example of a
service-related property type as identified in the "Queen Oty of the Weitt" context, as is the Shell
service station at 1528 St. Joseph Avenue (1929, renovated in 1934). The Anna Knei"b Store (1932, 920
Church Street) is an example of a neighborhood store building identified as an eligible resource
under the Small Scale subtype of the Commerdal Block property type; the Woolworth Store (1919;
renovated. 1940, 22nd and Mitchell Streets) is also an example of a small scale commercial block but
with city-wide importance. An entire collection of mixed commercial property types .
predominantly built within this period can be found near Downtown St. Joseph in blocks bounded by
Messanie, 5th, Sylvanie, Edmond, and 8th Streets.

r

Though the sampling represented by these buildings is small, the one key characteristic shared by all
Is that the essential elements of their fonn are little changed from those ~f related property types built
a deeade before. The weak loc:al economy provided little opportmlity for innovation in design,

structure or materials during the Great 'Depression; the restrictions of the World War "lwo1n'a
economy provided even fewer opportunities for dramatic change.
However, sweeping change in commercial design and construction did occur with the invigorated
economy that followed the end of World War Two, and it was these changes that'truly bring the
"Queen Qty of the West'' era to a close. Innovations in manufacturing processes and materials
brought new opportunities for experimentation in commercial d ~ as glass and structural steel,
among other new materials, replaced brick and wood as the dominant elements of the architectural
palette. Multi-storied buildings became increasingly uncommon as retail stores and service facilities
adopted more horizontal massing; the gTouping of multiple stores into one shopping center became
more CODUZ\On as a way to lower development costs with shared parking. The renewal and
subsequent explosion of the automobile culture in A:m.erica also changed the places where St. Joseph
(and most of America) did business, as the commercial strip and tlie shopping center brought about
,-::fous competition with Downtown for the first time fn our history. Proximity to downtown or to a
·.. .. aetcar line was no longer a criterion for a suc:c:essful business, replaced instead by the traffic count
(the number of vehicles passing a point on a roadway on a particular day).
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:stablished highway commercial development on corridors such as Frederick, Kimball and St. Joseph
'-venues remained viable in the 1950s, though many older developed properties were replaced
!ventually with new structures. New commercial conidors such as the Belt :Highway became the
~eatest competition to Downtown by the end of the 1950s. Roadside restaurants such as the Snow
Mute Restaurant (1938, Frederick Avenue at the Belt Highway) were developed to offer service to
.ocals as well as travelers; over time, strip shopping centers, drive-in restaurants and motels also
¥ew up on the Belt Highway at the city's perimeter.
Ihe revised end date of ca. 1945 for the historical context of the "Queen City of the West" provides a
jemonstrable conclusion to the era of St. Joseph's historic commercial building development.
....

for

Note: The descriptions of Property Types, the evaluations of Significance
each property type, and
rRegistration Requirements for each are unchanged as a result of this amendment to the historic
context.
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'-SSOCIATED HISTORIC CONTEXT (AMENDED):
;uburban Growth in St. Joseph, 1900-1950
~EFACE

£he following materials amend the associated historical context, "Suburban Growth in St. Joseph,
L900-1929" to extend its relevant historical period from 1929 to ca. 1950. The historical period is being
!Xtended to accommodate new information on the growth and development patterns of St. Joseph's
;uburbs that continued during the Depression, World War Two, and immediate post-World War
rwo periods. After ca. 1950, growth patterns in the city changed rapidly from the previous eras as
:iew forms of residential subdivision, housing types, and architectural styles appeared, as modified
within the context of new standards for construction, land use and subdivision regulation adopted by
the City. The amended information will build upon the base established by the earlier submission
:lp4 cover the city's history of residential development to the close of the amended period of

!i. ... dficance.
As presented in the original Associated Historic Context submission for "Suburban Growth in St.
Joseph: 1900-1929,11 residential development during the first three decades of the twentieth century
was influenced by the effects of a strong local economy, changing technologies applied to residential
construction, and the effects of the automobile in changing both the design of residential properties
and the development patterns in the city. Before ca. 1920, the streetcar line was the principal form of
daily transportation to and from the workplace for most of St. Joseph's residents; a review of the
city's subdivision development patterns and annexation patterns in the late nµ,et~enth and earlytwentieth centuries shows a correlation between the spread of residential development and proximity
to street car lines.

In general terms, the annexation policy of St. Joseph between ca. 1850 and ca. 1930 appears to push
the city limits outward as soon as subdivisions were opened for development, rather than to wait
until residences were developed. As a result of this policy, large areas of land were opened for
development and then annexed, a practice spurred by to the exponential growth in the city's
economy and population from ca, 1850 to ca. 1910. However, the supply of subdivided lots soon
exceeded the demand for them, and many large areas of subdivided land remained mostly vacant for
several decades before houses were built on them.
J-an example, the East End Extension Subdivision was first laid out in the area of Jules and 28th

t>-eet in January of 1858 (Plat Book 1: 57), but the subdivision does not appear to have developed
until well after the extension of the Jules Street streetcar line into the area in C4, 1900. The dty
annexed the area 00ntalrdng the subdivision in 1899. Although some residential properties along the
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~rinclpal corridors of Jules and Felix streets date from the first decade of the twentieth century, most
>f the housing stock in the area today dates from ca. 1920 to ca.1950. The development pattern
mdent in the Eastern Extension appears consistent with that of other subdivisions developed in
noeas annexed between 1889 and 1930, the last pre-World War Two annexation.

lhe automobile probably influenced some of the development of the eastem. suburbs after World
War One, especially those subdivisions or parts of subdivisions which did not have convenient access
lo street car lines. The mass production of the automobile, pioneered by Henry Ford and his "Model
r," contributed to the growth of automobile ownership in Missouri, increasmg from 76,000 in 1915 to
ll\Ore than 250,000 in 1920; 11,857 automobiles were registered in Buchanan County in 1926 (St•.
roseph Landmarks Commiuion., "Transportation..•" 1995: 9), which was only a slightly smaller
t\umber than the nw.nber of single-family residences in the city at this time (20,259 [St. Joseph
Chamber of Commerce 192.8: n. p.]). Some houses built during this period had side yard driveways
and rear yard garages, as opposed to garages accessible only from rear alleys. The porte-cochere, once
( !at?nent only assodated with large, upper-income houses, became a common feature of middleincome residential architecture in the 1910s and 1920s, particularly associated with Craftsman
bungalows.
A key factor in the influence of the automobile on residential development pattems was the St.
Joseph Park and Parkway System (NRHP 1/20/1995), first planned in 1912 by landscape architect
and dty planner George I<essler and others, but not completed until the latter half of the 1920s.
Kessler designed similar systems in several other cities, including~ Qty (1891), Memphis (1904)
and St. Louis (1905). Construction of the St. Joseph system created a demand for new residential
development to the north and south of the core of the dty beyond the reach of the streetcar system.

Noyes Boulevard, completed in az. 1914 and occupying portions of 27th and 32nd. streets, senred as a
cross-town connector with the parkway system to speed traffic across the eastern edges of the dty.
The construction of Noyes Boulevard led to a flurry of new residential construction after World War
One in old suburbs such as the Eastern Extension Subdivisio~ and led to the development of new
subdivisions including Frances' Bast Extension and Frances' Bast Extension #2 (Plat Book 3:81, 1911;
Plat Book •=1-2, 1914, respectively), among many others.
However, the new development activity stimulated by the construction of the parkway system was
ill-tuned. While the economy seemed to be booming in St. Joseph in the mid-1920s, the first setbacks
were beginning to appear, especially in the wholesale distribution l5eetor; but the losses seemed to be
~ by growth in the grain marketing and processing companies. Population growth had been
.. .ltively flat between 1910 and 1930, lru:reasing by only 3,500 persons during this twenty--year
period (Bureau of the Census 1952:25-10). The majority of residential development that occurred in
the 19208 consisted. of people leaving an older residence or an apartment in one part of the dty and
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noving to a new single-family house in another. For older, inner-city neighborhoods such as
:athedral Hill, Museum Hill and others, city directories show the out-migration of residents which
:aused the slow erosion of overall neighborhood income levels, and a concurrent decrease in the
?ercentage of owner-occupied and single-family dwellings (Polk 1925-1940).
lhe Stock Market Crash of 1929 was a watershed event in St. Joseph history, as it was across America,
While the Crash and the Great Depression that followed effected the pace of residential development
ln St. Joseph, these events did not change the essential elements of residential design, scale and
materials, or the design of subdivision plans or individual lot plans. These changes occurred in St.
foseph after 1950 with the advent of the post-World War Two housing boom.
The Depression--era economy of St. Joseph has received little attention from local historians. Even so,
there is information available that provides insight ·on residential development during the 1930s, and
it:j..{ecovery in the decade after. In 1928, the St. Joseph Chamber of Commerce reported that the city
V 20,259 dwelling units housing a population 80,935 people {St. Joseph Chamber of Commerce
1928: n. p.; Bureau of the Census 1952:25..10). In 1939, however, the city's Building Department
reported that the number of occupied dwelling units had fallen to 19,993, in p~t due to a loss in
population of 5,224 citizens (Polk 1939: n. p.; Bureau of the Census 1952:25-10); similar situations
existed in the other major cities of Missouri. While statistical information on the debasement of the
local economy has not been found for the Depression years, the loss of 6.5% of the city's population
between 1930 and 1940 strongly indicates the loss of employment opportunities in the dty during this
period.

·

The few statistics available on building permit activity during the Depression provide a general
picture of new residential development. Investment in permitted construction activities remained
well below $1 million in every year of the 1930s except 1939,.dropping to a low of $281,945.00 in 1938
(Polk 1935-1940). The massive jump in permit activity shown in 1939 is apparently due to two major
federally-funded construction efforts: the first was the construction of a series of municipal buildings
by the Public Works Administration, including Fire Station No. 7 at 925 Church Street and the New
Public Market, built on Market Square in Downtown (demolished r.a. 1975); the second major project
was the construction of Rosea-ans Municipal Airport in the same year (St. Joseph Landmarks
Commission 'Transportation" 1995:12).
Unemployment in St. Joseph in 1939 was 17,5 per cent (St. Joseph Planning Department 1963: n. p.).
P-,uing the years of World War Two, unemployment dropped as manufacturing activity increased
'.. . the war effort and as females entered the workforce to replace males entering the armed forces
(St. Joseph Planning Department 1963: n. p.), After the war, by 1946, the number of occupied
dwelling wuts had grown to 23,286, surpassing the pre-Depression level of 20,259, perhaps reflecting
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the local impact of the "G. I. Bill of )lights." In 1950, this nw:x,ber had grown to 23,755; even so, the
increase represented an average of only one hundred houses built each year between 1946 and 1950

(Polk 1947-1953).

.

Residential development in the immediate post-World War Two era in St. Joseph did not result in the
creation of new ·~- I. Bill" neighborhoods as it did in larger cities such as Memphis, St. Louis and
Kansas Oty. Instead, houses were built within previously--established subdivisions, often on vacant
lots next to houses developed a full generation before. Areas of the city where infill .development
oc:cwred included Westminster Place, a neighborhood originally subdivided in 1903 but developed
mostly with houses dating between a,, 1920 and ca. 1950 (Plat Book 3:11); and the area of Jackson
Avenue and 29th Street, where Colonial Revival cottages and English cottages dating from the 1930s
stand next to-Cape Cod cottages and Minimalist Traditional gable-and-wing cottages built in the later

19408.

r

nomic indicators from 1950 suggest a dramatic change in the residential development market of
St. Joseph and its economy in general. In contrast with the rather sluggish pace of residential
development before 1950, building permit records in 1950 show invesqnent in construction increased
to $1.7 million, spread among 841 permitted projects (Poll< 1951). The ~ continued at about this
same pace for the next t.wo years, escalating to $6.7 n'lillion by 1961. Over the ten year period from
1951 to 1961, St. Joseph added an average of 224 residences each year to the city's housing stock (St,
Joseph Oaamber of Commerce 1965:155). Over the same period, however, the population of St.
Joseph only increased by one per cent (Metropolitan Planning C o ~ of Greater St. Joseph 1972:
~

.

The building boom in the early 1950s brought sweeping changes in subdivision and residential
design. Subdivision designs in the post,..War development period often abandoned the traditional
grid. pattem in favor of a less regular pattem that included meandering and curvilinear streets, and
streets ending in cul-de-sacs. Even in the few areas designed with a gridded street pla.ftr front and side
yard setbac:b increased &om the pre-War pattern, and residential design changed as the ranch house
gained favor and slab4<>n-grade foundations replaced conventional raised foundation. The new
subdivisions spread out to the north, east and southwest of the city, extending first along the
parkways developed. by the city in the 1920s, and then along the Belt Highway (U. S. ltighways 29L
and 169), developed. in 1931. Development then spread further outward, moving beyond the dty
limlts last modified in 1930. Mu.ch of this area developed during the 1950s and was annexed into the
'pt_v in 1958.
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INEXATION MAP OF ST.JOSEPH, 1843 TO PRESENT
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Description
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Associated Property Types
Property Type:

Greek Revival Residences

Description
As St. Joseph grew from a simple trading post to an outfitting town, so did
the housing needs of its citizens grow from settlement log cabins to a more
"civilized" form of residential architecture. The dominant style of domestic
architecture in America at the time was Greek Revival, which was brought into
Missouri and St. Joseph by settlers from the Upland South. In St. Joseph,
Greek Revival houses were the first permanent residences built after the
settlement period. Houses within this property type range from the simple
vernacular forms to the full expression of the style.
The first generation of these residences were built in the 1840's and 'SO's
near the river on the bottom of the bluffs on the north, east, and south of the
"Original Town" plat. These were the dwellings of the early settlers and
business owners. The earliest extant examples of this property type were
generally one-story brick or frame buildings with end gable roofs. These often
sat on a high stone basement, and the facade was symmetrical in composition
(although its main entry might be off-center). The windows had simple molded
lintels, and there was usually a central chimney. The most modest residences,
such as the tenement homes built by Joseph Robidoux, have very plain entries.
A rectangular transom light and panelled doors are often the only Greek Revival
details at the entry. Many of these residences built among the commercial
structures never had the distinguishing Greek Revival front porch.
When the hills overlooking the center of town became more desirable
residential locations, the aspiring settlers began locating their homes there.
The first built were still modest vernacular examples, although some grew from
one to one-and-a-half or even two stories in height. These generally employed
the Georgian ideal I-house form, although the Greek Revival style was applied
to other conservative house forms, such as the gable-front and the
hall-and-parlor. Again, these were symmetrically arranged with gable or hipped
roofs. A few had gable dormers, some with a centered wall gable dormer
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reminiscent of the Gothic Revival style. However, no other detailing or
features remain to define these few examples as clear Gothic Revival. Instead,
the features are classical in nature, again with rectangular transoms and
sometimes sidelights around the paneled door. Columns and pilasters were used
as decorative features both inside and out. Outside, the columns support
flat-roofed entry porches, and are generally square on the surviving vernacular
examples.
As the merchants' fortunes grew, so did the sophistication of their newer
houses. The Greek Revival structures of the prosperous settlers were located
within the new, prestigious residential neighborhoods, either away from their
commercial ventures or on farming estates. These residences are two-story,
symmetrical, and are usually full expressions of the Greek Revival style. The
window and door openings are the principal areas of elaboration, along with
some cornice line decoration. Again, the features are classically derived.
Windows are usually 6/6 with either brick or rectangular or triangular molded
lintels. The paneled door entries are the dominant feature and are surrounded
on the sides or top by a narrow band of rectangular glass panes. The door and
surrounds usually have a larger, decorative enframement. A wide band of trim
beneath the cornice may contain dentils, or may be made up of undecorated
boards. Returns on the gable ends are boxed.
Significance
The Greek Revival residences are significant under criteria A, B, & C in
the areas of COMMERCE, ARCHITECTURE, and POLITICS/GOVERNMENT, depending upon
the occupation and significance of their owners. These structures are the
earliest physical links to St. Joseph's founding and establishment as an
outfitting center. There are no commercial buildings remaining from the 1840',
and few from the 1850's. Although the extant Greek Revival domestic structures
are also few in number, they remain the best representation of the change in
St. Joseph from a rough trading post to a more refined outfitting town. They
therefore provide insight into the town's overall economic growth during this
period, which started out slowly but rapidly grew as westward migration
increased in the 1850's.
The location of these residences, also reveals the settlement patterns of
the town as it grew from the river and spread into the hills surrounding the
commercial center. They are thus significant under criterion A for their
association with the development of St. Joseph's economy and its settlement
patterns during this period.
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Under criterion B, some residences are significant because they were the
homes of prominent settlers, city leaders, or business owners. These
individuals were important because they initiated a commercial enterprise, were
active in early St. Joseph government, or made a significant contribution to
the city's development. These individuals were generally influential for many
years. Their residences reflect the geographic background and their
socio-economic status at the time. The choice of the Greek Revival style for
the homes is a testimony to their growing prosperity and sophistication.
As a group, the remaining examples of this resource type are for the most
part eligible under criterion C as good examples of a type and method of
construction. A few of the most detailed are also good examples of the Greek
Revival style. The range of application of this style in St. Joseph reflects
the nationwide domination of the Greek Revival style in the settlement regions
of the 1840's and 1850's. They embody the form, construction methods, and
features of this democratic style as it filtered westward within the country's
expanding population.
Registration Requirements
To qualify for listing under criteria A and B, the resource must retain a
strong integrity of association and location. Some properties were located on
the bottom of the bluffs near the river; others were situated on the hills
overlooking the town. Both locations exhibit particular historical
associations with St. Joseph, and are significant for their differences.
As the earliest surviving examples of any of St. Joseph's residential
property types, it is not surprising that few remain, and those that do have
undergone additions or alterations. However, these alterations should not
significantly change the historic appearance of the building under either
criterion A or B. Sufficient stylistic and structural features should remain
to identify it with its period of significance. Specifically, integrity of
facade arrangement and fenestration are important, such as original window
openings and door surrounds. Original roof shape and floor plan should be
evident from the front facade, although rear alterations are acceptable. In
addition, under criterion B the resource must be the building in which the
important individual resided when he/she was active in the town's development.
Under criterion C, to be eligible a resource must be a good example of a
type or method of construction, or a good example of the Greek Revival style.
Integrity of design, materials, and workmanship are necessary. In addition to
the aforementioned features, original windows (usually 6/6), paneled entry
door, exterior wall cladding, and front entry porch should be evident.
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Residences of Wholesale Company Owners

&

Investors

Description
The residences of many of St. Joseph's most affluent and prominent citizens
are included in this property type. These individuals were able to build or
purchase imposing houses because of their direct involvement in or investments
relating to St. Joseph's profitable wholesaling industry of the late nineteenth
and early twentieth centuries. The city played an extremely prominent role in
the national system of distributing goods at his time, particularly in the
1880's and '90's, known as the "Golden Age" in St. Joseph. The majority of
this property type were constructed during this Golden Age, and reflect the
stylistic preferences of their owners. Also reflected in the homes is the
locational preference of these prominent citizens. Rather than continue to
build homes alongside the commercial structures, the hills overlooking the
original town plat became preferred as more desirable areas for residential
construction. Nearly all of the elaborate homes of the wealthy citizenry were
built on these higher elevations. The residential neighborhoods on the
surrounding hills contained both the homes of the "upper class" and the
aspiring middle class. Within the prestigious neighborhoods, this property
type was generally on a larger lot and set back further from the street than
were the other residences.
As the majority of these residences were built during the Victorian age of
American architecture, they reflect the range of styles popular during this
period. Some were constructed in a late Italianate style, generally
asymmetrical and more highly decorated than the earlier Italianate residences
in St. Joseph. Low-pitched roofs, overhanging eaves with decorative brackets,
tall narrow windows with elaborate or molded crowns, and highly articulated
doors are common stylistic features. A few include the square tower considered
a feature of the Italian Villa. The second Empire style is also represented in
this property type, featuring a mansard roof with elaborate dormers and
bracketed cornices similar to the Italianate style.
One of the most common styles was the Queen Anne, particularly the
patterned masonry subtype. These feature the irregular massing, multiple
rooflines, and a variety of devices to avoid a smooth-walled surface. The
patterned masonry subtype utilized patterned brickwork or stonework, with
terra-cotta and stone decorative panels frequently inset into the walls.
Richardsonian Romanesque was a style favored by local architects. It is
distinguished by round-topped arches over the windows, entrances, and porch
supports. Rough-faced stonework is used as detailing, and many have towers.
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Another style, more rare but still favored by local architects, was the
elaborate Chateauesque, which featured a steeply pitched roof with many
vertical elements, such as shaped chimneys, spires, and pinnacles. The
ornamental features combined Gothic and Renaissance detailings, especially in
the dormers, windows, entrances, and shallow relief carvings and tracery.
Regardless of the style, these domestic structures had some stylistic
features in common. All are two stories or greater, and are constructed in
brick or stone. Most are asymmetrically massed, generally with multiple roofs
and bays, and contain a variety of elaborate detailing using the finest local
or imported materials, such as slate or tile roofs, terracotta panelling, and
stained glass windows. For the most part, these residences have been little
altered throughout the years. Porch loss or replacement is the most common,
followed by some window and door replacements. However, the integrity of these
structures has not been lost with these minor alterations.
Significance
The residences of the prominent citizens of St. Joseph are significant in
the areas of COMMERCE, INDUSTRY, and ARCHITECTURE. These structures are the
manifestations of the wealth associated with the booming economy during St.
Joseph's "Golden Age", resulting from the success of the wholesaling and
banking industries. The individuals who constructed these residences included
founders and owners of many of St. Joseph's largest distribution and
manufacturing companies. In addition, the officers of the many superior
banking facilities in town reaped financial benefits from the large fortunes
established during the wholesaling period. A few owners of these dwellings
were widows who retained ownership of their husband's company and remained
active in the financial and cultural affairs of the city.
As symbols of the wealth and social standing of their owners, these
structures are the most detailed and imposing residential resources in the
community. All were high-style expressions of modern architecture at the time,
and reflect the progressive thinking of the citizens. Many were designed by
architects, especially by the prominent St.. Joseph firm of Eckel & Mann.
Edmund Jacques Eckel started the firm in 1872 after his training at the Ecole
des Beaux Arts in Paris, and today it is the seventh longest continually
operating architectural firm in the United States, now under the name of
Brunner and Brunner Architects and Engineers. Harvey Ellis, another prominent
architect employed by Eckel & Mann, was responsible for the design of many of
these imposing resources. Viewed collectively these houses represent an
important type of work for these architects. In addition, these residences
introduced the general public of St. Joseph to new architectural styles and
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trends, and influenced the housing choices of the aspiring middle and
professional class as well as the working class.
These structures are significant under criterion A because they are
associated with the development of St. Joseph's economy, which was dependent
upon the wholesaling and associated industries. Beginning with its early
importance as a western outfitting town, St. Joseph's role in the nationwide
network of distributing goods grew to tremendous proportion. The peak of this
growth occurred in the 1880's and '90's, a time which was characterized by its
booming economy and the securing of many individual fortunes. These resources
reflect the growth and wealth of St. Joseph's "Golden Age".
Many of these residences are also significant under criterion B because of
their associations with persons who were directly involved with the wholesaling
and banking industries in the late nineteenth century. Many owners were
founders of some of St. Joseph's largest businesses. Some were involved in
several companies and/or banks, and their residence is a good representation of
their overall importance to St. Joseph.
Several of this property type are also excellent examples of specific
architectural styles, particularly those of the late Victorian period of
American architecture. They are the finest local high-style examples of late
nineteenth century residential architecture. Many were designed by Harvey
Ellis and others in the firm of Eckel & Mann. Residences representing this
architectural significance are eligible under criterion C.
Registration Requirements
Under criterion A, the resources must retain a strong association with St.
Joseph's wholesaling and related industries during the late nineteenth and
early twentieth century. These residences are noteworthy as reflections of St.
Joseph's wealth and prominence in the expanding country at this time. These
resources may be part of the district or may stand alone, but should still
retain strong integrity of association and location. Their locations on large
lots, set back from the surrounding houses and overlooking the commercial
center of town, are important indicators of the owners' fortunes. Integrity of
association is increased by the presence of historic outbuildings, such as
carriage houses, which further reflect the prominence and affluence of the
property owners.
Reflective of the generally high degree of care received over the years,
these properties should retain a high degree of integrity of design and
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materials as well. Stylistic features, particularly those that typically
identify the various Victorian styles of Italianate, Second Empire, Queen Anne,
Richardsonian Romanesque, and Chateauesque, should be evident. These include
floor plan and massing, window and door openings, rooflines, exterior
materials, and various distinguishing decorative features such as cornice line
brackets, shaped chimneys, terracotta panels, stone arches, etc.
For a resource to be considered eligible under criterion B, it must be the
primary residence of an individual important to the wholesale industry and its
associated economy. These could be the homes of company founders, major
investors, or officers who were actively involved with the company's
operations. These individuals must have made a significant contribution to St.
Joseph's commercial development during this period. Their association with the
property must coincide with the time of their involvement with their company.
Integrity of association is most important, and integrity of materials and
design should be evident as well.
To qualify as significant under criterion C, the residence must be a
well-preserved example of a style or type, and must be recognizable as dating
from the time of St. Joseph's "Golden Age". It may also be a good
representation of a particular architect's work. Integrity of design,
materials, and workmanship are of particular importance. In addition to the
stylistic features outlined above, original doors, windows, and porches are
especially significant. As the highest representations of a Victorian
residential style and/or of an architect's work, these properties should embody
the distinguishing features which evoke that style. As there are several
well-preserved examples of this type, only those with the highest degree of
integrity should be registered under criterion C.
Property Type:

Victorian Style, Single Family Residences

Description
When the residential neighborhood on the hills surrounding St. Joseph's
commercial district began to be developed, the wealthy, upper class were not
the only ones able to afford an exodus from the center of town. A large,
aspiring middle and professional class existed in St. Joseph, drawn by the
number of well-paying jobs associated with the many commercial ventures in
town. While these residents couldn't afford as large a lot or house as their
most wealthy neighbors, they did manage to build more modest facsimiles of the
elaborate mansions. These houses are generally built fairly close to the
street and fill up most of the width of the lot, giving an urban appearance to
the neighborhoods where these properties are found.
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This group of property owners included a wide cross-section of St. Joseph's
population during its Golden Age. Junior partners in wholesale firms and
banks, railroad executives, lawyers, doctors (drawn by the establishment of a
teaching hospital), builders, and accountants were some of the owners'
professions. In addition, the most affluent citizens often built smaller
residences next to their mansions for their sons or daughters to help them get
a "start" in life with their own house, yet still remain nearby. Often, the
widow of a prominent businessman would wish to remain in the neighborhood and
would build a more modest home reflecting her diminished means.
Although generally built without the services of an architect, these
properties are nonetheless good representations of the styles prevalent in the
Victorian age. Although this was due in part to the very elaborate mansions
built nearby, it was also due to the sophistication and modest wealth of the
owners as well as the pervasiveness of the Victorian styles across America.
Pattern books were now inspiring construction styles across the country.
National architectural styles were built in St. Joseph during this period as
regional and ethnic forms of architecture became less dominant.
The majority of this property type were built either in the Italianate,
Queen Anne, Second Empire, or an eclectic combination of these three. The
Italianate feature typically a low-pitched roof with wide, overhanging eaves
and decorative brackets underneath. Most are asymmetrically massed and are
built of brick, although there are a few extant frame examples. The tall
narrow windows are particularly noticeable, and may feature molded crowns or
brick lintels.
The Queen Anne style was constructed either of brick or frame. It, too,
featured asymmetrical massing, but often had a more varied roofline than the
Italianate residences. Frame residences often had wraparound porches with
turned supports, spindles, and friezes. Brackets, shingles, bay windows, and a
variety of other devices were utilized to avoid a flat wall surface. This was
true of the masonry Queen Anne properties, although patterned brick was most
generally used to add surface texture.
Residences constructed in the Second Empire style had as their most
distinctive feature a mansard roof. Bracketed cornices, dormers, and squared
entry porch posts or pilasters were common. Sometimes the distinguishing lines
between these three styles was not always clear, as they often shared some
common characteristics. First, most were two-story, brick residences which
basically filled up the entire lot. This left little room for much variation
in massing, and all were approximately the same height and width. To avoid a
monotonous facade, all employed various devices to add variety to the massing,
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such as projecting bays or windows. The windows, doors, porches, and cornice
lines were left as the principal areas of elaboration. Throughout the years,
these structures have received varying degrees of care. Loss of original entry
porch is the most common, but some are also suffering from neglect or change to
a multifamily residence.
Significance
The Victorian style, single-family residences of St. Joseph are significant
in the areas of COMMERCE, INDUSTRY, and ARCHITECTURE. After the Civil War, the
commercial growth achieved by St. Joseph was phenomenal due to its eminence as
a wholesale distribution center. The booming population contained a large
number of professionals and middle-class citizens associated with the
commercial and industrial enterprises in town. Comparatively well-educated and
well-to-do, this middle-class aspired to obtaining a better station in life,
which in St. Joseph was conspicuously represented by the type of residence a
person built and where it was located. The number of extremely wealthy
citizens was somewhat limited, but the professional and middle class was quite
heavily represented in St. Joseph. Entire neighborhoods of their homes provide
ample evidence of the economic boom experienced by St. Joseph, particularly in
the 1880 1 s and '90's. These domestic structures are significant under
criterion A as representations of the community's growth and widespread wealth
during the wholesaling period.
As reflections of their owners' aspirations, the residences as a group are
good representatives of Victorian style houses. Smaller in scale than the
elaborate homes of the most wealthy, they nonetheless are good examples of the
styles in which they were constructed. Some districts in particular are
coherent collections of residences quite similar in design elements, differing
only in the architectural features which distinguish the Italianate from the
Queen Anne style, for example. They embody the distinctive characteristics of
the styles prevalent in Victorian America, and at the same time reflect
specific adaptations to the various neighborhoods in St. Joseph. As such, they
are also eligible under criterion C.
Registration Requirements
Victorian style, single-family residences are most noteworthy when viewed
as a group under both criteria A and C. Under criterion A, they must retain
strong integrity of association and location in order to represent the pattern
of st. Joseph's history and development. Their location in the neighborhood on
the hills surrounding the commercial core reflect the growing ascendancy of the
middle class in St. Joseph due to the booming economy during the wholesaling
period.
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Under both criteria A and C, integrity of design and materials are
important. The architectural features which identify them as having been built
during the period of their significance should remain, such as roof shape,
massing, wall cladding, facade arrangement and fenestrations. To qualify as
significant under criterion C, they must be good examples of a style associated
with St. Joseph's "Golden Age". Stylistic features, such as cornice line
brackets for Italianate and surface texture variations for Queen Anne, should
be evident.
Property Type:

Duplex Residential Structures

Description
Located among the elaborate homes of St. Joseph's wealthy citizens and the
single-family dwellings of its middle-class are a large number of duplex
residences. They were constructed in the favored neighborhoods of the late
nineteenth century, and continued to be built up through the early part of the
twentieth century. These duplexes were built for primarily three reasons: to
allow members of the same family to reside together in a fashionable district
and still have affordable private quarters; to provide income for the owner
living in one half of the structure (often a widow); or as a purely speculative
and income-producing venture for its owner who resided in another structure,
quite frequently just next door. The wealth earned by those associated with
the wholesaling and related industries allowed them to invest their money in
other areas of the economy. Real estate was a favored form of investment in
St. Joseph, both directly through the construction of those income-producing
duplexes and indirectly through the large number of banks, financial
institutions, and building associations. To be able to afford a speculative
duplex required "discretionary" income on the part of the owners. Most large
personal fortunes were established in St. Joseph after 1880, thus practically
no duplexes were built prior to this date.
This property type was built in the prestigious neighborhoods on the hills
overlooking town, and was either the primary residence or built within close
proximity of the owner's home, and as a result, had many of the stylistic
features of the surrounding single-family homes. The majority were two-story
and constructed of brick, although there are isolated one-story and/or
clapboard examples. The predominant style for those built during the 1880's
and early 1890's was Queen Anne. These had many of the elaborate and fanciful
features of the surrounding single family Queen Anne residences, such as
projecting bays, stained glass windows, gable end decorations, and elaborate
cornices, windows, and door openings. Much of the decoration lay in the
patterned brick work, such as stringcoursing, <lentils, arched window lintels,
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etc. The primary difference between this property type and the single family
residences was that in spite of a varied and irregular wall surface treatment,
the duplexes remained basically symmetrical with mirror-image units, while the
single family Queen Anne's were generally asymmetrical. Also, many of the
duplexes were flat-roofed, as opposed to the multiple pitched roofs of the
single family homes of the period. However, many duplexes utilized devices to
avoid the appearance of a flat roof, such as false mansard fronts, or end
gables over front projecting bays.
A few duplexes were constructed in other elaborate styles of the Victorian
period. Some were late Italianate, and featured wide eaves, boxed cornices,
pedimented or arched window crowns, and small front porches at the two
entries. A few were also constructed in the Richardsonian Romanesque style,
popularized by the elite of St. Joseph. These had the typical round-topped
arches with decorative panels and stone detailing.
Towards the end of the 1890's and on up through the 1920's, a simpler style
of duplex began to be built. These were most often flat-roofed with the brick
detailing limited to the cornice or parapet and window openings. The front
usually featured a full-length front porch on both stories, with massive square
brick columns and three or four over one grouped windows (reminiscent of the
Prairie or Craftsman styles). Some later duplexes were also built in a
foursquare-type plan, again with simple Prairie or Craftsman detailing. A few
duplexes were built after the turn of the century were slightly more
elaborate. These generally were Colonial Revival in appearance, featuring such
stylistic devices as a pedimented porch portico with round columns, cornice
line <lentils, and other classical features.
All of this property type are found within residential districts in St.
Joseph. They are generally on narrow lots often with only a few feet between
them and the structures on either side. All were built to conform with the
surrounding neighborhood, and thus have the same setback as the other
residences. In most cases, this is often to within ten feet of the front
property line.
Significance

The duplexes of St. Joseph are significant in the areas of COMMERCE and
ARCHITECTURE. This property type is but another manifestation of the wealth
associated with the booming economy of St. Joseph's "Golden Age." Resulting
from the success of the wholesaling and banking industry, real estate became a
very popular form of investment for those connected individuals. The
construction of a duplex, often next door to the owner's primary residence, was
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a very visible display of extra wealth. If the duplex was the owner's primary
residence, it represented a vehicle by which the aspiring middle-class could
afford a more elaborate home in a fashionable district. All of this property
type were built from 1880 on up through the early part of the twentieth
century, the period associated with St. Joseph's growth and wealth due to its
prominence as a wholesale distribution center. The burgeoning population of
the town put a strain on existing housing stock, and duplexes were a cost
efficient manner of providing residences in "quality" neighborhoods for the
growing numbers of the middle-class. They are therefore significant under
criterion A because of their association with the development forces which
played a major role in shaping St. Joseph.
Many of the duplexes are excellent examples of specific architectural
styles and type. The number and quality of duplexes found in St. Joseph are
unique to the area. Many of the high-style examples display as much attention
to architectural detailing as their single family counterparts. As
illustrations of a distinctive type and/or style, many are also significant
under criterion C.
Registration Requirements
To be eligible under criterion A, the resources must retain a strong
association with St. Joseph's wholesaling and related industries during the
late nineteenth and early twentieth century. These duplexes are noteworthy as
reflections of the discretionary wealth, due to the booming economy, which was
invested in real estate during St. Joseph's period of greatest expansion. They
also represent the aspirations of the professional and middle class to live in
the prestigious residential districts first settled by the elite of the
community. These resources are generally part of a district, and should retain
integrity of association and location. Due to their usual function as rental
properties, some loss of historic fabric is acceptable, most typically window
or porch replacement. However, a good degree of integrity in design and
materials should remain. Especially important is facade arrangement and
fenestration, particularly the two separate entries. Original roof shape
should be retained, as well as exterior building materials. If the original
porch has been removed, the replacement should not obscure any original design
features.
For a duplex to be eligible under criterion C, it must be a good example of
a type or a well-preserved example of a style. As such, it should be
recognizable as dating from the time of its construction. Integrity of design,
materials, and workmanship are required. In addition to features outlined
above, original windows, doors, and architectural features associated with a
particular style
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should be retained. This would include the familiar decorations and patterns
of the Queen Anne style and the identifying stone arches of the Richardsonian
Romanesque. On all but a few examples, the original porches should reflect the
characteristics of the particular style, such as the one-story entry porch with
squared supports of the Italianate, or the Queen Anne wraparound. In the
earliest duplexes, original porches are often rare, but this should not affect
their historic integrity.
Property 'l'ype:

Multiple Family Residential

Description
Multiple family residential structures were constructed in St. Joseph from
as early as the 1850's, and continued to be built on up through the twentieth
century. The majority however, were constructed from the 1880's through the
1920's. This coincides with the period of St. Joseph's growth and expansion.
Due to the city's pivotal role as a distribution center for goods, a variety of
people were required to work in the many wholesale warehouses, railroad
shipping lines, and associated industries. Multiple family structures
satisfied the needs of two kinds of workers: those new to the community who had
to wait for a house to be constructed; and those who could not afford a single
family detached residence. Both types of workers reflect the population
explosion St. Joseph experienced due to its burgeoning economy, especially
after 1880. The construction industry was booming, but it was still difficult
to keep up with the demand for additional housing. These units helped
alleviate some of the housing problems experienced during this period of
growth. Waiting to take advantage of this demand for inexpensive housing were
St. Joseph's wealthier citizens. Real estate had proven to be a popular form
of investment for those who made their fortunes through the wholesaling,
banking, and related industries. Multiple family buildings, which had a ready
source of tenants, were relatively safe investments.
Even though the residents of these structures were primarily the working or
young professional class, there was still a desire for quality construction and
a desirable location. Thus many of these units were built within the
prestigious residential neighborhoods on the hills overlooking the central
business district. In addition, the architectural styles and detailing made
them compatible with the surrounding residences. They were usually constructed
of brick, and were either two or three stories high. Those constructed during
the 1880's were most commonly in the Queen Anne style. These featured the
typical multiple rooflines, but were presented in a more symmetrical fashion
than their single family counterparts. There was also a variety of texture and
ornamentation used, often Eastlake inspired.
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The floor plan of these structures represents the widest variability within
this property type, and these structures can be sub-classified accordingly.
The "townhouse" sub-type is a single family residence of two or three stories
which is attached to a similar townhouse, sharing a common sidewall. As these
were sited on narrow lots, the structures could either be individually owned,
or the group owned as a unity by an investor who rented out each townhouse.
Townhouses in St. Joseph were built in one of the Victorian styles, such as the
Second Empire, or featured an array of eclectic Victorian details on the
facade.
"Flats" are multiple family structures in which an entire residential unit
(apartment) is on one floor. Variations among the floorplans of flats include:
structures with two units - one over the other (differing from a duplex which
features two units mirroring each other side-by-side); four units, generally
with a central hall separating two halves with one-over-one units; and multiple
attached units, resembling townhouses but differing in that an entire family's
dwelling unit is on one floor rather than two. Stylistically, flats ranged
from the Victorian era to the simple flat-roofed brick structures of the
post-1900's.
Different in size and scale from the above two sub-types are the large
"apartment" structures. These featured multiple dwelling units, often several
to a floor. The earlier structures were usually constructed in one of the
Victorian styles. Those built after the turn of the century were generally
utilitarian versions of the revival architectural styles favored at the time,
such as Jacobethan Revival or Colonial Revival. These featured steeply pitched
gable roofs, and classical or medieval details at the doors, windows, roofs,
and chimneys.
Significance
Multiple family residential structures are significant in the areas of
COMMERCE, INDUSTRY, and ARCHITECTURE. The buildings serve as a tangible link
to St. Joseph's period of greatest growth due to its important position in the
nationwide system of goods distribution. An analysis provides insight into the
background and status of the building owners and residents, both groups
important players in St. Joseph's economy. The wealth and jobs associated with
the community during the late nineteenth century drew many classes of workers,
and the residences constructed for them are indicative of the town's overall
economic conditions and later settlement patterns. They are thus significant
under criterion A for their association with the overall development of St.
Joseph.
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Some of the multiple family structures are good examples of specific
architectural type or style. Several were located in favored residential
districts and reflect those styles popular in single family residences of the
time. In addition, St. Joseph retains a wide array of different types of
multiple family residences, differing primarily in floor plan and scale. The
good representatives of a style or type are significant under criterion C.
Registration Requirements
To be eligible under criterion A, the resources must retain a strong
association with the growth and industries associated with St. Joseph's period
of wholesale distribution. The structures are noteworthy as reflections of the
city's explosive growth in population and wealth due to her position as a
wholesaling center. The citizens who built multiple family structures used
them as a form of investment for the wealth they earned from related
industries. A strong degree of integrity of association is necessary. Window,
door, and some porch replacements are common, but these changes do not
generally affect the structures' integrity of design and materials. Original
fenestration openings are important however, as are roof shapes and facade
arrangement. Those built in the Queen Anne style should retain a sufficient
number of features to identify the period of significance. On brick
structures, this would include the patterned masonry designs at the cornice
lines, window openings, and separating floors. Shingle and jigsaw decorations
should remain on the frame structures.
The latter, simpler multiple family structures should retain original
porches with the typical massive square supports, as well as whatever little
brick detailing was originally present. The revival style apartment complexes
should especially retain the classical or medieval detailing which associate
them with the style. In all of the sub-types, floor plan is a key feature in
distinguishing one-sub-type from another, and is therefore a very important
element of integrity.

Property Type:

Vernacular Residential Structures

Description
When the railroad came to St. Joseph, it brought not only the prosperity
associated with the town's prominence as a wholesaling center, it also brought
thousands of workers for the warehouses, railroads, and other associated
businesses. With those workers came the need for solid, inexpensive housing.
Here again the railroad played a dominant role. As railroads spread across
America in the decades from 1850 to 1890, the nature of vernacular or folk
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housing changed dramatically. Modest dwellings were no longer restricted to
local materials. Instead, houses were built of balloon frame construction and
sheathed with clapboards, from lumber, shipped via the rails. In St. Joseph,
this method of construction began after the Civil War, but it was especially
prevalent in the housing boom of the 1880's and 1890's.
Although new building techniques were used, earlier vernacular
architectural traditions still exerted a strong influence on the housing types
of the working class. Many were adorned with the ornate detailing typically
associated with the Victorian period. Some possessed enough degree of styling
to be classified as the subtype "Vernacular Queen Anne." These comfortable
versions of the Queen Anne differed from their counterparts by having less
elaborate detailing and simpler house forms and massing. They still, however,
exhibit the multiple irregular rooflines, wrap-around porches, gable end
decorations, and the turned and jig-sawn decorative features found in the more
elaborate Queen Anne homes. They can be found in one or two-story versions,
and are generally constructed in frame. By not building in brick, these owners
were able to afford a home which reflected their tastes and aspirations.
Other simpler forms of housing structures were built during this period.
Due to the availability of Victorian detailing at local lumberyards, these also
sometimes had decorative features. Most often, this was in the form of turned
porch supports or gable end bargeboards. In plan and form, however, these
residences maintained vernacular traditions. Many were regional adaptations of
Upland South building traditions.
Perhaps the most modest of these vernacular subtypes is the "hall". The
simple side-gabled house is two rooms wide, one room deep, and one story high.
Some versions have two doors; the remainder have one door off-center. A few
variations feature the addition of a central hall. There is often a front
porch, and many have received rear additions over the years.
"Gable-front" structures first appeared in this country during the Greek
Revival period of architecture, where the front facing gable echoed the
pediment of Greek temples. It was particularly suited for narrow urban lots in
rapidly expanding cities such as St. Joseph. They were constructed in either
one or two stories, generally frame, but sometimes in masonry. A particularly
inexpensive variation is the "shotgun" dwelling, which is three rooms deep, one
room wide, with all interior and exterior doors aligned and generally off to
one side.
Like the gable-front subtype, the "gable-front-and-wing" also descended
from Greek Revival housing. With the coming of the railroad, simple
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hall-and-parlor and I-houses had front-gabled wings added, or an entire house
was built as an L-shaped unit. They are a common vernacular housing type, and
were constructed in one, and one-and-a-half, and two-story variations. The
most distinguishing feature is the side gable wing placed at right angles to
the gable-front wing, although some later versions did feature hipped roofs.
Typically, a front porch was situated in the "L" made by the two wings. The
primary entrance to the house was located in that junction on the main body of
the house.
The "I-house" subtype was a form upon which many stylistic treatments were
applied, such as Greek Revival and Italianate. This was due to its
pervasiveness as a vernacular building tradition throughout America, but
especially in the South and Midwest. Some I-houses in St. Joseph, however, do
not exhibit a high enough degree of styling to distinguish themselves as a
different property type. These more modest I-houses are characterized
primarily by their form and floor plan. They are two stories high, two rooms
wide and one room deep. usually with a side gable roof. Again, most of these
modest versions are constructed of frame, although a few examples may be of
brick.
Some vernacular housing structures can be found in the prestigious
neighborhoods on the hills overlooking the river town. These generally were
built either quite early, before the neighborhoods became too exclusive, or
later, as they began to lose their prominence. Many occur in most modest
residential sections, which either abutted the prestigious districts or were
wholly separate (such as those to the south along the railroads and stockyard
areas)
Significance
Vernacular housing structures are significant under criteria A and C in the
areas of COMMERCE, INDUSTRY, and ARCHITECTURE. An analysis of this property
type, along with the others found in St. Joseph's period of wholesale
distribution, provides insight into the town's overall economic condition.
Together they reveal much about the settlement patterns of the towns and some
of the existing social conditions. St. Joseph's size and type of economy
required many different kinds of workers, who in turn demanded different types
of housing. To the working class's favor, the availability of money in St.
Joseph made the dream of private home ownership much more easily within reach.
By being able to borrow money for a home on long-term credit (which at this
time was still an uncommon practice), even a "humble mechanic or tradesman"
could provide a home for himself. The wealthy citizens who invested in the
building associations and banks which dealt with home loans, received benefits
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not only in the form of interest, but in the multiplier effect this had on the
overall economy. As the housing stock grew, the benefits rippled out from the
construction industry until the whole community was enriched. For their
significant association with these broad patterns of St. Joseph history, these
residences are eligible under criterion A.
Despite the seemingly large differences between the subtypes, these houses
remain linked in usage, methods of construction, and within each subtype, by
plan and form. Under criterion C, these are eligible as local representatives
of national vernacular housing types.
Registration Requirements
To qualify under criterion A, the structure must retain its integrity of
association, location, design, and materials. rt must be recognizable as
dating from the time it was constructed. With these modest structures, that
leaves little room for facade alterations or loss of materials. Of utmost
importance is retainage of the original plan (except for rear additions).
Original roof shape, windows, doors, and exterior finishes should also be
evident. The districts in which these are located should retain its
association with the period of significance.
The above mentioned aspects of integrity should be retained under criterion
Caswell. In addition, the vernacular Queen Anne subtype should retain its
original porch and decorative features, such as shingles, bargeboards, frieze
or fret work, etc., which are distinguishing to the style.
Property Type:

Popular Style Houses

Description
The popular style houses built during the early part of the twentieth
century reflect the three themes which were changing residential growth
patterns in st. Joseph. First, the economic slowdown resulted in fewer
elaborate homes being built. The majority of new residential structures were
modest building types. Second, new modes of transportation affected both the
location of this housing type as well as its form. The railroad, which had
played such an important role in St. Joseph's economy during the previous
century, had a profound effect nationwide on domestic architecture. Stylistic
features and lumber could be shipped virtually anywhere across the country.
Whole houses, ordered from catalogue sources such as Sears or Aladdin Company
were shipped via the railway system. Also, the automobile and street car lines
were responsible for whole neighborhoods of this property type to be built out
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from the established center of St. Joseph, primarily to the east and south.
Third, technological innovations caused nationwide changes in the types of
domestic structures being built.
By the early twentieth century, popular forms of housing replaced the
vernacular plan types as the favored domestic structure for the working class.
Earlier vernacular forms gave way to more modern arrangements of interior
spaces and exterior detailing. Electricity, indoor plumbing, and central
heating affected the arrangement of interior spaces, while mass-produced,
machine-made architectural features changed the appearance of the exterior. As
America's system of communication became more advanced and ideas became
widespread, architectural styles became more homogeneous. The residences no
longer reflected regional or ethnic trends, but nationwide trends instead.
Contractors of popular style houses replicated and adapted complete building
plans from a variety of sources, such as pattern books, catalogues, trade
literature, and magazines.
The most dominant forms of this housing type in St. Joseph are bungalows
and foursquares. Both contain features and detailing from the Prairie and
Craftsman styles, such as wide overhanging eaves, square or tapered square
porch supports, full length front porches, horizontal groupings of windows,
with the upper sashes containing several vertical planes and the lower sash
consisting of a single large pane. In general, the emphasis was on the
horizontal in detailing.
The bungalow form is a one story, generally front end gable house with a
lower gable or hipped roof front porch. The porch support columns are a
distinctive feature, and can vary somewhat. Typically, short square columns
rest upon massive piers. The columns may be straight or have sloping sides.
Materials for the columns and piers vary from stone, brick, clapboard, and
shingle. The wide, overhanging eaves feature exposed rafters, beams, and often
triangular knee braces. Stone and brick can be found in the porch area, but
the house is generally finished in clapboard, shingles, or board and batten.
The foursquare is a two story structure, two rooms wide and two rooms
deep. It also has wide, overhanging eaves which are usually enclosed and
featured on a low-pitched hip roof, sometimes with dormers. The entry door is
either centered or off to one side. Exterior finishes include clapboard,
shingle, and brick, or a combination of the above with the first and second
floors differing. While most four-squares feature details reminiscent of the
Prairie or Craftsman style, especially in the porch supports, some feature
Colonial Revival detailing, such as round classical columns and half-circle
windows. Overall, it was the foursquare's massiveness and sturdiness,
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emphasized in catalogue ad copy, which was so appealing to the public.
Significance
Popular style houses are significant under criteria A and C in the areas of
COMMERCE, ARCHITECTURE, and COMMUNITY PLANNING AND DEVELOPMENT. Under
criterion A, they are significant because of their association with the
development of St. Joseph during the early part of the twentieth century. They
are representatives of a nationwide trend towards housing, influenced by
pattern books, magazines, and catalogues. These were the most pervasive
housing forms nationwide after the turn of the century, and they were built in
large numbers in St. Joseph as well. As simpler homes, they reflect the
downturn of St. Joseph's economy after the decline of the wholesaling
industry. While a few of this property type were constructed as infill within
the older residential areas, most were built within new neighborhoods located
to the east and south of downtown St. Joseph. The city was beginning to
grapple with the concept of community planning at this time, as the automobile
influenced the location of residential districts. The neighborhoods consisting
of these homes follow the planning of street car lines and primary traffic
routes of the city.
Under criterion C, several are significant as representatives of the
nationwide trend of popular style housing types. This is most evident when
these structures are concentrated within a district, where the individual
structures may lack distinction, but analysis of the entire group reveals
greater significance.
Registration Requirements
To qualify under criterion A, the structure must retain strong integrity of
association, location, design, and materials. There are many extant examples
in St. Joseph and those nominated must retain the highest degree of integrity.
Original floor plan is important, as well as exterior finishes, particularly in
the bungalows and four-squares where varying textures were an important design
element. Porches are also of particular importance, and should retain original
materials and not be enclosed.
If considered within a district, the district itself must also retain
integrity of association as well as setting. In addition to the above
mentioned aspects of integrity, under criterion C the resource must also retain
integrity of workmanship. As there are several representatives of this
property type, there should be minimal alterations to the structure.
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Associated Property Types

I.

Name of Property Type:

II.

Description

Warehouse/Light Manufacturing Facilities

These facilities are characterized physically foremost by their sense of weight and
massiveness. While this quality can be found in small scale buildings, most of the
examples of this property type are large in scale, sometimes occupying a quarter of a city
block. Buildings will vary in size from one to eight stories. Examples are most commonly
square in composition, but linear examples are also found, usually spanning the entire
width of a city block, with substantially narrower end elevations.
A grouping of buildings which may not individually be massive, but as a whole creates a
massive unit may also be considered an example of this property type. This occurrence is
not common. A visual unity is maintained due to common walls, occupation of more than
half of a city block, and in general, a common architectural treatment. Examples will
lack individually distinctive ornamentation. This type of occurrence differs from a row
of Commercial Blocks which feature ground floor storefront space.
Examples of this property type may also be characterized by a general largeness and
simplicity of form. The broad· spans on the elevations (on both small and large scale
examples) are typically punctured by numerous windows. This fenestration creates a
repetition of bays, which gives the building a compositional unity.
As a whole, the examples of this property type are not overwhelmingly high style
representations of architecture. Many of the buildings employ characteristics of the
Romanesque Revival and Classical Revival styles. A few are highly ornamented. Most have
some detailing, with arcading being a commonly used design element.
The buildings are usually flat roofed and constructed of brick. Dominating the interior
are large, open spaces with high ceilings. Support columns of iron or wood are dispersed
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==================================--======================throughout the space. Ornamentation is rare.
meetings, etc.) also contributes to the plan.

---------==--

Space for support functions (office,

Two types of alterations are common occurrences with the examples of this property type.
Most common is the blocking of windows, either with masonry or sheathing. While this
treatment has been widespread, the effects have not been overwhelming on most examples,
due mainly to window recessions being maintained so the original opening is evident. In
examples where sheathing has covered numerous windows, the treatment has typically been
done within brick arcading which framed one or more bays of windows, therefore maintaining
the patterning of bays which originally occurred. Historically, service wings may have
been added to particular properties, almost always within the period of significance of
the historic context. While the wings may not possess massiveness, the example is
determined by the character of the main block of the buiiding; wings do not detract from
the massiveness of the main block, usually due to a difference in scale. In small scale
examples, historic wings can blend with the main block, creating a unified composition and
contributing to the massiveness of the building as a whole.
These property types will often occur in districts consisting of numerous examples, most
likely related by historic use, but not related by historic ownership. Isolated examples
may occur, but are typically found in a group of sev~ral buildings related histQrically by
ownership, i.e. a group of several warehouses belonging to the same company. District
occurrences are to the west and south of the Central Business District (CBD), with most
isolated occurrences located farther to the south or southeast of the CBD.
Properties will most commonly be found next to the river, in close proximity to rail lines
(railroad tracks may not remain in all cases), and/or near vehicular transportation
arteries. Properties will directly relate historically to at least one type of
transportation artery.
Example properties will date within the period of significance of the·associated historic
context (c. 1865 - c. 1929).

III.

Significance

Examples of this property type represent the period of commercial expansion in the City of
St. Joseph, and in particular the wholesale/distribution and related light manufacturing
that was the most integral part of the city's commercial/wholesale notoriety. While the
city's commercial success was established well before the Civil War, few properties remain
from this earlier period of commerce. These properties represent a late 19th and early
20th century advancement of St. Joseph's role as a commercial/wholesale
gateway to the west, with businesses changing from those which catered to the new frontier
(leather, saddlery, etc.), to those which catered to a modern society. Among the goods
manufactured and distributed were wholesale drugs, candy, dry goods, and hardware.
Property types will be eligible under Criterion A for significance in commerce,
representing an important period of commercial development and expansion in the City of
St. Joseph. Properties may also be eligible under Criterion B for associations with an
individual who was significant in the commercial development of St. Joseph, provided that
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no other building (most likely a residence) retaining a strong association with that
individual is extant.
Many examples will be eligible under Criterion C for architectural significance.
Eligibility for architectural significance is not limited to an application of style, but
also includes significance of these buildings being representative of the property type.
An architecturally significant warehouse/light manufacturing facility may be an unadorned
building, but through the qualities that classify it as this property type, it possesses
significance.
Some examples of this property type may represent good examples of the work of prominent
local architects such as Edmund J. Eckel. A native of France, and a graduate of the Ecole
des Beaux Arts, Eckel had a significant impact architecturally on the city and warehouse
buildings are among his artistry.

IV.

Registration Requirements

To qualify for listing under Criteria A, B, or C, the resource must retain a strong
integrity of association and location. The resources must be located within areas of St.
Joseph which were associated with the manufacture or storage of goods and merchandise for
later distribution. Traditionally these sites have been located near the river, along
rail lines, and along vehicular transportation arteries.
Buildings associated with manufacturing and warehousing of goods commonly undergo
alteration as needs and ownership change. However, these alterations should not
significantly change the historic appearance of the building under either Criteria A, B,
or C. Sufficient stylistic and structural features should remain to identify it with its
period of significance. Specifically, integrity of facade arrangement and fenestration
are important; however, individual window openings do not have to be extant as long as the
rhythm of the fenestration bays is evident or the recession of the window opening has been
maintained. A proportionately small number of windows may have been completely blocked
for the building to retain sufficient integrity. Additions to the main building are
acceptable if they are clearly subsidiary to the original. Alterations on non-street
facing elevations are acceptable.
For Criterion B to be applied, the resource must be the only building remaining associated
with the significant individual when he/she was ~ctive in the city's commercial
development. To have strong association with a significant person, the building must have
been the established location of a wholesale/light manufacturing operation and the person
must have had an
estabished decision-making position within the company. An important wholesaler's house
would have greater significance than his/her place of work under this Criterion.
To be eligible under Criterion C, the property must possess the distinct characteristics
that qualify it as this property type, and be an excellent example of the type. Chiefly
among these characteristics are a sense of weight and massiveness, and a general
simplicity of form. A repetition of bays created by numerous windows is also important.
Buildings may also represent a good example of a type or method of construction or be good
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examples of a specific style of architecture, such as, but not limited to, Romanesque
Revival, Italianate, and Classical Revival. An example may also be a good representation
of a particular architect's work. Integrity of design, materials, and workmanship is
necessary. In addition to the aforementioned features, the original pattern of
fenestration, exterior wall cladding, and formal entry features should be evident.
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Commercial Blocks

$CAL.If

Description

Commercial Blocks are found in two sub-types: Small Scale and Large Scale. The defining
qualities of these two sub-types are essentially the same, with the only exterior physical
difference being the number of stories. Large Scale Commercial Blocks are four or more
stories tall.
The main defining feature of the property type in general is a well-defined storefront
space which is distinctly separate from the upper stories. This distinction commonly
reflects a difference in public/private uses. Private use may pertain to storage space,
but may also mean business office space or even residential space in the Small Scale
Commercial 'Block. Storefront space could indicate retail space, lobby space, or showroomlike space related to the wholesale industry. Although historic use is not a defining
element of this property type, typically the Large Scale Commercial Blocks were
wholesale/distribution or even light manufacturing facilities in use, but are distinct
because of their prominent storefront space.
Both sub-types are usually found in a row, with common walls. Adjacent properties will be
individually distinct stylistically or ornamentally, or will simply differ in scale; the
buildings with shared walls will not, as a group, give the effect of a warehouse facility
due mainly to well-defined storefront space, but also to individual distinction achieved
among the buildings.
Isolated or detached Commercial blocks do occur, sometimes as· constructed originally, but
also as a result of contemporary demolitions of adjacent buildings. Examples of this
property type, particularly the Large scale sub-type, are typically narrow and deep in
form, resulting in a side elevation that appears massive; however, the main character
defining feature of the property type is its facade.
When found in isolation, Small and Large scale commercial blocks form distinct
compositional types. The distinction between these subtypes is their vertical emphasis,
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the Large subtype reaches above three floors. In both subtypes major horizontal divisions
between florrs are often distinct. Repetitive features on each floor above the first gave
the appearance of stacked vertical blocks reaching skyward; these were sometimes capped
with a distinct upper zone creating a vertical three part composition. Whether limited to
a single story, or rising above the two story level, the commercial block could
effectively house the numerous retail outlets, commercial office space of banks and
financial institutions, hotels and entertainment venues serving the city during its period
of commercial preeminence. Examples of this property type, particularly the Large Scale
sub-type, are typically narrow and deep in form, which may result in a side elevation that
appears massive, but the property type is determined by the facade.
Usually constructed of brick, these typically flat roofed properties vary from vernacular
buildings to highly decorative Eclectic cast iron examples. Many buildings display
Italianate influence through window detailing or cornice lines, but as with the
warehouse/light manufacturing facilities property type, these buildings as a whole are not
overwhelmingly stylistically influenced. Small Scale versions sometimes feature cast iron
elements, limited to storefront divisions. Windows, even on vernacular versions,
frequently have some type of detailing, whether simple brick segmental arches or more
elaborate hoodmolds of a contrasting material.

III. Significance
These properties contribute directly to the period of commercial expansion in the City of
St. Joseph. Housing a wide range of uses from clothing stores and hardware stores, to
larger scale operations such as hotels, office buildings, or even wholesale/distribution
companies, these properties represent essential components of the success of commerce
during this important period in the history of the city.
Examples of these property types will be eligible under Criterion A for significance in
the broad pattern of commerce in the City of St. Joseph, illustrating this significant era
in the city's history.
A few examples may be eligible under Criterion B, for associations with a person
significant in the commercial development in the city. This occurrence is rare, given
that a residence would have a stronger association with a significant person, and that
many of these buildings were occupied by several businesses during the period of
significance, and therefore do not retain strong associations with any particular company.

Many examples of this property type will be eligible under Criterion C for architecture,
being excellent representations of the property type. Significant buildings may also
represent good examples of architectural styles, largely Eclectic and Italianate.
However, the majority of examples will be more vernacular commercial adaptations with
minimal ornamentation, but will illustrate the typical architectural treatment of these
facilities.
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IV.· Registration Requirements
To qualify for listing under Criteria A, B, or C, the resource must retain a strong
integrity of association and location. The majority of resources will be located within
sections of St. Joseph which have been associated with the manufacture, storage, or
retailing of merchandise. Traditionally these sites have been located near the river, in
the Central Business District, and/or along vehicular arteries. A few examples may occur
within residential neighborhoods.
Buildings associated with this property type commonly undergo alteration as needs,
architectural styles, and ownership change. However, these alterations should not
significantly change the historic appearance of the building under any of the Criteria.
Sufficient stylistic and structural features should remain to identify it with its period
of significance. Specifically, integrity of the storefront arrangement and fenestration
are important; windows which are blocked but retain original recessions are acceptable.
Additions are acceptable if they are clearly subsidiary to the original building.
Alterations to non-street facing elevations will not prevent the example from meeting
these registration requirements. Storefronts, in particular, are likely to have had
changes over time. For a property to be acceptable, the transom lines and other major
storefront divisions must be evident or have only reversible changes.
Under Criterion B, the property must be the only building remaining associated with a
significant individual when he/she was active in the commercial expansion of St. Joseph.
The significant person must have had an established leadership role with a significant
commercial enterprise for an extended amount of time for this Criterion to be applied.
Under Criterion C, a resource must be a good example of this property type, possessing the
distinct characteristics which classify it as a Commercial Block. Chief among these is
well-defined storefront space, with a distinction between public and private uses. A
property may also be a good
example of a specific style of architecture, such as, but not limited to, the Eclectic or
Italianate styles. Integrity of design, materials, and workmanship is necessary. In
addition to the aforementioned features, the original fenestration pattern, exterior wall
cladding, and formal entry features should be evident.
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I.

Name of Property Type:

Service-related Facilities
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II.

Description

These facilities are associated by use, having provided support facilities related to the
commercial/wholesale expansion of St. Joseph. Examples will not fit the descriptions of
the warehouse/light manufacturing facilities or Commercial Block property types. Also
important to the identification of this property type is that almost always the historic
use of the property will be obvious, i.e. fire stations, gas stations, hotels,
[maintenance] garages, etc.
In classifying hotels, the Commercial Block property type category would override the
Service-related Facilities category if the building possesses a well-defined storefront
space, although this type of building would also be a "support facility".
These facilities will be similar to Small Scale Commercial Blocks, and may have some
display space, but do not have well-defined storefront space. Examples usually do not
occupy their entire lot, with adjacent parking space provided.
Examples are located among or near other property types defined within this associated
historic context, and are not isolated. Style varies greatly according to the use and
location of the facility. In general, most buildings are constructed of masonry (brick or
concrete block), and retain some stylistic influences from the period in which they were
built. Examples include a Spanish Eclectic gas station, a Moderne gas station, and a
Classical Revival fire station. Maintenance garages are usually not ornamented, with
elements such as a central squared parapet or a facade-width sign providing an occasional
means of distinction among properties.
III.

Significance

Service-related Facilities contributed to the commercial expansion of St. Joseph by
providing much needed support facilities within or near areas of commercial dominance. As
commercial/wholesale facilities continued to dominate, the need for service-related
buildings increased to facilitate, indirectly, this activity. Fire protection, gasoline,
vehicle maintenance, and machinery maintenance were among the necessary services/products
needed to support the continued commercial activity and to facilitate changes in
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==-=-----===========-======•===========-==--,-===-----====-=====-============-----transportation with the onset of the automobile age.
Examples of this property type will be eligible under Criterion A for commerce, having
significance within the broad pattern of wholesale and commercial expansion in the City of
St. Joseph. Most properties will themselves be commercial in use, but as service-related
facilities, some properties such as fire stations, will be significant commercially having
been an ,integral part of a commercial district, providing important support services
necessary for the success of the commercial operations.
Properties may also be eligible under Criterion C for architectural significance if they
represent a good example of a particular style of architecture as applied to a servicerelated facility. While the use of stylistic ornamentation will not be extravagant,
minimal stylistic application will lend additional significance to these smaller
facilities.
On rare occasion, a property may be eligible under Criterion D for its potential to yield
information about important service-related operations of the period. An example would be
a machine shop retaining the majority of its original belt-driven machinery which could
lend important information about the service/ maintenance of the light manufacturing
businesses that frequently existed among the wholesale operations.

IV. Registration Requirements
To qualify for listing under Criteria A, C, or D, the resource must retain a strong
integrity of association and location. The resources must be located within areas of St.
Joseph associated with the manufacture, storage, or retailing of goods and merchandise.
Traditionally these sites have been located near the river, in the central business
district, along rail lines, and/or along the major vehicular transportation routes.
Buildings associated with commercial service and support activities commonly undergo
alteration as needs, clients, and ownership change. However, these alterations should not
significantly change the historic appearance of the building under any Criteria.
Sufficient stylistic, material, or structural features should remain to identify it with
its period of significance. Specifically, integrity of facade arrangement and fenestration
are important; minor fenestration alteration is acceptable. Additions to the main
building are acceptable if they are clearly subsidiary to the original. Rear alterations
are acceptable.
Under Criterion C, to be eligible a resource must be a good example of a type or method of
construction, or a good example of a specific style of architecture, such as, but not
limited to, Spanish Eclectic or Classical Revival. Integrity of design, materials, and
workmanship are necessary. In addition to the aforementioned features, windows, exterior
wall cladding, and formal entry features should be evident.
Under Criteria D, to be eligible a resource must have the potential to reveal information
about a form of manufacturing or a specific support service, i.e. metal shop fabrication.
To have the ability to reveal this information the resource must have a large proportion
of its original machinery.
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Name of Property Type:

Freight Distribution Facilities

L~II.

Description

Freight Distribution Facilities provided a direct link between wholesale/manufacturing and
distribution operations. Examples are located on rail lines and/or near vehicular
transportation routes. Extant ·examples will most likely be linked to rail lines, located
among the other property types identified for this associated historic context.
These properties are usually linear in composition, with a larger headhouse, more square
in plan, of one to three stories, serving as office/business space. A raised one story
extension of multiple bays extends out from the headhouse, and is used for the transfer
and distribution facilities.
These facilities are typically vernacular with little or no detailing used. Main blocks
are usually constructed of brick; linear extensions may also be constructed of brick, but
are dominated by large wood doors protecting the numerous openings to facilitate the
transfer of goods from rail to vehicular transportation or vice versa.

III. Significance
These facilities are significant under Criterion A for commerce, representing an integral
part of the commercial expansion of St. Joseph. Freight distribution Buildings
facilitated the distribution of goods largely for the wholesale industry, which was the
chief operation during this era in the city. Examples may also be eligible under
Criterion C, being good representations of this type of facility, exhibiting the design
elements which were integral to its function.

IV. Registration Requirements
To qualify for listing under Criteria A or C, the example must retain strong integrity of
association and location. The resources must be located within parts of St. Joseph
associated with the distribution of goods and merchandise and be located along rail lines
or vehicular transportation routes.
The specific use generally associated with buildings belonging to this property type
precludes major alterations. Minor alterations should not significantly change the
historic appearance of the building under either Criterion A or C. Sufficient stylistic
and structural features should remain to identify it with its period of significance.
Specifically, integrity of facade arrangement and loading bay fenestration is important;
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however, individual openings do not have to be extant as long as the rhythm of the bays is
evident. Additions to the main building are acceptable if they are clearly subsidiary to
the original.
Under Criterion C, to be eligible a resource must be a good example of this building type,
a type or method of construction, or a good example of a specific style of architecture,
such as, but not limited to Classical Revival or Italianate architecture. Integrity of
design, materials, and workmanship are necessary. In addition to the aforementioned
features, windows, exterior wall cladding, and most entry features should be evident.
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I. Name of Property Type: Parks

II. Description
Before World War II, "parks" in the United States were generally thought of as naturalized
passive retreats, and "recreation areas" as active, sport-oriented facilities. After the War, when
the growing population brought new demands on the old system, these formerly separate
responsibilities were combined under one administrative roof (Rutledge, 1971). Not only did
this eliminate duplication of efforts, but it recognized that leisure-time needs could be satisfied
through both active and passive means. Thus Charles Doell, Superintendent of Parks Emeritus
of the Minneapolis park system, defined "parks" as a "piece of land or water set aside for the
recreation of the people," and "recreation" as "refreshment of the mind or body or both through
some means which is in itself pleasureful." (Doell, 1963 ). In St. Joseph, parks are planned open
spaces which utilize both natural and designed features in order to provide recreational and
leisure activities.
The St. Joseph parks system contains parks which range in size from 1½ to 162 acres; however,
the parks within the historic district, which are connected by the 1927 parkway system, start at 13
acres. Parks in St. Joseph contain a variety of features. At a minimum, each park contains grass
lawn areas, plantings, a driveway, and automobile parking. Other types of features which may be
found in St. Joseph parks include picnic facilities (including shelter buildings, picnic tables, and
outdoor grills), restroom facilities, lighting, water features, buildings, and recreational facilities
(such as swimming pools, tennis courts, ball fields, and other court games). The boundaries for
the parks are generally either city streets, or a combination of streets and natural features, such as
steep topography. All of the parks within the proposed historic district are connected to the
parkway system with an interior drive.
The parks that are connected by the parkway system are located east of the central business
district, in a line running north and south roughly between 6th and 36th streets, stretching nearly
the entire length of the city. The northernmost park, Krug Park, has Cook Road as its northern
boundary, while the southernmost park, Hyde Park, has the equivalent of Joseph E. Galvin Road
as its southern boundary. Other parks not connected by the parkways are located in various parts
of the city, including small downtown squares and a river bluff park.
Although relatively few in number, the parks of St. Joseph serve different functions. Large Krug
Park contains features which appeal to all citizens of St. Joseph, as well as tourists; in other
words, it serves as a destination park. Bartlett Park draws from the residents in its immediate
geographic vicinity for its users' base, and is a good example of a neighborhood park. The
Noyes Athletic Field primarily serves to provide recreational opportunities, and has facilities
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which at times draw from the entire city (such as for league ball games); at other times, it serves
just the immediate neighborhood. Some parks have been left comparatively natural park over the
years, relying instead on the beauty of the environment either within the park, such as Corby
Grove, or the beauty which can be seen from the park, such as King Hill Overlook.
The level of design (man's manipulation of the landscape) varies among the parks of St. Joseph.
Some parks have had very little in the way of planned improvements. In others, such as Krug
Park, even seemingly "naturalistic"-appearing features reflect the careful and planned
intervention of the designer (in this case, George Burnap).

III. Significance
Historic parks in St. Joseph are significant under either Criterion A in the area of COMMUNITY
DEVELOPMENT AND PLANNING, Criterion C in the area of LANDSCAPE
ARCHITECTURE, or both. A few individual features within the parks, such as the Refectory in
Krug park, are also eligible under Criterion C in the area of ARCHITECTURE. The impetus for,
as well as the location of the parks reflect the development concerns of St. Joseph resulting from
the city's explosive growth in the nineteenth century. Little thought was given to the need for
parks in the central part of the city. Although citizens were proud of their fine residences, there
were few other spots of beauty to be found within the city. Inspired by what had been
accomplished in other cities, citizens fonned a local "City Beautiful" committee. This group not
only brought in guest lecturers on the "Crusade Against Ugliness," they hired the foremost
authority on the City Beautiful movement---city planner and journalist Charles Mulford
Robinson (Morton, 1914). The prime objective of the group was to improve the aesthetic
appearance of St. Joseph, and the agreed upon means to reach this objective was the development
of a city-wide park system.
By the time St. Joseph was ready to proceed with a city-wide system, it was virtually impossible
to purchase park sites in the central portion. Land was simply too valuable here to be given over
to parks. Park lands were purchased and/or donated on what was then the edges of the city's
boundaries, such as Krug Park in the north, Hyde Park on the south, and Corby Grove on the
eastern edge. Subsequently, the implementation of the St. Joseph parks system in the early
twentieth century affected the development of eastern St. Joseph. While the hills surrounding the
downtown are known for their collection of fine nineteenth century homes, the area surrounding
the parks and boulevards attracted residential development in the twentieth century. 7
7 While St. Joseph's nineteenth century homes have been the focus of several survey and National Register projects,
no formal inventory has occurred in the areas surrounding the park system. A windshield survey reveals a wellmaintained collection ofrevival and popular style residences of the twentieth century.
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The parks of St. Joseph are also eligible as embodiments of a landscape architectural resource
type and period of construction-early twentieth century parks. Some are also significant as the
works of a master. Several nationally and world-wide prominent city planners and landscape
architects were brought to the city to prepare the master plans for the parks-Charles Mulford
Robinson, George Kessler, George Burnap, Jacques Greber, and the Olmsted Brothers firm.
Other local designers were responsible for many of the site specific designs, and included city
engineers W.K. Seitz and William Spann, and landscape architects Walter L. Skoglund and Leon
Tilton.

IV. Registration Requirements
Under Criterion A in the area of Community Planning and Development, to be eligible as a
contributing element within a historic district, a park must contribute to the significance of the
entire park system as it was planned. As such, it must remain a part of the system (i.e.,
connected via a park system drive) and must serve its function as a park. It therefore must retain
integrity in the areas of setting, location, and association. This is defined by retaining its original
setting, use, topography/grading, and a majority of its original boundaries. A change in
boundaries, either by an addition to the park or a deletion, is allowable provided a large majority
of the original acreage remains intact. To be individually eligible under Criterion A, the park
must additionally retain integrity of design intent. This is best exhibited by the retention of
spatial relationships, particularly of use areas. For example, areas that were originally designed
within the historic period to serve as ballfields should still remain as ballfields. Present day
swimming pools should remain in the same location as previous historic pools. The presence of
non-historic features, such as bleachers, lighting, and fencing, shall therefore not detract from a
park's eligibility, as long as the original spatial relationships and functions remain intact. The
relationship between open ground and large planted areas should remain, but replacement of
original vegetation is allowed.
To be a contributing element in a district under Criterion C in the area of LANDSCAPE
ARCHITECTURE, the park must be a good representative of a twentieth century park. As such,
it must convey its historic character. Specifically, this will require integrity of setting, location,
association, feeling, design and/or design intent, and to some extent, materials. The original
property boundaries must be retained, although land acquisitions are allowable providing these
additions do not detract from the primary historic entrances of the parks. Original spatial
relationships, topography/grading, and circulation system must be retained. The question of
integrity of both spatial relationships and design intent can be determined by comparing the
original program for the site with its existing use. For example, if the park's original function
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was as an athletic field, the spatial relationships of the various recreational uses, both passive and
active, should be intact from the original program or plan.
To be individually eligible under Criterion C, especially if as the work of a master, in addition to
the above areas, integrity of materials is necessary, and integrity of design becomes critical. The
original plans must be discernible from the present-day site conditions. The layout of circulation
systems, planted areas, and built features all contribute to integrity of design. Integrity of
materials is not critical for circulation system, but the circulation patterns must represent the
historic period.
For the built elements of parks, integrity of materials is necessary for the major features. Historic
buildings, retaining walls, and bridges should have their original stone material. However,
lighting fixtures are generally modem. Provided their design and number is unobtrusive, this is
allowable. The addition or replacement of some built features with modem park elements is also
allowed. New picnic shelter buildings, restrooms facilities, and grills should not overpower the
visual aesthetics of their natural setting, however.
Vegetation materials are difficult for any historic landscape to retain. They have finite life
cycles, which for smaller woody and herbaceous perennial material is often less than the National
Register's fifty-year rule. Integrity of vegetation materials is generally considered to be intact if
existing planted areas are similar in size and composition to the original. However, some
allowances will be made for shrub materials in park settings. A dramatic change-in park planting
design occurred in the 193 0' s and 1940' s, when maintenance was deferred, first because of the
depression, and later because of the Second World War. This deferred maintenance greatly
affected shrub materials. The second major change in park planting design occurred with the
rise of crime, particularly in the 1960' s. Smaller plants were more susceptible to vandalism, and
the elimination of understory plantings was widely seen as design tool to "discourage
undesirables." (Rutledge, 1971). This removal may have provided unobstructed visibility from
the streets, but it also in turn may have affected significant views and vistas. This loss of
understory occurred across the country, and was by no means unique to St. Joseph. Loss of
integrity in this area will only be viewed as detrimental ifunderstory planting was a key
component of the park's design and function.
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I. Name of Property Type: Park system drives

II. Description
The park system drives in St. Joseph are roads and their right-of-ways which serve to move
automobiles between the parks and within the parks themselves. They share a common history,
as all were planned together and constructed as part of the entire St. Joseph parks system.
Whereas some of St. Joseph's parks existed prior to the establishment of a city-wide system,
representatives of this property type did not.
The park system drives resource type group contains examples of both parkways and boulevards.
A parkway is an open space which contains a roadway, and is correspondingly linear in shape.
The roads are arterial, serving to connect the major parks of St. Joseph. A parkway thus does not
serve a neighborhood, but the entire city. They function as scenic pleasure drives. The pleasant
and comfortable driving experience is carefully arranged by design features such as curvi-linear
alignment, limited access, exclusion of commercial traffic, elimination of grade crossings,
connection with "satellite" parks, and a blending of natural and cultural features. The final effect
is that the parkway, both visually and literally, serves more as a park. The land adjacent to the
roadway contains both open space and wooded areas-some natural and other designed.
Although the primary function of the parkways is to serve moving vehicles, attention to design
details is found in curb materials, workmanship in retaining walls, and the varying designs of
individual bridges.
The vast majority of park system drives are parkways, although a few boulevards also serve to
connect the parks together. Before the system was built, proponents such as City engineer W.K.
Seitz were clear in their distinction between the two.
A boulevard is a formal arrangement of paving, curbs, gutters, trees, turf and lights. It
is a sort of glorified street, with straight lines and right angles, taking no account of
topographical conditions, but running up hill and down dale like a commercial
thoroughfare. (Clippings, 19 September 1921)
Although the original plan for the few boulevards was to serve as connectors to the city-wide
park system, it is a nature of their design that they also function as neighborhood collectors or
streets. They are straight streets, but are not necessarily part of the original basic grid system of
streets in St. Joseph. Noyes Boulevard, for example, does repeat the existing grid pattern, but
Maple Leaf Boulevard cuts at an angle across the grid. 8 Plantings are confined to right-of-way
8

The original intention for this angle was to connect Corby Grove Parkway with St. Joseph's downtown.
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(slightly wider than typical streets) on each side of the roadway, and consist of a straight line of
trees set within a grassy strip. Sidewalks are present in most residential neighborhoods, and
some sections retain their original street lights. The boulevards' appearance in St. Joseph may
appear to be little more than embellished streets, but their historic associations and function
reveal a greater significance.
The park system drives continue through the individual parks, and in many cases it is impossible
to separate the roadways from the park. They are thus integral elements within the parks, and
within the system as a whole. Depending upon the size of the parks, the interior drives may be
curvi-linear much like parkways in their design, or they may be short, straight, and functional,
leading directly to parking.

III. Significance
Park system drives are significant under either Criterion A in the areas of COMMUNITY
DEVELOPMENT AND PLANNING, Criterion C in the area of LANDSCAPE
ARCHITECTURE, or both. Some individual elements of the park system drives, such as
bridges, may be eligible under Criterion C in the area of ENGINEERING, but are more
important as contributing elements which make up a park system drive. In turn, although some
park system drives may be individually eligible, they have more relevance as contributing
elements to the significance of the entire St. Joseph park and parkway system. Standing alone,
they no longer serve their original function, and thus lose much of their historical association.
The location of the system's parkways and boulevards in the twentieth century reflects the lack
of planning in St. Joseph in the nineteenth century. During this period of booming growth in the
late 1800s, no thought was given to planning for parks in the central city, let alone for a system
of inter-connecting parkways. The belief that the land was too valuable in the central portion to
be given over to wide roads goes back to the founding of St. Joseph. When given a choice of two
town plans--one with wide drives and parks, and one with narrow streets, the town's founder
chose the latter (Logan, 1979). By the time the citizens of St. Joseph were ready to proceed with
a city-wide park system, they had to rely on donations and purchases of land in the less
developed edges of town in order to get the system started.
The primary purpose of the park system drives was to connect the few parks which had either
already been donated to the city, or were under consideration by the 1910's. The location of the
drives also reflects the constraints upon the park system planners-to provide a pleasant system
of drives which connected Krug Park on the north to Hyde Park on the south, and all the parks
in-between. The designers were so successful that the construction of the park system
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subsequently affected development on the eastern side of St. Joseph. Just as the hills
surrounding downtown were popular locations for nineteenth century residential development,
the parks and parkways were amenities which attracted residential development in the twentieth
century. Real estate ads in the local newspapers, touting an "on the boulevard!" location,
indicated the popularity of the park system drives (Clippings).
The park system drives are also significant as examples of a landscape architectural resource
type. Their original design, coupled with their extant high level of integrity, provides a
distinctive point of visual contrast with the other streets in St. Joseph. The design of the park
system drives departed from the long-standing tradition of a grid system of streets in St. Joseph.
Since its inception, surveyors and engineers had imposed a strict grid system of streets on the
steep and widely variable topography. When citizens began thinking about a parks system in the
early twentieth century, most had boulevards in mind at first for the connecting streets-in other
words, roadways that were simply wider and more embellished than the regular streets, but
basically not very different. All three planning consultants brought to St. Joseph, however,
departed from the wishes of the local constituency by recommending a system of parkways. The
design of the parkways was drastically different from other roads in St. Joseph.
Prior their construction, park system boosters first promoted the aesthetic of the drives. It wasn't
long before most citizens were enthusiastically supporting the drives along with the parks. An
unexpected boost of support for the entire system came from motorists. As John I. McDonald
pointed out at a meeting promoting the planned system of drives:
Twenty years ago no such plan would have found any favor at all, but the introduction
and the prevalence of the automobile has changed matters altogether and now there has
to be extent to any system of boulevards and parks. The plan [gi]ves a 'belt line' for
travel around the city. The automobilist gets weary of the city streets and sighs for the
country and so the belt has been made 500 feet wide on the average so the driveways
could wind among trees and be screened by them so that the motorist would be in the
midst of nature all the way (Clippings; St. Joseph Gazette, 17 March 1917).
The system of park drives in St. Joseph is also significant for its association with three nationally
prominent land planners, and for the efforts of local designers as well. Charles Mulford
Robinson, George Kessler, and George Burnap all prepared documents which called for a system
of drives to connect the parks and surrounding neighborhoods with each other, as well as to
provide an enjoyable driving experience. Robinson prepared the first substantive plans for this
system of parkways, although his document was more theoretical in nature. Kessler followed
with an overall master plan and a few specific site plans, a few of which were implemented. It is
George Burnap, however, who deserves the most credit for seeing the system through from
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design to construction. Although well known for his individual park designs in cities throughout
the country, the St. Joseph park system is currently the only documented instance of where
Burnap was involved with the design of an entire system-both parks and parkways.

IV. Registration Requirements
To be eligible as a contributing element of a historic district under Criterion A in the area of
COMMUNITY PLANNING AND DEVELOPMENT, a park system drive must retain integrity
in the areas of setting, location, and association. This is primarily defined by retaining original
uses, boundaries, and topography/grading. Integrity of design is important as well. In this area,
the circulation system is the key design element. Other use areas and spatial relationships should
remain as well. Planned recreation areas, planted areas, and open spaces should be maintained in
their original location and proportion. Integrity of materials in the roadway is not as critical, as
all road systems have undergone numerous changes in materials through the years.
To be eligible under Criterion C in the area of LANDSCAPE ARCHITECTURE, the park
system drive must be a good representative of a twentieth century parkway, boulevard, or park
drive. As such, it must convey its historic character. Specifically, this will require integrity of
setting, location, association, feeling, design and/or design intent, and to some extent, materials.
The original boundaries must be retained, although some loss of boundary is allowable for new
highway crossings. Original spatial relationships, topography/grading, and circulation system
must be retained, however. The roadway must remain in the same location. The original
relationships of open area to planted areas are key to providing a pleasurable drive experience, as
they allow for a sense of mystery and change.
For the larger or more significant built features of the park system drives, integrity of materials is
necessary. Retaining walls and bridges should have their original stone material. However,
modem lighting fixtures are allowable, providing their design and number are unobtrusive.
Integrity of original vegetation materials is difficult to maintain. It will generally be considered
intact if existing planted areas are similar in size and composition to the original. Only along
those parkways where the plant materials were considered a key element of design shall loss of
integrity in vegetation be detrimental.
In addition to the above areas of integrity, if the park system drives are to be eligible under
Criterion C as the work of a master, then integrity of design as planned and/or built becomes
critical. Circulation systems, planting areas, topography/grading, spatial relationships, scenic
qualities, and built features all contribute to integrity of design.
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To be individually eligible, the identifiable components of the original design must exist in the
present park system drive. It should be noted, however, that the greatest significance of the park
system drives lies in their association and physical connections to the parks and to each other.
Without these connecting features of the remainder of the system, the integrity of the park system
drives must be very high in order to be individually eligible.
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ASSOCIATED PROPERTY TYPES
Property Type: Popular Style Houses (amended)

Discussion
[n addition to

the popular forms of housing noted in the original submission for "Suburban
Development in St. Joseph," several house types built in the original historic period of 1900-1929 and
others which appeared late in this period or just after, during the extension of the historic period
from 1929 to ca. 1950, were not included.

Description

r .

". ~ bungalow and the four square were two of the most significant house forms to be constructed in
St. Joseph during the first half of the twentieth century, but other forms of popular style houses
contribute,to the character of its neighborhoods. ~me of these forms, first introduced in the 1920s,
continued in popularity well after the Stock Market Crash of 1929 and remained popular until
replaced by the ranch house of the 1950s. Further information on these forms of traditional house
types and the detail applied to them may be found in standard references on American residential
architecture; a particularly useful source is A Field Guide to American Houses by Virginia and Lee
McAlester, first published by Alfred A. Knopf in 1984.

English Cottages and Tudor Houses
Two important house types that were developed as the nation1s interest in the Tudor Revival style
came into vogue are the English cottage and the Tudor house. The English cottage had a more
noticeable impact in St. Joseph, almost equaling the popularity of the bungalow in the late-1920s and
perhaps exceeding it in the 1930s. The English cottage is a low, generally one-story cottage that has

one or more of several prominent features. The roofltne of the English cottage was generally quite
steep, with a slope exceeding 45 degrees; it was often constructed without a front porch, having
instead a side porch or none at all; the entrance generally was p~d in a vestibule projecting from
the main mass of the house and covered with an asymmetrical gable roof; this house type was one of
h few to feature an exterior wall chimney pl~d on the &ont fa~de, usually near the entrance.
-'81,ish cottages are usually of brick or stone veneer, though frame and stucco-veneered examples are
found in St. Joseph. Combinations of these exterior materials are not unusual. The Tudor house is
generally a larger story and a half or two-story version of the English cottage; some Tudor houses
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of Bnglish town or country houses of the
rudor period. The use of stucco with half-timbering is inore comm.on in Tudor houses, often used to
uticuJate the entire upper floor of the house. Tudor houses are rarely built with wood siding; brick,eneer or stone-veneer is the most common exterior material.
"Mere formally designed as more aa.demic representations

Colonial Variations

lbe interest among Ameri~ in the architecture of the Colonial and post..colordal periods rose to its
b.elght in the 1920s &om. its beginnings three decades before. While many of the early Colonial
Revival houses and cottages were simply Colonial design elements applied over house types that
Drlglnated in the century before, the 1920s saw the emergence of a series of new plan variations, some
r,f which defy identification by type. In very general terrns, the new Colonial forms that emerged in
period were not simply defined by the application of a few Federal or Georgian elements to the
exterior of a house; instead, the houses of this new era adopted a much m9re academic approach to
design, in part fueled by the restoration of Colonial Williamsburg and the popular publication of
measured. line drawings of extant early American houses from the Deep. South, Middle Atlantic and
New England states. Architects and plan services used these drawings to create new houses that had
the exterior appearano! of sc:ale, massing, design and detail of the early A:m.erlcan models like the hall
and parlor, the center hall cottage, the raised cottage, and the center hall house (both I-house and
four-room plan variations); all were re-Introduced in America and St. Joseph during the 1920s and
1930.s. While the outward appearance of these houses was very closely a~pted &om historic
examples, their plans reflected tn0re modem patterns of residential space planning. The most
popular models for these academic Colonial form. were Federal and Georgian in origin, though the

r

Jacobean, Flemish/Dutch,

Spanish Colonial, Pueblo and Mission revivals were also academically
adapted to a lesser degree in places across the nation.

Two other house types that came into prominence in the late-1920s have a noticeable impact on the
pre-1950 housing stock of St. Joseph. Both are small houses: the Cape Cod, or Cape, as it is often
adled, and the gable and wing cottage, which resulted from affordable housing movements
begimlng in the 1920s.
~ Cape Cod Cottage

The "Cape," as it was called in builder guides and real estate ads from the 1920s and 1930s, was one
of the academic "copies" of an early American house type that evolved into a wildly popular house
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:ype on its own merits, The Cape is generally described as a one-story, symmetrical three or five-bay
Nide cottage with a aide gable roof; only rarely do Capes feature a front porch or portico. Many
:apes were designed with symmetrical or asymmetrical telescoping axial wings designed to give the
,ppearance of additions, which were made more convincing with breab in the gable roof line. Many
>f the earliest designs for the Cape were produced for middle class consumption by architects
nnployed by non-profit affordable housing associations such as the Small House Bureau of
~ t a (Minnesota Historical Society 1999); also, stock plans and sped.ft.cations were popularized
mough builder magazines and other publications. Later, stock plans for the Cape were promoted by
:he Federal Housing Administration to establish levels of quality in design and materials ,for houses
,ullt with FHA insured loans.
~ Double-Pile Cottage

,-

Related to the Cape by its place of origin is the double-pile cottage, and its significant variation, the
pble-L., which made their appearance in the early 1930s and remained a popular low... and middleincome house type through the end of the 1940s. Like the Cape, stock plans and specifications were
prepared by plan. services and housing advocates and promoted in association with the Federal
Rousing Administration (Hopld:ns 1999). 1he double-pile is often called a·"G. I. Bill" house by
veterans of World War Two due to its association with the massive housing programs enacted under
the Serviceman's Readjustment Act (a.k.a. "G. L Bill of Rights"), approved~ Congress in 194.4 (Ibid,).
A double-pile cottage is generally two rooms wide and two rooms deep, all under a side gable roof.
Prame CONtruction was as common as brick-veneer in the form of exterior cladding; concrete,,
asbestos siding was often used instead of wood siding for frame houses. The gable-L variation has a
projecting, front-facing gable wing containing one room; the line of the proj~d:ing gable end is almost
always lower than that of the main roof. The porch, if present, is usually one bay wide with either a
gable or a flat roof; it is often supported by box piers or wrought iron posts.

The standards for the evaluation of historical significance under the am.ended submission are
~ d from those presented in the orlgi.Ml Multiple Properties Documentation Form.

Registration Requiremcmts
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Ihe registration requirements for individual buildings to be treated under this property type are
well-stated and require no amendment, other than to consider a broader range of house types and
architectural styles among the individual buildings to be considered under this property type.
For historic districts under this property type, however,· a broader criteria must be applied to
recognize certain cltaracteristics of suburban districts developed in St. Joseph developed before ca.
1950. A residential historic district proposed for nomination should reflect a portion of the broader
patterns of house types and architectural influences recognized as important aspects of this property
type. The identification and definition of a suburban historic district should take into account a
shared history of development, its common architectural traits, its context and/ or historical sense of
identity. Districts need not be limited in size to the boundaries of one subdivision, since larger areas
that share a common sense of place may often be composed of many subdivisions. The selection of
tr··ndaries should not be made under the assumption that topographic changes and major roadways
divide communities; research may show that these features served a role which unified the
seemingly divided parts.
Apart from their common association, suburban districts should contain integrity of outward
character that relates buildings to their physical setting. These characteristics include integrity of
physical context, setting, massmg and setback. the physical characteristics of the individual buildings
themselves must reflect the characteristics of plan, .massing, and form th8;t define its original house
type; the same is true for the elements and materials that define its architectural styling.
Accommodation must also be made for buildings which have evolved from their original appearance
during the period of this historical context.
The definition of a suburban historic district should also not exclude non-residential properties
developed during its period of significance, such as schools, churches, neighborhood commercial
buildings, and others. In most cases, these properties are inherently linked to the development
history of the distrid. These properties will contnbute to a district's significance if they have a
symbiotic: relatioIIShip with the district, and if they retain the same level of integrity as those of
residences. Non-residential uses which have a relationship to the historical development of a district
need not be evaluated under criteria outside of the context of the district itself,

.r-_egrity Issues Posed by Twentieth Century Materials
Assessment of a stnlc:ture's integrity should be conducted carefully, in light of the extension of the
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period of significance for Suburban Development through ca. 1950. New materials such as concrete
asbestos roofing and siding, wrought and cast iron porch posts, over-sized picture" windows, steel
frame casement windows, and double--hung metal-track wooden windows were all introduced in St.
Joseph before the close of this historic period, as shown by research related to the preparation of this
amendment (Dodge 1937; Simpson 1999).
11

Generally, buildings will change over time, adapting to new tastes, new technologies, and the whims
or needs of new owners and occupants. 1his is a natural and expected American phenomenon. In St.
Joseph, the process of evolution is an important one, since many earlier neighborhoods experienced
significant socio-economic change during the twentieth century. The challenge that is presented by
evolved properties and the materials used in the process of change is that many materials, like those
discussed above, were introduced in St. Joseph during the ca. 1910 to ca. 19_50, and that they remained
in popular use long after.
,•,..'·,

\'vnen assessing the integrity of structures, then, great care must be taken by the investigator to
determine whether alterations employing the 11new" replacement materials occurred in the historic
period or not. A property should not be automatically seen as having lost integrity simply because it
is covered with concrete asbestos siding, for this alteration may ~ye occurred perhaps as early as ca.
1925. 1his concern will be most important when assessing properties which have seen numerous
changes.
The problem that will confront the investigator is that there is no one resource that can resolve this
issue, and additional research may provide no resolution to questions, Building permit files in St.
Joseph are an excellent resource, but they are not complete, and many treatments like the installation
of siding did not require a building permit. Sanborn Insurance Maps are only helpful when there has
been a change in the footprint of a structure; there are cases known where later, "up-.dated" editions
of Sanborn maps failed to include changes in footprint to all structures. Property tax records are few,
and many years may have passed before a reappraisal registered the improvements, assuming they
had any impact on valuation at all. Interviews with neighborhood residents are generally unreliable
or unsuccessful, since alterations to windows or the installation of siding on a house were not events
that became fixed in most people's memories,
The assessment of integrity has largely been a process of educated judgment on the part of an
'1!.'esti.gator, overseen and assisted by the judgment of State Historic: Preservation staff. The presence
'new" materials does not change this relationship, but it does require both parties to become more
adept at recognizing the physical evidence and the processes of change that guide the assessment of
integrity.
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Ihe preparation of nominations under this historic context should proceed with the assistance of an
investigator who has a extensive experience identifying twentieth century architectural materials. An
inventory of the district should be conducted by the investigator while keeping these issues in mind.
The results should be reviewed for concurrence by state historic preservation office staff. Additional
research should be conducted on the few properties whose integrity is disputed, and treated
appropriately on the basis of the findings. There will be instances where the historical record cannot
resolve the issue; in these cases, judgment should err on the side that the building possesses
integrity as a contributing resource through its association with similar tTeatments in the district. It
may be useful to identify the structures in question with the notation of (C'') in the inventory of
nominations for preservation planning purposes, perhaps to place a priority on reversing the
questionable treatments employed on the building.

,,,-.
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The multiple property listing, "Historic Resources of St. Joseph, Buchanan
County, Missouri," is based on an ongoing survey and nomination effort dating
from the early 1980's which has been conducted by the City of St. Joseph, a
Certified Local Government, and made possible by funding through the Historic
Preservation Fund. To date, an intensive building by building survey of the
following 19th century residential neighborhoods have been completed in St.
Joseph: Cathedral Hill, Clay Street, Robidoux Hill, Hall Street, Museum Hill,
the William T. Harris Addition, Buchanan Wedge, and the Penn Neighborhood; a
residential area northwest of the central business district is the only
primarily 19th century neighborhood as yet unsurveyed. Although one of the
oldest neighborhoods in St. Joseph, it lacks the density of previously surveyed
areas. No primarily early twentieth century neighborhoods have been surveyed.
This multiple property listing is based on an analysis of the above
documentation, representing a data base of approximately 1300 properties.
Within the 1930 geographical boundaries of the city, eight possible
historic contexts have been identified:
Exploration and Fur Trading in St. Joseph, 1799-1826
Early Settlement and Trading in St. Joseph, 1826-1843
Western Outfitting in St. Joseph, 1843-1865
Wholesale Distribution in St. Joseph, 1866-1914
Suburban Growth in st. Joseph, 1900-1929
Meat Packing and Agricultural Processing in St. Joseph, 1846-1930's
Religious Development in St. Joseph, 1844-1930
Institutional & Educational Development in St. Joseph, 1857-1930
In addition to survey data, the delineation of the eight historic contexts was
based on wealth of material published on the history of St. Joseph, excellent
primary source material, unsurpassed elsewhere in the state, and a neighborhood
streetscape study that was prepared in 1987 as a guide for future survey
activities in St. Joseph. The year 1930 was selected as a cutoff point for
historic context development due to the almost total stoppage of new
construction activities in the city by that date.
Due to the breadth and scope of the task and the need to start registration
activities before the completion of identification activities, only three
contexts are fully developed in this document. For the same reasons, property
type analysis was limited to residential properties only. Upon completion of
this year's survey activities in St. Joseph, a survey of small-scale commercial
structures, this document will be amended to expand both the context
development and the property type analysis to include historic
commercial/industrial properties. Previous surveys have documented the Central
Business District and the warehouse/manufacturing/stockyard areas of the City.
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The typology of significant property types is based on function (residential
use), style, and association with one of the three historic contexts. Within
the function category of "residential" several sub-property types are
discernible due to the variety and uniqueness of st. Joseph's multi-family
building types. Integrity requirements are based on National Register
standards for assessing integrity, the assembled survey data base, and the
scarcity of a particular property type.
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This amends the former Section C of the original Multiple Property Submission to: the 1993
corporate limits of the City of St. Joseph, Buchanan County, Missouri.
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The amendment to the multiple property listing of historic resources of St. Joseph, Missouri is
based upon a 1990-1991 survey of landscape architectural features connected with the planned
parks and parkways system. This survey was conducted by Deon Wolfenbarger of Three Gables
Preservation, under the direction of the Community Development Department and Landmark
Commission of the City of St. Joseph. The survey project, as well as this amendment, was
funded with a matching grant awarded through the Missouri Department of Natural Resources,
Historic Preservation Programs, which receives allocations from the Historic Preservation Fund
of the Department of the Interior, National park Service, under the provisions of the National
Historic Preservation Act of 1966 and subsequent amendments.
The survey encompassed nearly 1000 acres and covered only those features which were covered
by George Bumap's plan. This included: Krug Park, Corby Grove, Bartlett Park, King Hill
Overlook, Noyes Athletic Field, South Park, Fairview Golf course, Parkway A, Northwest
Parkway, Northeast Parkway, Corby Parkway, Southwest Parkway, and Noyes Boulevard. There
are other historic parks in St. Joseph which were not covered by this survey. After inventory and
evaluation, it is possible that some of these may be eligible for listing in the National Register as
well. Many of the smaller squares, for example, were redesigned by George Burnap in the
1920s. The information on the surveyed park features was recorded on the American Society of
Landscape Architects (ASLA) National Survey Form. This survey included gathering of
historical background information, recording of existing site conditions, an evaluation of
integrity, statement of significance, maps, and photography for each park or parkway. It was
noted during the survey that a complete historical background for the parks system, as is typical
of many historic landscapes, is lacking. The city parks department has not retained any historic
site maps, although some were retained by the public works department. The only historic maps
were those published by the local newspapers.
The city, state, and nomination consultant agreed that an amendment to the existing multiple
property submission was the best tool for listing the historic resources associated with St.
Joseph's parks and parkways system. This would then serve in the event of additional future
nominations of parks resources. The context covers the development of the city-wide, planned
system of parks and parkways from its planning stage through its major periods of construction,
although some early park history is also briefly covered. The properties are grouped under two
property types, even though a district nomination is planned for the majority of the system. This,
again, will allow for the nomination of additional park resources in the future. The property
types are based primarily on function. Unique or rare resources, such as the golf course, are not
covered by a property type. As noted in Bulletin 16B, the information for these kinds of
resources will appear on the registration form itself. The integrity requirements were based on a
knowledge of existing conditions, which was set forth in the aforementioned survey.
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AMENDED HISTORICAL CONTEXT:
RESIDENTIAL DEVELOPMENT IN ST. JOSEPH (1843 TO CA. 1966)

INTRODUCTION AND ORGANIZATION

This amendment to the original submission entitled Historic Resources of St. Joseph, Buchanan
County, lvfissouri is intended to achieve two basic purposes. Its first purpose is to amend the
Associated Historic Context "Suburban Growth in St. Joseph, 1900-1929" and its amendment
"Suburban Growth in St. Joseph, 1929-1950" with a new, cohesive context for the history of
residential development in St. Joseph during the 19th and 20th centuries. The amended context is
entitled "Residential Development in St. Josep~ 1843 to ca. 1966".
The original submission treated the development of residential structures in St. Joseph unevenly,
with problematic results. The discussion of patterns of residential development is very weakly
discussed in the context of "Western Outfitting in St. Joseph, 1843-1866". The context of
"Wholesale Distribution in St. Josep~ 1866 - 19141' treats residential development in greater detail,
but the focus was given towards the spectacular houses of the wealthy and little information is
given on the patterns of development that occurred. The context of "Suburban Growth in St.
Joseph, 1900-1929" treats housing development only in generalities and was predicated upon the
assumption that the automobile1 changed the character of residential development in the period of
1900 to 1929, when in fact, very little change in existing development trends actually occurred in
this period. The amendment of this context extending the period of significance to 1950
recognized the lack of significant change in development patterns in the period after 1929;
however, it, too, was significantly flawed in its description of how the patterns of new
development were changed by the adoption of new building standards, and in its description of
changes in tastes towards residential architecture.
The second purpose of this amendment will be to redefine the Associated Property Types for
residential resources in St. Joseph developed for each of the three of the original Associated
Historical Contexts. While the original submission was a well-crafted document, it was
completed at a point in time when only a small area of the city had been surveyed and its
architectural character evaluated in detail. Consequently, only a narrow perspective of the broad
variety of residential property types was considered. Now that large-scale surveys have been
completed, the benefit of hindsight has revealed a critical need to revise how the city's residential
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resources are evaluated. The shortcomings of the original document have been further
complicated by the march of time since 1988 and the need for evaluation of post-World War Two
resources that may be eligible for listing.
Preparation of this amendment was begun by re-evaluating survey data compiled for St. Joseph
through the year 2003, along with all nominations of properties currently listed on the National
Register of Historic Places. This information was supplemented by "windshield surveys" of other
areas of the city not surveyed in previous years. Standard histories of the city were consulted,
along with census data, maps and studies on the historical residential characteristics of the city
over time. Subdivision plats and building permits were also examined to reveal development
trends in specific locations.
The analysis of this data shows that the patterns of residential development in St. Joseph over the
19th and 20th centuries were complex, and they were shaped in important ways by factors in
addition to those of population growth and periods of robust commercial activity. Also, the data
suggests that patterns of development were not uniform throughout the city at all times; instead,
growth might surge in one area of the city over one period of time, then ebb, surge elsewhere, and
return. These patterns can be tied to many factors, ranging from the development of various
forms of transportation, to more societal or cultural factors as simple as changing tastes among
passing generations. Indeed, there are residences and even whole areas of the city that developed
during times of population loss and economic downturn, which runs contrary to the normal
expectations of how cities grow. There are some well-de.fined sections of the city where housing
developed within very narrow time frames- perhaps a decade or less- while others possess
evidence of nearly seamless development over a period of a century or more. Of course, the
longer period of time over which development and redevelopment occurred. in a particular area,
the greater the chance of there being evidence of the redevelopment of individual buildings by
successive generations. The importance of these "evolved" buildings cannot be discounted.
In order to better accommodate the complex nature of residential development in St. Joseph, this
amended multiple property listing for St. Joseph, Buchanan County, Missouri is based upon the
historic context "Residential Development in St. Joseph, 1843 to ca. 1966". The period of this
context begins with the formal incorporation of St. Joseph and concludes in the mid-1960s at a
point when the development of interstate transportation, the implementation of the Urban
Renewal program, and the waning of the stockyard industry coalesced with other effects to
permanently change the character of St. Joseph's development as a city. Within this period, it
appears that successive forms of transportation have had the greatest effect in shaping the
developmental character of the city: first, by the early trails and wagon roads that created road
patterns at odds with the extended grid of the city streets; and next, by the railroads, which
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imposed a much more complex pattern on the grid and altered where residential development
could occur. The introduction of the street trolley system did not alter the residential grid but
made its far flung parts more accessible to places of work. The automobile eventually rendered
the street trolley system obsolete; extended the practical distance between home and work; and,
brought the location of the city s park and parkway system into usefulness as a "generator" of
residential development. The boundary encompassing the entire area of residential development
under this context is best represented by the city limit set by the Annexation of 1958, which was
the last extension of the city's boundary until well after the completion of Interstates 29 and 229.
1

The amended Multiple Property listing for residential resources was prepared to evaluate future
nominations of eligible resources constructed prior to ca. 1966 that are located within the city
limits of 1958. Two property types were identified for inclusion in the amended Context for
residential resources. They are: 1) Residential Historic Districts; and, 2) Individual Historic
Residences.
Much of the historical information that follows was based upon the extensive original work of
Deon Wolfenbarger, who prepared the original Multiple Property Documentation submission for
the Historic Resources of St. Joseph, Buchanan County, Missouri, along with a series of other
important documents that have guided the City's historic preservation planning efforts. These
additional documents include "Historic Resources Suruey Plan for St. Joseph, Missouri", and Historic
Context studies for "Public Buildings", uTransportation Resources", and "Ethnic Heritage" in St.
Joseph, all completed in 1995. Other information has been drawn from the Associated Historical
Context of "Queen City of the West: Commerce in St. Joseph, c. 1865-1929", prepared by the St.
Joseph Landmarks Commission and the Urbana Group. We are indebted to the excellent work
done by each of these authors and have borrowed freely from them, with citations made only
where necessary.
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STATEMENT OF HISTORIC CONTEXT:
RESIDENTIAL DEVELOPMENT IN ST. JOSEPH (1843 TO CA. 1966)

Overview
Some of the most essential and legendary components of our national experience are intrinsically
tied to the meteoric rise of St. Joseph from its position as an isolated frontier town in 1843 to that
of a large, bustling city of 20,000 souls by 1870. All Americans have heard the facts and legends
that surround the wagon trains of the Oregon Trail, the romance of the Pony Express, the
hardships of the Forty-Niners" in their rush to the gold fields of California, of the importance of
the Overland Stagecoach, and of the remote western forts which offered protection for travelers
heading to the West. Americans as a whole, however, would be hard-pressed to name St. Joseph,
Missouri, as the one place where all of these elements of history were tied. While the allure of St.
Joseph as a place was perhaps less romantic after 1870, the city continued to grow and change as a
critical center for the manufacturing, packaging and/ or distribution of nearly anything needed to
supply the development of the West. Even after the Census Bureau declared in 1890 that the
American frontier had statistical! y ceased to exist, St. Joseph hummed along by supplying the
goods needed to grow the settlements and cities of the West into maturity.
11

As a supplier for western development, St. Joseph's prominence began to wane at about the time
of the outbreak of World War One. The opening of the Panama Canal at the century's turn
provided the opportunity for the western ports of San Francisco, Portland, and Seattle to become
competitive in supplying the needs of the western interior. Other cities, like New Orleans,
Memphis, St. Louis and Minneapolis, were all able to take greater advantage of their rail hubs,
river landings and river bridges in the distribution of goods to the West and the new markets in
the Southwest. The nearly frantic pace of commerce that characterized the nineteenth century
experience of St. Joseph slowed, but it did not stop entirely. St. Joseph changed in its character as
it evolved to become more regional wholesale trade center, while still retaining national
prominence for its stockyards and grain and food processing markets, among others. St. Joseph
had simply reached a point of maturity as a city. The outward appearance of growth and
development slowed during the early years of the Great Depression, but the key contributors to
the local economy remained active. Because much of the strength of the St. Joseph economy was
then tied to the processing of livestock and agricultural products necessary for life, the economy
rebounded quicker in the 1930s than other cities whose employment bases were tied to heavy
manufacturing. The character of its wholesale market changed by becoming a center for the
distribution of wholesale goods made elsewhere. Over the next hvo and a half decades that
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followed the Depression, the overall population of St Joseph remained relatively stable at 75~0~077,000 citizens, the employment base remained quite stable, and both gross sales and productiVIty
greatly increased. Within this same period, some of the older areas of the city went in to decline,
but other neighborhoods that had been first developed a half -century earlier or more saw the
construction of numbers of new residences. Completely new areas of housing were developed as
well, though most were created within areas previously subdivided, or were brought about by
factors such as proximity to the St. Joseph Park and Parkway System, the potential for which had
never been realized previously.
The nearly seamless progression of residential development set forward in 1843 began to change
radically in the early to mid-1960s. The changes were led by the completion of I-29 to the
Andrew-Buchanan County line in 1963; the completion of a new divided-highway alignment for
U. S. 36 between I-29 and the Missouri River in 1%6; the start of construction of I-229 into
Downtov\rn from I-29 in 1966; the establishment of the City's urban renewal program in 1967;
and, the opening of three major new shopping centers in 1966, which changed the Belt Highway
(former U.S. 71) of St. Joseph into the city's primary retail area. These events, along with others
that occurred in rapid succession, dramatically changed the city in substantial ways, the likes of
which had not been experienced before. Transportation patterns, retailing, and residential
development patterns all shifted to the north, east and south of the older city core along the
corridors of I-29 and the Belt Highway. The construction of new housing in the historic core
ceased almost completely. Even the style of residential development changed, as new subdivision
regulations adopted by the St. Joseph-Buchanan Metropolitan Planning Commission in 1968
established new design requirements for subdivisions, along with new codes for residences
requiring larger minimum lot sizes, minimum house sizes, and new front and side yard setbacks.

Residential Development in the Nineteenth Century
Begun in the 1820s by Joseph Robidoux III as a trading post within the territory of the Iowa Sac
and Fox Indian tribes, the town site of St. Joseph began to grow rapidly after the Platte Purchase
of 1836, and the incorporation of the area into the State of Missouri. Robidoux was granted a
quarter section of land within the Purchase surrounding his trading post, which was the center of
an extensive fur-trading network extending throughout the West. The furs and hides acquired
through this network of trappers were brought eastward to Robidoux' s trading post, where they
were sold down river to buyers in St. Louis in exchange for the tools and staples needed by new
settlers to the area. Robidoux operated a ferry and built a gristmill to serve the growing demands
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of the region, and became the settlement's first postmaster in 1840. Other entrepreneurs were
attracted to the area and to the markets that Robidoux had pioneered, and they established a
sa·wmill, a tavern, a brickyard and a blacksmith shop, among other enterprises.
With the population of the settlement then approaching 200 in 1843, Robidoux added real estate
speculation to his business empire by establishing the town of St. Joseph. The plan for the town
was prepared by Frederick W. Smith and laid out as a simple grid of streets and blocks on a small
and relatively flat plain surrounded by loess bluffs and hills to the north and east. Portions of the
original blocks were set aside for a courthouse, a market, a school, and two church sites. News of
the opening of the town spread quickly, and 150 of the lots were sold when the first land sale was
held in the fall of 1843. By the end of the year, the population had grown to 500. The formal
incorporation of St. Joseph followed in 1845, by then containing a population of 800 souls.
The role of St. Joseph as a starting point for westward migration was second to that of
Independence, the trailhead for both the Santa Fe and Oregon Trails. St. Joseph had the
advantage of being the northern and westernmost steamboat landing in proximity to the Oregon
Trail, and Robidoux's ferry was the only river crossing in service above Independence. When
gold was discovered in California in 1848, the time that could be saved in departing from St.
Joseph instead of Independence became imperative to those heading to the gold fields. St. Joseph
quickly became the intermediate destination of the "Forty-Niners", and the business interests of
the town responded by establishing mercantile companies designed to outfit wagon trains.
Robidoux' s network of trading posts and guides served the travelers well, returning even more
profits back to St. Joseph. Many American-born and foreign-born immigrants were attracted to
settle in St. Joseph rather than continuing on the trek to the West, and they joined in the profits to
be made locally by providing goods and services to those who chose to continue westward.
The development of St. Joseph escalated quickly, soon outstripping the boundaries of the original
town limits. With the population of the town having grown to 3,460 by 1850, land speculators
began to open up residential subdivisions outside of the original core. Eight subdivision plats are
known to have been filed in the Buchanan County Courthouse between 1845 and 1850; there
were others, but records of their filings are now lost. Most of the new subdivisions abutted the
original town plan to the north, east, and south. Development flowed into the new land
subdivisions quickly, leading to their annexation in 1853 and taking in an area that nearly tripled
the original town's size. The continued growth of the population spurred even more land
speculation, resulting in another frenzy of subdivision development activity that caused another
annexation in 1857. Most, but not all of the twenty-eight subdivisions platted behveen 1853 and
1857 were included in the new city limit, which extended as far east as 22nd Street, Pacific Avenue
on the south, and Highland Avenue on the north, more or less.
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The latter waves of speculation and resulting expansion of the city's limits far outpaced the actual
demand for house lots, but it did not deter the speculation. Nineteen additional subdivisions
were platted by the outbreak of the Civil War, at the time when the city's population only reached
8,932 people. A number of these new subdivisions were located well outside of the city limits
established in 1857.
Within the vast expanse of land set by the 1857 city limits, approximately 80 percent of the land
was contained in subdivided tracts. Though the locations of streets were known by surveys, the
physical development of a street was often not done until new residences were begun on a given
block. The street would await another wave of development before being extended to the next
block, and so on. This "leap frog" approach to the development of the city's street system appears
to be confirmed in "Bird's Eye View of the City of St. Joseph", published in 1868.
Another important contributor to the pattern and spread of residential development was caused
by the topography of the community. Growth beyond the flat plain of the city's original core
required development to occur amid the surrounding eroded Ioess bluffs, many of which were
marked by strong gradients. The street grid was extended outward without regard to
topographic change in an area left many lots and blocks within subdivisions impractical for
development due to the added costs of site preparation. Since the available supply of lots greatly
exceeded the demand for their purchase, prospective homeowners or developers were allowed to
be more selective in their choice of a building site. Consequently, there were many parts of
subdivisions throughout the city where streets were not opened or areas divided for lot sales until
the demand warranted the added expense, often decades after the original subdivision was
platted.
As indicated by the subdivision activity; by the distribution of pre-Civil War houses remaining in
St. Joseph; and, by the information shown on the 1868 i'Bird' s Eye" map, the development of St.
Joseph spread out to the north, east and south of the original town plan. Most of the development
occupied land in the broad valleys and land terraces below the hills and bluffs of the area.
Development within the original town plan was composed of a mixture of residential and
commercial buildings, along with the occasional church. The commercial core of the city was
contained within the few block bounded by the Missouri River on the west., Jules Street on the
north, Fifth Street on the east, and Charles Street on the south. Warehouses, mills and small
factories were interspersed with residences and concentrated to the south of Charles Street,
stretching on to Olive Street. The most substantial houses within the city were sited in the area of
Fourth, Fifth and Sixth Streets between Robidoux and Edmond Street. Smaller, more concentrated
areas of housing were spread out to the north of Robidoux Street and to the west of Fourth Street,
running south to the vicinity of Pauline Street. (Ruger 1868).
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This "Bird's Eye View of St. Joseph" was published in 1868 and shows the character of the city in remarkable detail.
The pattern of development at this time (or lack of it) is discernable. Some of the key places, landmarks and
transportation routes noted in the text have been highlighted for reference sake.
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Not all development was concentrated near the core of the old town plan, and some was actually
quite remote. Spreading out from the town core, residential development followed the roa~ways
located in the valleys between the bluffs and hills that include St. Joseph Avenue and Fredenck
Avenue. Most of the houses built prior to the Ovil War still surviving today are located to the
north in areas near St. Joseph Avenue, including the Jennings-Comstock House (602 North Fifth
Street, ca. 1855), and 1102 North 2nd Street (ca. 1855), to name a few. In addition, Robidoux Row
(219-225 East Poulin Street, ca. 1850, NRHP 3/07/1973) is the earliest and perhaps only surviving
example of a multi-family residential development from this period, which demonstrates that the
rich architectural tradition of duplex and multi-family dwellings in St. Joseph began at the outset
of its development as a city.
At least one attempt was made by a land speculator to upstage, and perhaps replace, the original
town core as the center of the growing community. John Patee (1794-1868), one of the town's
earliest residents, acquired large areas of land to the south of the of the town, gambling on the
traffic along the State Road (Mitchell Avenue) and the prospect of construction of the Hannibal
and St. Joseph Railroad. The new railroad opened in 1859 as the westernmost railhead in the
United States before the completion of the Transcontinental Railroad in 1868 (Logan 1979:61).
Patee believed that the railroad would soon eclipse river traffic in the delivery of settlers and
goods to the West. He donated forty acres of his own land to establish the railroad terminal at
South 8th Street and Olive Street, at the northern end of the area local residents had begun to call
"Patee Town" (Patee Town Historic District, NRHP 8/01/2002). Apart from his crowning
development, the Patee House Hotel (1856-58, NHL 11/5/1961), Patee opened vast areas of land
and platted fourteen residential subdivisions before his death in 1868. Patee' s hope to upstage
and eclipse the town center of St. Joseph collapsed with the onset of the Qvil War, as lot sales
plunged and the hotel was taken for use as the headquarters of the Union Army. Nearly bankrupt
and in ill-health, the post War boom in St. Joseph passed Patee Town by due to the absence of its
main promoter. There are some early residences that remain from the development of the Patee
Town area during John Patee's lifetime, and they include the Siegel House (610 South 10th Street,
ca. 1858), 620 South 10th Street (ca. 1859), and 925 South 11th Street (ca. 1860), among others.
Not all who came to St. Joseph in the 1840s and 1850s chose to live in town, or even in close
proximity to the settled areas of the city. There are a number of pre-Ovil War properties within
the boundaries of this Multiple Property Listing that were originally developed as residences for
farms or as rural estate properties, and subsequently surrounded by residential development in
the late-nineteenth and early twentieth centuries. "Maple Grove"; the 1847 home of Joseph Davis
(NRHP 10/16/1974) is a fine example of a transitional Federal/Greek Revival farm headquarters,
located fully two miles away from the city limits at the time the house was built. The Isaac Miller
House on Ashland Avenue (ca. 1859, NRHP 9/17/1980) is another example of a surviving farm
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headquarters; nearby is the home of Senator Robert Wilson, known as The Pines" and built ca.
1850. Both of these properties were located several miles from the developed part of St. Joseph
and were not annexed in to the city until 1909. This area of Ashland Avenue appears to have
become an extended rural community before the Civil War, for just north of the Miller and Davis
houses was the Ashland Subdivision, laid out in 1857 (Subdivision Database, July 29, 1857). In the
northwest of the city stands the Ward House (ca. 1857, part of Krug Park Place Historic District,
NRHP 8/1/2002), developed on a modest-sized farm in the rural community of Amazonia. In the
southern extremes of the city are found the Thompson-Brown-Sandusky House (ca. 1850) and the
Judge Thomas A. Brown House (ca. 1860), both built on the prominent bluff known as "King Hill"
as a parts of a loosely-defined rural community of the same name.
No matter whether living in town or in the parts of the extended community, the buildings
constructed to house residents in the growing area of St. Joseph were developed out of a mixture
of traditional plans imported to the area with the new settlers. The I-house, the four-room, center
hall plan house, the side hall townhouse, the hall and parlor cottage and the double-crib cottage
are among the traditional house types built prior to the Civil ,var that are still in evidence in St.
Joseph today. Variations in the massing or construction treatment are in evidence in some
properties, reflective of the cultural traditions of the new settlers, whether those of recent
European immigrants or those of settlers from other areas of the United States, both urban and
rural.
The principal architectural influence applied to these houses was a very restrained, conservative
statement of the Greek Revival style, more often expressed in simply-detailed, wide architraves,
flat block window lintels, and simplified entrance treatments containing full transoms and
sidelights. Very few of the Greek Revival styled houses were built with porches or porticoes
supported by Oassical columns, with or without a pediment; it is possible that some were lost in
later renovations. The Greek Revival, though, was not the only style to have graced residences in
the pre-Civil War period. The Gothic Revival had some impact. Two examples of so-called
"carpenter" application of the Gothic can be found on the Horton House (1859, 401 South 12th
Street), and the house located at 2410 Jackson Street (ca. 1859), which features well-preserved
Gothic bargeboard and trim work.
The Civil War had little physical effect on St. Joseph, other than causing residential development
to mostly pause until the conflict had ended. \'Vith the peace came a return of the city's
significance in supplying the development of the West. The construction of new rail lines
connecting St. Joseph with Omaha and the Union Pacific Railroad in 1868 and with Kansas City in
1869 began to integrate St. Joseph into a network of transportation routes opening new markets in
the west and in the east. By the end of the next decade, a dozen rail lines converged on St. Joseph,
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bringing manufactured goods from the East to be distributed through the grmving wholesale
markets served by the business houses of the city. The city's position as a rail hub was solidified
with the opening of an iron railroad bridge across the Missouri in 1873. Forty wholesale suppliers
were in business by the mid-1870s, and the number continued to grow over the next two decades
as St. Joseph rose to national prominence as a center for wholesale trade. The capital amassed in
the city's banking houses prior to the War allowed investment in trade and infrastructure to flow
immediately after the War's end, creating a new ''boom time" for the city (Danis & Co. 1873:2930). With the rise in trade came the growth of additional banking institutions to support the
movement of money through the chain of business, and over time, nine banking institutions ,vere
established to profit on the exchange. Manufacturing also joined the city's economy to take
advantage of the proximity with the distribution network, making a variety of goods ranging
from candy and beer, to furniture and building materials.
With the explosion of business activity came a corresponding growth in population as workers of
all skill levels were drawn to the employment opportunities available in the city. Though the
population had dwindled to 7,500 by the end of the Civil \Var, it rebounded to 19,565 by 1870,
nearly doubling the pre-War level. The population would nearly double again by 1880, when the
Census counted 32, 431.
The real estate developers and the construction trades responded to the demand for new
buildings for both business purposes as well as housing, and according to one source, some 1,600
buildings were constructed in the years 1866 and 1867 alone (Aforning Daily Herald, 1868). The
increased collection of real estate taxes permitted the City of St. Joseph to invest in needed public
improvements, which included the paving of streets, the initiation of a public sewer system, the
building of a new city hall and the construction of a new Courthouse for Buchanan County
(NRHP 8/21/1972 and 8/2/1978).
The increased demand for housing and the increased wealth of the community caused dramatic
changes in the patterns of housing in the city. The concentrations of worker housing visible in the
1868 "Bird's Eye" view of the city were replaced in short order in the 1870s and 1880s by
warehouses and wholesale business blocks, as well as with rail facilities, shops and factories.
Houses inside the original town plan that stood outside of the commercial core gave way, too, to
the banks, retail buildings, hotels and other demands of the real estate market. Residential
development was p1:1shed outward to the north, east and southeast, not just along the valleys as it
had a generation betore, but also up onto the hills that surrounded the downtown. The vast areas
subdivided in the 1850s finally began to see the construction of new houses in the late-1860s and
1870s, and the trend would continue in some areas for the next half century or more.
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While the demand for new housing was great after the Qvil War, the supply of available lots was
equally great, and land developers continued to add to the supply with ~other nineteen
subdivisions before 1880. Quite surprisingly, the availability of so many lots did not create a socalled" "buyer's market'' for the construction of houses, nor did the extraordinary demand create
the opposite circumstance, a "seller's market''. Instead, a hierarchy of land values seems to have
emerged, where the best building lots, located high on the hills around the city, tended to
command higher prices than the lots located in the lower swales or valleys. There was enough
demand to keep the subdivision developers solvent by selling the less-desirable lots, and they
could wait until the right offer came along before disposing of the better lots. As a result, there is
a tendency in some of the neighborhoods of St. Joseph for larger, more expansive houses to be
found on streets located at higher elevations in a given area, while nearby can be found the houses
of working-income families, located down slope or at the foot of the same hill.
An excellent example of this hierarchy of land development is found in the Kemper Addition

Historic District along Oay Street between North 1gb and North 22nd Streets (NRHP 9/20/2002).
There, on the upper reaches of a steep ridge are a number of houses built for very wealthy and
very powerful members of the St. Joseph business and political community, but less than three
blocks away, near the lower part of the same ridge, are smaller houses and cottages built for
working-income residents. Located along Cay Street between the two extremes are houses built
for middle-income residents. Unlike other cities where the homes of the working income families
were clustered in areas virtually out of sight from major roads, the upper-income residents of the
Kemper Addition had to ride past the working income homes on a daily basis as they made their
way to and from the downtown area of the city. The same conditions are true for some of the rest
of the city developed in this period, including areas like the Museum Hill Historic District (NRHP
3/8/1991), the Cathedral Hill Historic District (NRHP 6/15/2000), and the Harris Addition
Historic District (NRHP 1/13/2003), among others.
Some of the housing patterns in the city over the first two decades following the Ovil War were
spread by the development of two compe~ streetcar lines. The city's first street car line was
developed in 1866 to run from Francis and 3 Street east to 8th Street, and then south on 8th Street
to the Hannibal and St. Joseph Railroad station before continuing on to the south and the city
limits at Pacific Street (Fox 2002:12-13). The development of this streetcar line spurred residential
development in an area several blocks deep along its corridor, as well as serving the existing
residential development already in place in the Patee Town area. The streetcar also served to
connect the downtown with the developing industriaL railroading·and warehousing area growing
between Patee Town and the Missouri River to the south of downtown. A second streetcar line,
the Union Railway Company, opened a route in 1876 from the area of 2nd and Felix Streets,
running to the north along St. Joseph Avenue to New Ulm Park,. a private recreational area
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developed by the street railway in association with Henry Krug' s New Ulm Brewery (Fox
2002:15). The development of this streetcar line was equally important in spurring the
development of North St. Joseph. The Union line opened a new southern leg of its line in 1881
that extended from its old terminus at 2nd and Felix east to 6th Street, and then south on 6th Street to
Atchison Street and the Kansas City, St. Joseph and Council Bluff Railroad's machine shops, also
serving the Union Railroad Depot located at 61tt and Mitchell Street. A third street car compru::iy,
the St. Joseph and Lake Railway Company, was the first to extend a line to the east from the crty
center, running to the city limits along Frederick Avenue in 1878 (Fox 2002:29)
Supplementing the street railway in St. Joseph at this time were various trackless coach services
like the St. Joseph Omnibus Company and the St. Joseph Herdic Coach Company. The coach and
omnibus services functioned somewhat as "point to point" transports much like modem taxicabs,
they also operated over prescribed routes, much like modem bus services. Fares were priced
competitively with those of the track-bound streetcar lines. The St. Joseph Herdic Coach line was
the first to develop in 1881 a regular route running east from downtown and meandering along
Felix, Francis and Sylvannie Streets through the area now known as Museum Hill (Museum Hill
Historic District NRHP 3/08/1991), before turning east along Edmond Street through the Harris
Addition (Harris Addition Historic District NRHP 1/13/2003) to 20U1 Street near the city limit.
According to period sources in the early 1880s, the combinedridership of all of the public
transportation services exceeded a half million persons per year. Given the availability of a
reliable, inexpensive source of public transportation, it should come as no surprise that few
working and middle-income families felt the need to have a carriage house built in association
with their home.
There clearly was a symbiotic relationship in St. Joseph between the forms of public
transportation and the development of residential real estate in the city. Prior to the early 1870s,
the primary intent of the streetcar companies was to develop transportation connections behveen
major activity centers or destinations in the community- connecting major work centers in North
and South St. Joseph with destinations like the shopping district of the city center and the Union
Railroad Depot at South 6th Street and Penn Street. Afterward, the companies shifted their
emphasis toward extending lines into areas where residential development was clearly
established or occurring, and thus, the Wyatt Park Railway Company began operation of a street
railway line along Jules Street to the city limit at 22nd Street in 1889, thus eclipsing the route
operated by the St. Joseph Herdic Company over the previous seven years. Real estate developers
would tout the proximity of their residential development to the streetcar line as a selling point
for their building lots, and the streetcar companies, in tum, would tout the establishment of new
service to areas as an incentive for opening development in an area (Fox 2002:20, 45). Some of the
major investors in the streetcar companies, like Joseph Corby, Henry Krug, Sr., and others, and
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Land speculators like the Hobson Company commonly worked with subdivision
developers and the streetcar companies to promote residential construction along the
various streetcar lines throughout the city of SL Joseph.
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including some of the streetcar companies themselves, began to invest in real estate development
in areas adjoining the car lines (Fox 2002:45; see also Krug Park Place Historic District, NRHP
8/01/2002). The continued growth of the city's population, which surpassed 52,000 in 1890, set
off a frenzy of new development of streetcar lines by both new companies and well-established
ones, pushing the extent of the lines to the far reaches of the city: south to South Park, Gladstone
Heights and even out of the city limits to Kings Hill, the new Stockyards, and Lake Contrary;
north to the newly-established Krug Park (part St. Joseph Park and Parkway System, NRHP
1/20/1995); east to the State Lunatic Asylum on Frederick Avenue and 30th Street on the Jules
Street line. Six streetcar lines contested for the public's business, and the electrification of the
city's first streetcar line in 1888 served as the spark to touch off the so-called "street car war" of
the late 1880s, which ended in 1890 with the consolidation of all the competing lines under the
ownership of the People's Railway Company.
The frenzy of speculation in streetcar lines and residential land development was fueled by the
continuing expansion of the St. Joseph economy, and with it, its residential population. The 1890
population of the city represented growth by more than 500 percent since 1860, and the city's
dominance in the wholesale distribution markets was without peer in the region. The city's
extensive railroad service permitted the establishment of large scale meat packing plants as an
addition to the city's economic mix in the 1870s, followed by the establishment of the St. Joseph
Stockyards Company in 1888. In short time, the growth of the meat packing industry would soon
eclipse all other segments of the city's economy.
The speculation in real estate during the 1880s closely resembled the frantic trend set in the preCivil War years, for within this one decade alone, sixty new subdivisions or re-subdivisions were
recorded in the city. Two smaller annexations had been made to the city limits in 1877 on the
northeast and southwest, but the new wave of development in the 1880s caused the city limits to
be expanded yet again in 1889, extending eastward from 22nd Street to 28th Street from near the old
Ashland Subdivision on the north, to Atchison Street on the south, and then to the south and west
to Lake Boulevard bordering the vast new Stockyards tract on the west. To the north, an
annexation was also made that pushed the northern city limit from its existing position at
Ellsworth, more or less, north to Broadway. The total land mass added to the city in 1889 was
nearly equal to that of the massive annexation of 1857.
Even though the 1889 annexation took in a huge area, this does not mean that a great deal of
physical development of residential property had occurred in the annexation area. As in earlier
annexations, the City of St. Joseph tended to expand its boundaries in anticipation of the pattern
of growth, rather than waiting for substantial development to occur and then taking in the new
areas. Consequently, when one vie,vs the residential properties standing in areas annexed in
1889, only a scattered few residences remain which date from prior to 1889. The bulk of
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development to house the five~fold increase in popul~tio~ ~ the thirty years since 1860 was
instead generally, but not exclusively confined to the earlier limits of the crty.
During this period, some extant residential areas of the city began to take on a mature appearance
as vacant lots began to fill with new homes. By ca. 1890, the Hall Street Historic District (NRHP
7/17/1979), the Museum Hill Historic District (NRHP 3/8/1991), and the Robidoux Hill Historic
District (NRHP 8/3/1889) were among these neighborhoods, while areas like Cathedral Hill
(NRHP 6/15/2000), the Harris Addition (1/13/2003), Patee Town (NRHP 8/01/2002) and Wyatt
Park still retained large areas of undeveloped lots, and even in some cases, undeveloped streets.
Residences developed in the first three decades following the Gvil War began to take on
divergently different appearances to those built previously. The fierce competition among the
city's ten brick works and a dozen sawmills and millwork companies produced vast amounts of
inexpensive building materials for the city and the region. The labor needed to produce these
materials, along with the construction manpower needed to meet the demand for housing was
provided by the continual supply of experienced, but inexpensive immigrant labor that poured
into the city. Balloon framing had completely replaced timber framing for the construction of
wood dwellings, but load-bearing brick masonry construction must have been affordable, since it
was used not only for middle-income and upper-income homes, but also for a surprising number
of lower-middle and working-income homes in the city.
The bustling St. Joseph economy produced a great deal of wealth in the community, not only for
the owners of the wholesale and manufacturing companies and the financial institutions that
supported them, but also for the owners of brickyards, construction companies and other service
industries related to the development of the community. A large middle-income segment of the
population emerged in this period, formed by the hundreds of clerks needed to run the local retail
and wholesale businesses of the economy, along with the owners of independent small businesses
and trade shops. The services of architects and designers were in demand to design both the
expansive mansions of the wealthy, as well as the more modest townhouses for the middle class
and the real estate speculators who developed properties for sale to the members of the middle
class. By 1890, more than a dozen architects were plying their trade in St. Joseph: Francis
Beottner, P. E. Meager, Louis Stigers, E. J. Eckel, George R. Mann, W. Angelo Powell and Harvey
Ellis were among the architects who made the most important and lasting contributions to the
built environment of the city in this period.
The rapid growth in the population of St. Joseph greatly outstripped the supply of housing
available for working-income and even middle-income families who came to the community to
live and work. Since few of the new arrivals possessed the means or could obtain the credit to
buy a lot and construct their own home, speculative home building and the development of rental
property became a major local industry in itself. Whether for owner-occupied or rental tenants,
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the demand for housing at all income levels greatly exceeded the available supply, to the point
where there was little or no risk in the investment and development of property. "Traditional"
real estate development companies and investors met some of the demand, but a surprising
amount of speculative development was also carried out by individuals who were employed in
other capacities who took on the development project as a means of supplementing their income.
It appeared as though anyone who possessed the motivation and the means to could develop
residential property for rental or resale for the St. Joseph market.
It is nearly impossible to assess the actual number of speculative single-family housing units
developed in St. Joseph in this period for rental or resale given the lack of adequate source
material. However, a good indication of the market for rental development is reflected in the
prolific number of duplex and multi-family properties developed in St. Joseph after ca. 1875. In
the Cathedral Hill Historic District (NRHP 6/15/2000) alone, a full one-third (120) of· all the
properties within the boundaries of the district were developed as duplexes, and more than a
dozen additional multi-family units were built there as well. While the proportion of duplexes in
Cathedral Hill appears higher than in some other contemporary neighborhoods, the one- or twostory duplex is a common sight throughout the city and contributes a notable character to the
streetscapes of St. Joseph. If the experience of Cathedral Hill was an indication of the trend citywide, a sizable number of these duplexes were built by individuals who were not "developers" in
the traditional sense of the word. Developers of duplexes in Cathedral Hill included people
whose occupations, by example, ranged from middle-income persons employed as an insurance
broker or a saloon owner, to working-income tradesmen employed as a steam pipe fitter or a
carpenter. The speculative development of property was surprisingly not limited to men alone,
for the building permit files of the city record the names of many women, including single
women, as the developer of record. The demand for additional rental housing units continued
throughout the first quarter of the 20th century, whether built in the form of single-family, duplex
or multi-family occupancy.
St. Joseph at the end of the nineteenth century had taken on the character of a bustling, mid-sized
American metropolis whose fortunes appeared limitless. The U. S. Census recorded a population
of 102,000 people in 1900, but many analysts consider this total to be a serious miscalculation and
place the actual population in 1900 more in the range of 7ZOOO (Gty of St. Joseph 1963:n.p.). Even
at this lesser number, the population had still grown by more than 25 percent over the preceding
decade. While the manufacturing and distribution companies remained as the foundation of the
local economy, the expansive growth of the stockyard industry moved the economy to a higher
plane in 1897 with the entry of Swift and Company as the majority partner in the Livestock
Exchange. The Census Bureau reported in 1902 that the meatpacking industry in St. Joseph
accounted for 20 percent of the city's entire labor force in the manufacturing sector, and that the
local livestock market had grown to be the fourth largest in the country (Snider 2003:21-23).
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Speculation in land for new residential areas continued, causing annexations of larger areas to the
east, and to the south in the King's Hill area adjacent to the stockyards in 1899, now known as
South St. Joseph. Another annexation followed in 1909 with the inclusion of areas that extended
the city's eastern limit, in part, to 36th Street. More than 122 subdivision or re-subdivision plats
were filed between 1890 and 1910; once again, much of this new subdivision activity was located
in areas of the city inside the earlier 1889 city limit.
The final phase in the development of the streetcar system in St. Joseph was completed at this
time with the addition of the Messanie Street line to the east in 1890, the South Park line to the
south in 1900, and the Grand Avenue-Prospect Street line to the north in 1909. Over forty miles of
electrified, double-track car lines were in service, providing much of the city with a form of "rapid
transit'' that was not possible with single-track lines. Unfortunately, though, many of the same
50-foot wide streets over which the double-track street car lines had been developed were major
thoroughfares, either as destination streets for shopping areas or other business activity, or for
vehicular traffic movement to and from major destination centers within the community. While
the streetcar system could coexist with horse-drawn carriages and drays, an unforeseen conflict
arrived with the era of personal transportation brought about by the automobile.
The Progressive Reform Movement swept the nation in the late 1880s along with its related
architectural and city planning component, the "City Beautiful Movement", propelled by the
grand "White City of the World's Columbian Exposition in Chicago in 1893. St. Joseph's first
definitive response to the new era of civic improvement came in the form of the donation in 1890
of Krug Park to the City of St. Joseph and its newly-formed Board of Park Commissioners by
Henry Krug, Sr. (St. Joseph Park and Parkway System, NRHP 1/20/1995). Krug had retained
ownership of the park following the sale of his Union Railway Company to the People's Railway
Company earlier in the same year. The transfer of the park to the City was a great civic gesture
that may have also been spurred to some degree by the example of Kansas City in developing a
park and parkway system begun the year before under the guidance of landscape architect
George Kessler. Krug was also motivated to a degree by his interest in developing the Krug Park
Place Subdivision at the park's entrance (Krug Park Place Historic District, NRHP 8/01/2002),
which had languished due to its remote location outside of the city limits. Krug Park opened to
the public in 1902 after improvements made following its annexation in 1899; the small
subdivision, in spite of its visibility in proximity to this highly popular park, would take nearly a
half century longer to completely fill out.
11

The park system grew slowly with the donation of land in 1908 for Bartlett Park by the Bartlett
Brothers Invesbnent Company, but there was a need for a plan to integrate park development into
the city's other infrastructure. There is little doubt that the City's leaders were envious of the park
and parkway systems that had flourished under Kessler s design and oversight in Kansas Gty, St.
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Louis and Memphis, among others. They also had seen how successfully these planned systems
had generated new housing development in their surmunding areas, while also giving each city
an air of sophistication and civic pride not ignored by each city's boosters. No one knew the
relationship between civic improvement and utility better than Charles Mumford Robinson, the
great promoter of civic beautification. The Ad Qub of St Joseph retained Robinson's services in
1910 to devise a comprehensive plan for civic amenities throughout the city, which resulted in a
plan for a series of connecting boulevards and parkways, anchored by a series of parks and
recreational areas. The plan was based heavily on the concepts developed by Kessler in Kansas
City and elsewhere, and so it was appropriate that Kessler was hired to translate the concept for
the system to a workable design. Kessler completed his plan for the park and parkway system in
1912; the plan was revised and reduced in scope by landscape architect George Burnap in 1916. It
would be another decade before a bond issue authorized by local voters would bring the majority
of the existing system into reality.
The civic improvement plan by Robinson came at a fortuitous time for St. Joseph, which had just
entered the Age of the Automobile. In 1909, there were only three dealers of automobiles in
business in St. Joseph, and it is difficult to know if Robinson or Kessler had any inkling of the
impact the machine would have on St Joseph, or any city. Luckily, the transportation element of
the park and parkway system would work equally well for horse-drawn vehicles as it would for
cars, if not more so, because automobiles would prove to make parks and the landscaped drives
of the parkways more accessible to the public. Automobiles were only affordable by the wealthy
at the time, and the planners likely only perceived the machines as a pleasure vehicle, rather than
a necessity. But, the opening of the Farmer Automobile Company in 1911 at the corner of
Frederick Avenue at North 13 Street would change that perception, and change it quickly. The
Fanner Automobile Company was the first Ford dealership in the city, and it was Samuel R.
Farmer who introduced the Model T Ford to the ranks of the city's middle class. By 1913,
eighteen automobile dealerships were in business in the city, and each Saturday's issue of the St.
Joseph News-Press would devote nearly a half column of space to report the sales of cars by local
dealerships.
The full impact of the automobile on the city was not felt until after World War One, but even the
limited ownership of cars did have its impact in the interim. The garage began to become a
commonplace element of the residential lot, commonly located along the rear alleys of residential
areas. The steep topography of St. Joseph did not always permit the construction of garages in
rear yards, and this challenge gave rise to the unusual "embankment garages" excavated into
front, side or rear yard lawn terraces throughout the city. The earliest of these distinctive features
of the city's streetscape may be the embankment garage developed on the property of Dr.
Frederick P. Cronkite at 2015 Francis Street (part Harris Addition Historic District), built ca. 1904.
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Apart from the automobile and the development of general interest in civic improvements, the
new century also brought with it new ideas in residential design and a new approach to the
operation of the households. A public water supply, a public sewer system, electrical service and
a natural gas supply had all been developed beginning in the 1870s and early 1880s. At first a
luxury affordable only by the wealthy, the connection of homes to these basic services had become
commonplace by the turn of the century, and would eventual! y be mandated. The indoor
bathroom supplied with hot water and the fully serviced kitchen became affordable for all but the
least fortunate of St. Joseph's citizens. The rigid, formal space planning of the Victorian-era home
slowly gave way to more informal, more open floor plans on the first floor of houses, giving rise
to the bungalow and the four square as the common house type of the middle and upper-middle
income families of the city. The decoration of houses changed with it, as the preference for the
elaborate decoration of the Italianate and Queen Anne gave way to simpler treatments in the
Craftsman and Colonial Revival styles.
The development patterns of the city prior to World War One remained largely unchanged, with
the construction of residences continuing in areas like the Harris Addition, Cathedral Hill,
Mitchell Park and the adjacent South St. Joseph Addition, still not fully developed even after the
passage of a half-century since they were first opened for development. Other areas of the city
like Wyatt Park and the other eastern suburbs to the north of Wyatt Park lying east of 22nd Street
were all gaining momentum for residential development, but it was South St. Joseph, in the
neighborhoods adjacent to the stockyards, that grew the fastest-- from a population of about 1,000
in 1898, to more than 15,000 in 1927 (St. Joseph Chamber of Commerce 1927:n.p.).
The majority of new subdivisions made after the turn of the 20 th century followed the grid plan of
the rest of the city. However, both before and after the planning for the city's Park and Parlavay
System was begun, aspects of City Beautiful Movement design began to be introduced in selected
areas. Dewey Avenue, between Auguste and Cherry Streets in the north end of St. Joseph, was
developed in retrofit in ca. 1913 with a grassy median planted with trees and flowerbeds as a part
of George Kessler's planned approach to nearby Prospect Park (Dewey Avenue-West Rosine
Street Historic District, NRHP 8/01/2002). Even though the purchase and development of
Prospect Park never materialized as a result of a landowner's lawsuit, the median on Dewey
Avenue remains as the sole element of the plan. Other City Beautiful-inspired improvements,
though, came about by private initiative in the subdivision design process. One of these areas
was Westminster Place Subdivision, located at North 25th Street and Frederick Avenue, which was
recorded in February of 1905. The subdivision plat employed 25 th Street as an axial entrance drive
with a center grassy median that terminated in a rudimentary cul de sac. This relatively rare
example of a "court" subdivision plan is notable at this earlv date, since it is a plan most often
associated with the "bungalow courts" of Pasadena and Los Angeles a few years later in the
century (\Vinter 1980).
'
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Another subdivision designed with City Beautiful design traits was the nearby Fairieiph Place
Subdivision, which was laid out on the site of the former Tootle estate in July of 1915, deS1gned by
landscape architect W. H. Dunn of Kansas Qty. The inner and outer circular drives of the
subdivision were nothing short of revolutionary in character for the city. The few curvilinear
streets in existence in the rest of the city had been developed out of necessity due to topographical
conditions or to avoid other barriers to through streets (like railroads), but apparently never
before had circular drives been developed purely as a design intent. The "circle" forms of
subdivision plans had been in vogue in other cities for several years, but the concept apparently
was not met with great favor in St. Joseph, where many of the lots in Fairleigh Place lay
undeveloped until after World War Two.
A final notable change in the planning of subdivisions in the early twentieth century came about
in 1905 with the platting of land along the meandering curves of an old rural roadway called
Lover' s Lane" -- the same road made famous in the poem by Eugene Field entitled "Lover's
Lane, Saint Joseph" published in London in 1890. The meander of Lover's Lane was caused by its
adherence to a ridge top separating two draws in the northeastern comer of the city. Unlike many
other early roads that were brought into the city's street matrix, no attempt was made to
straighten the road as a means of making the division of lots more regular. The changing
elevation of the curving roadbed created a picturesque setting for the development of housing
built along it over the next half century. The character of this old road may have played some role
in the planning and design of the Northwest, Northeast and Corby Parkways in the surrounding
areas during the 1910s and 1920s.
11

World War One marked something of a turning point in the fortunes of the St. Joseph economy.
The wholesale distribution industry in the city had begun to experience the slow and insidious
effects of a changing marketplace as direct catalog retailers like Sears-Roebuck and Montgomery
Ward were bringing about a major change in the retail landscape of America. Chain department
stores like W. T. Grant, F. W. Woolworth and J.C. Penney were also appearing on America's Main
Streets. The new retail giants cut out the umiddle men of St. Joseph by purchasing goods directly
from the manufacturer and distributing the merchandise from their own warehouses. While the
settlement of the Southwestern states was still a strong potential mark.et for the wholesalers of St.
Joseph, the opening of the Frisco Railroad Bridge in 1892 across the Mississippi River in Memphis
slashed shipping costs to this region. The manufacturing sectors of the St. Joseph, and
particularly the manufacturers of clothin~ soon saw stiff competition from the cloth and apparel
mills that were opening in the Southeastern states, particularly- in North and South Carolina.
Finally, the opening of the Panama Canal in 1902 also had a hand in St. Joseph's fate by
dramatically cutting the costs and time for shipping goods from east to west, and allowing
imported goods to by-pass the railroad network almost entirely.
11
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The downturn in the fortunes for the manufacturing and wholesale industries is reflected in the
Census statistics for the city in 1910 and 1920, which showed only a gain of 500 residents to 77,900
over the decade, thereby suggesting that some out-migration of the population had already taken
place. Even so, some of the slow loss of employment in the wholesale and manufacturing sectors
was offset by the continuing growth of the livestock industry and the development of other new
sources of employment and commerce. The establishment of the Western Tablet and Stationery
Company (now Meade Corporation) in the Patee Town area in 1915 was a welcome additioll: to
the city, growing from a single manufacturing building at the outset to a complex covering five
city blocks by the outbreak of World War Two. The milling of grains and the distribution of
packaged flours had been a mainstay of the local economy since the establishment of the National
Biscuit Company mills and the Aunt Jemima Miils Branch of the R. T. Davis Milling Company.
The purchase of the Aunt Jemima Mill by Quaker Oats in 1925 and its investment in a new
manufacturing plant and elevator in 1928 and 1929 brought new life to this segment of the local
economy.
Though the majority of development in the 1920s was still continuing to fill in the older
neighborhoods of the city, it can be said that the automobile was beginning to have a true impact
on development patterns in St. Joseph. The assembly line approach to automobile manufacturing
had made the Model T Ford and its competitors affordable to the middle class, thus not only
allowing the worker to live farther away from a place of work, but also, allowing the worker to
live farther away from the streetcar line. Automobile ownership in Buchanan County had
increased to 17,857 cars by 1926 (St. Joseph Landmarks Commission, "Transportation ...." 1995:9),
which was only a slightly smaller number than the 20,259 single-family residences in the city at
this time (St. Joseph Chamber of Commerce 1928:n.p.). The parkway system for St. Joseph, which
had been stalled by the war, took on new life in the mid-1920s and was largely finished by the end
of the decade. Areas of the city that had at one time seemed remote were suddenly quite
accessible for development, particularly in the northeast in the area surrounding Ashland Avenue
and Lover's Lane, and in the southeast to the north of Bartlett Park. Even so, the pattern of
residential development did not rush into the more remote areas, but development did begin
there.
The effects of the Modernist design movement began to become visible in St. Joseph in the early
1920s as houses and other buildings were designed and built in the Minimalist Traditional style.
The new preference for smoother wall surfaces, reduced decoration and flattened cornices made
slow inroads in the community at first, but gained momentum as the decade progressed. Some
owners of existing, nineteenth century residences were determined to "update" the appearances
of their homes, spurred on by articles in national magazines like the Ladies Home Journal and by
advertisements prepared by building product companies and distributed through local supply
houses. Asbestos siding, wrought and/ or cast iron posts, and steel frame windows were all
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among the elements of the more "modern" house that had been put in service in new and existing
housing in St. Joseph before the end of the 1920s.
The Stock Market Crash of 1929 and the Great Depression that followed did cause a significant
impact on the economy of St. Joseph, as it did in the rest of the nation. The city's population peaked
at a level of 80,935 in 1930, followed by an out-migration of 4,000 people over the ensuing decade;
four decades would pass before the population of the city surpassed its 1930 level. Unemployment
would reach 17.5 per cent in 1939. The population loss and unemployment levels are reflections of
the closure of some of the city's manufacturing and wholesale concerns, and the slow down in
production in others. However, while the times were difficult in St. Joseph, residential development
in the city did not cease entirely. Permitted building activities during the 1930s never dropped below
$250,000 per year, and averaged $450,000 from 1930 to 1939 (Polk 1930-1940). Another indication of
the level of growth is represented by the increase of single-family housing units in the city, which
increased by 3,027 residences between 1928 and 1946. In spite of the economic constraints of the
Depression and the shortages of some building materials during World War Two, the city
nevertheless added, on average, 168 houses per year to the local housing stock. Since a great deal of
other residential construction activity did not require the issuance of a building permit, the actual
impact of additional investment is unknown, though it must have been higher. It is also not known
what impact the Federal Housing Administration loan programs had on the city in the late-1930s and
1940s. There is evidence that FHA loan activity was taking place in the city at this time, but the actual
amount of investment and the numbers of projects for new construction and home remodeling is not
known.
The location of new houses built in the 1930s and 1940s are widely distributed throughout the St.
Joseph community, built in both "newer'' areas like those opened along Lover's Lane, as well as older
parts of the community in north St. Joseph, like the Harris Addition and near the stockyards in Kings
Hill, among others. One of the only areas where houses from this period are clearly concentrated is
the area of Jackson and 29th Street in the Bartlett Brothers Addition and Smith Manor Addition, where
Cape Cod and English cottages from the 1930s are mixed in with Minimalist Traditional gable and
wing cottages dating from the late-1940s and early-1950s, some developed perhaps under the
auspices of the "G. I. Bill" for returning veterans.
The returning veterans of World War Two and the later Korean conflict found St. Joseph to be a
different place than a decade before, with an improving economy and new employment
opportunities. The significance of the wholesale trade was still present, but waning, and was being
replaced by the position of the city as a warehouse and distribution center for the region west of the
Missouri River. The livestock market continued strong. The demand by the veteran for automobiles
peaked in the fir~t five years of the 1950s, thus insuring the end of the city's streetcar era- first, with
the conversion ot streetcars to rubber-tired, electrified buses, and then, in 1966, with the
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dismantlement of the entire system. The era of the "Automobile Culture" was firmly in place in St.
Joseph.
The post World War Two housing boom was slow to develop in St. Joseph, and unlike many cities,
St. Joseph never saw the creation of entirely new neighborhoods populated solely with "G. I. Bill"
housing. However, a clearly new pattern of subdivision development and housing activity became
evident ca. 1950. Between 1946 and 1960, seventy-six new subdivisions were filed in St. Joseph,
suggesting an increase in land speculation comparable with the activity that that taken place in the
nineteenth century, particularly in the decades of the 1850s and 1880s. Of these subdivisions, thoug~
all but a handful were filed in areas of the city located outside of the 1889 city limit. Between 1951
and 1961 the city saw the construction of an average of 224 houses each year (St. Joseph Chamber of
Commerce 1957, updated 1965:153), even though the population for the same period only increased
by one per cent (Metropolitan Planning Commission of Greater St. Joseph 1972:2). The trend had
clearly changed from the long-standing pattern of residential development occurring predominately
inside the nineteenth century core of the city, to development largely concentrated outside of the city
limits in place at the century's start. For the first time in the city's history, the central city core began
to see a reduction in population. It should come as no surprise, then, that the City of St. Joseph
moved in 1958 to take advantage of the post-War housing boom by making in its largest annexation
of land in the city's history, nearly doubling the city's area in the balance.
Not only had the much of the pattern of development changed, but the style and approach to
subdivision development changed with it. In some cases, housing development occurred in
subdivisions that adhered to the traditional gridiron street plan of the city, but this was mostly
confined to areas like Gladstone Park and the subdivisions east of Bartlett Park, which had been
platted some years before World War Two and were just then beginning to become marketable for
new housing. In most other cases though, and particularly in areas opened for development after
World War Two, the plans of the new subdivisions departed radically from the grid in favor of
curvilinear street plans with limited connections to the surrounding street pattern. A good example
of this approach can be found in the Lover's Lane Acres Subdivision in the city's north end, first
platted in 1948 (Plat #12911, July 6, 1948). These subdivisions were exclusively designed with the
automobile in mind: the curvilinear street plan was intended to slow traffic movement and to
minimize sight lines. The street plan was also commonly disconnected from most of the surrounding
street matrix. This approach reduced the impact of through-traffic, thereby reducing or eliminating
the need for wider "collector" streets within the development to accommodate traffic generated from
outside the subdivision boundaries. Some of the subdivisions platted and begun prior to the
annexation of 1958 were designed without the additional expense of sidewalks, which was done
generally in reflection that pedestrianism, in the age of the automobile, was as much a thing of the
past as the gas street light.
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Finally, a new approach to development was initiated as the land developer and the speculative
builder became one in the same person. For the most part in St. Joseph's experience, a land
speculator would subdivide land and sell lots to others, who would then develop housing. Only one
earlier land developer-builder project has been identified in the city, which was the development of
the Charles Nowland subdivision with duplex rental units beginning in 1899 (Dewey Avenue-West
Rosine Street Historic District, NRHP 8/01/2002). The new approach differed with the exclusive
development of owner-occupied, single-family houses, or, as one real estate agent of the period put it,
"(m)ore young people of today apparently are seeking to own their own homes than the group that
preceded them" (St. Joseph News-Press August 24, 1958). A good examfle of the developer-builder
subdivision can be found in the Hilltop Subdivision located on South 28 Street at U.S. 36, where 86
speculative houses were developed by the firm of Strader & Son beginning in September of 1956 (St.
Joseph News-Press, September 19, 1956). Similar developer-builder projects were centered in the area
of Lover's Lane near its intersection with Northwest Parkway.
The new patterns and approaches to residential development in the post World War Two era brought
with it new types of houses and a different approach towards the siting of residences. The Gty of St.
Joseph had adopted a new comprehensive zoning code and subdivision regulations in 1947 based
upon national models for the modern automobile age. The new lot standards provided the perfect
setting for the various forms of the ranch house and its other contemporaries, which nearly always
were designed with their axis set parallel to the street, separated from the street by generous frontyard setbacks. The usable front porch all but disappeared and in effect was commonly replaced by
the front-facing garage built integral to the house.
The construction of housing during the 1950s was, of course, not solely limited to the outlying areas
included in the annexation of 1958. Older subdivisions like Wesbninster Place and Fairleigh Place
saw the construction of new houses in the mid-1950s, which effectively ubuilt-out'' the areas by filling
their remaining vacant lots with houses. But it was at this time that the negative stigma of buying a
nd
house located "west of 22 Street'1 began to be attached to the oldest core of the city, and property
appraisals slowly declined in these areas. Some of these oldest neighborhoods of the city were seeing
neglect and abandonment of residences on a large scale, as older residents passed away and others
relocated to more desirable parts of the city. The City developed an interest in clearing areas of
"slums and blighted areas" after the adoption of the federal Housing Act of 1954, which favored, in
part, the identification of "urban renewal areas" in cities like St. Joseph, and provided funding for
their clearance. The City prepared the first of several applications for Urban Renewal funding
beginning in 1957, first targeting the area of King Hill, bound by King Hill Avenue, Cherokee Street,
the Stockyards, and Iowa Street (St. Joseph News-Press, August 8, 1957). It is not known if the
application was funded or if the project was ever completed as designed, but other urban renewal
projects and demolitions associated with various public building projects would occur over the next
decade.
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The demand for new housing continued strong, rising to 30,345 units by 1966 (Howard Needles
Tammen & Bergendoff 1968:61), and to a large degree, the pattern of its development remained
unchanged. Over the preceding decade, however a number of significant events took place in St.
Joseph that culminated in ca. 1966, effectively ending the historic period for the city's residential
development.
The first of these watershed events began in 1956 with the announcement by the Federal Highway
Administration of the proposed right of way for Interstate 29, proposed to connect St. Joseph with
Interstate 70 at Kansas City. Construction of the interstate was completed to Frederick Avenue in
1961, followed by its completion to the Andrew County line in 1963. This was followed in 1965 with
the relocation and redevelopment of U.S. 36 as an interstate-qualityn limited access highway
through the city from I-29 to the Missouri River. In 1966, construction was begun on the
development of Interstate 229, also known as the "West Belt Highway", completed into the
downtown of St. Joseph ending at that time on St. Joseph Boulevard. The construction of I-229 served
to launch a massive urban renewal project in the downtown for the construction of interstate access
ramps, the development of parking garages, new development sites, and the removal of 91 "substandard buildings' (St. Joseph News-Press, May 4, 1%7. The project area was eventually included an
area bound by Antoine Street, Messanie Street, 12th Street and the Missouri River. The human
impacts of the transportation and urban renewal projects were expected to require the relocation of
4,804 families. The City's Planning Department forecast that another 3,454 families would be
dislocated "if all the proposed urban renewal projects were carried to completion" (St. Joseph NewsPress, April 30, 1967). Since the average household in 1966 contained 2.7 persons, some 22,296
persons in the city (25 percent of the total population) could have been uprooted from their homes.
Thankfully, the extent of federal aid and changes in the projects did not achieve the original
forecasted effect, but there were residential areas of the city that were impacted significantly.
Portions of :'vfitchell Park and much of the South St. Joseph Extension areas were cleared for the
construction of I-229 and U.S. 36; the development of the I-229 interchange at St. Joseph Avenue did
the same. Scores of houses, including some of the city's oldest, were demolished for the widening of
St. Joseph Avenue as a four-lane, limited access roadway between I-229 and Middleton Street. The
urban renewal program for the downtown area caused many houses to be demolished in the area of
th
South 8 and South ~ between Angelique and Felix Streets, and to the south in portions of Patee
Town. Later initiatives in the 1970s and 1980s to clear blighted properties on a lot-by-lot basis had an
additional impact, spread widely across the city.
11

1

The middle l 960s saw other events take place that would contribute significant changes to the
resider:tial environment of the city. The opening of the city's first modem shopping centers on the
Belt Highway (former U.S. 71, now U.S. 169) in 1966 quickly and finally changed the focus of retail
sales away from the city's downtown. More than 500,000 square feet of retail space contained in
three shopping centers opened to the public within the span of a six-month period in 1966, including
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The subdivision planning standards established in the late-1960s in St. Joseph created a
startling difference in street configuration as can be seen in this simple "wire-frame" street
map.
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the city's first indoor shopping mall, the East Hills Mall at Frederick and the Belt Highway. Other
shopping centers soon followed, resulting in the redevelopment of the Belt Highway into the bustling
shopping strip that it is today.
There were other events which had a direct impact on the pattern of residential development in St.
Joseph in ca. 1966, such as the closing of one of the two Swift-Premium meatpacking plant in 1965
which signaled the decline of the stockyard industry. The change that had its greatest impact on
housing was the adoption of new housing and subdivision regulations by the City of St. Joseph in
1968. The new regulations established minimum lot sizes for each zone, minimum footprints for
residences, and deep front and side yard setback requirements that guaranteed lower-density
housing in single-family neighborhoods. The subdivision regulations encouraged the design of
subdivisions with curvilinear street patterns, wide street widths, limited on-street parking, and
permitted the use of true culs de sac for the first time. When one examines a contemporary street map
of St. Joseph, the neighborhoods established after the adoption of the new ordinance are readilyapparent, designed in sharp contrast with the character of subdivisions developed even just a few
years before. In short order, the character of the design of the houses that were built in these
subdivisions changed as well, as the ranch house gave way to new forms of suburban homes.
The close of the historic period in ca. 1966 left St. Joseph as a mature, but still evolving city, struggling
with the effects of a changing economy, the suburbanization of its retail base, and an urban core in
decline. Much of the residential development that has occurred in the city in the years since ca. 1966
has been located within the 1958 city limit, but not all. The development of some outlying
subdivisions, the development of Missouri Western State College, and the development of an
interstate-accessible industrial park combined to motivate the city to make small annexations in 1966,
1968, and 1972. The city limit established in 1972 is unchanged to the present day.
Urban renewal activity in the city peaked in 1972, though the condemnation and clearance of highly
deteriorated residences has continued over the years on a piecemeal basis. The net effect of the
clearance of blighted properties has caused some historic residential areas to suffer a loss of their
sense of time and place, which makes then no longer eligible for consideration for National Register
listing. However, also in 1972, the City of St. Joseph began to recognize the importance of its historic
resources, and initiated the first in many years of city-funded historic resource surveys. The
momentum begun in 1972 has grown over time, and citizens have responded accordingly by
returning in increasing numbers to re-invest and live in the city's historic core. The designation of
several National Register historic districts beginning in 1979 ,vi.th the Hall Street Historic District has
served to encourage redevelopment activity, as have the establishment of the St. Joseph Landmarks
Commission and its local designation of residential preservation districts. The stigma against buying
property located to the "west of 22nd Street'' has abated to a large degree.
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The intent of this amendment to the Multiple Properties Document for the historic residential
resources in St. Joseph is to serve as a tool that may continue the momentum already in place for
years to come, and to permit the listing of additional eligible properties and districts throughout the
city.
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ASSOCIATED PROPERTY TYPES

Two Associated Property Types have been identified to evaluate the development of St. Josep.h' s
residential resources within the period of their Historic Context spanning 1843 to ca. 1966. The first
Property Type, Residential Historic Districts, recognizes that residences sharing a common
association of place can possess significance for the historical or architectural trends that developed
and changed the area over time. The second Property Type, Individual Historic Resources,
recognizes that some residences possess historical significance unto themselves because of their
architectural qualities or by association with important individuals, events or trends that shaped St.
Joseph in important ways. An explanation of the characteristics of both Associated Property Types
follows:
1. RESIDENTIAL HISTORIC DISTRICTS
Description of Residential Historic Districts

When this document was prepared, there were nine residential historic districts previously listed on
the National Register of Historic Places; they contain a total of approximately 1,473 buildings. A list
of these resources is included in the Appendix to this document. Another eight residential historic
districts have been previously determined eligible by the staff of the Historic Preservation Section of
the 1'fissouri Department of Natural Resources, based upon previous action under Section 106
Review.
St. Joseph has often been described as a city composed of very distinctive neighborhoods, and it is
clear that historic neighborhoods are a significant part of that impression. The historic
neighborhoods of the city are diverse both in terms of size and general character, ranging from areas
containing perhaps only two dozen structures to expansive areas of several hundred properties. One
of the interesting traits of many historic neighborhoods developed in St. Joseph prior to World \Var
Two is the pattern of economic diversity represented by their residences, where lower-income
residences of perhaps 500 square feet stand in relatively close proximity to grand houses containing
5,000 square feet. There are a few pre-World War Two neighborhoods that were more exclusively
upper-income or exclusively low to moderate income (such as South St. Joseph adjacent to the
Stockyards), but they are not the general rule. Neighborhoods developed after World War Two had a
tendency to be far less diverse in terms of the income of the original occupants. The historic districts
previously listed in St. Joseph contain resources that reflect the patterns of St. Joseph's historical
development as put forward in this listing, and the same is true for neighborhoods that have only
been determined eligible for listing.
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Historic districts possess an extensive range of potential building types, architectural styles,
construction materials, elements of setting and common associations. The following discussion
provides a general overview of these traits as they appear in St. Joseph:
0cCUP ANCY TYPE.

Most residential historic districts contain a blend of historically single-family, duplex and, to a lesser
degree, multi-family occupancy buildings. Residential areas developed prior to the city's first
comprehensive zoning code may contain a variety of non-residential uses, including industrial,
commercial, educational, and religious buildings. Following the adoption of the new zoning code in
1947, it was rare to find new subdivisions in which any use other than residential was permitted, save
for religious buildings.
SCALE.

The single-family resources within residential historic districts range from one to two and one half
stories in height, a few with towers or projections that can exceed the equivalent of three stories.
Only a limited number of multi-family residences exceed three stories in height.
CONSTRUCTION MATERIALS AND METHODS.

Frame construction. The earliest residences of St. Joseph were built with log construction, but it
appears that no examples of this earliest construction method survive to this day. Heavy timber
framing replaced logs in the construction of residences during the second quarter of the nineteenth
century; the earliest timber framed homes used hand-adzed timbers, but sawn timbers became
commonplace by ca. 1850. Balloon framing was introduced in the middle nineteenth century and
became the standard for frame houses after the Civil War and throughout the remainder of the
historic period. There are a few known examples of houses surviving in the city that employed the
ancient European technique combining frame construction with brick nagging for insulation, which
was then covered by a form of exterior cladding. The cladding of frame houses of any type employed
weatherboard or wider plank or beveled siding in the nineteenth century, but houses originally clad
in vertical board and batten siding are known. Wood shingles became a popular form of exterior
cladding beginning in the 1880s; patterns of plain or shaped shingles were often used in combination
with other materials, especially to accent gable ends or other architectural elements. Stucco veneer
was also adopted as a cladding for frame houses in the late-nineteenth century, as was brick veneer.
Both would become more commonly used in the twentieth century.
The diversity of exterior materials for frame houses expanded dramatically in the early years of the
twentieth century. Beveled weatherboard remained a standard in wood siding, but sawmills also
began to produce varietal wood siding such as shiplap, novelty, radius-edged, and other milled
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wood sidings. Wood shingles used as an accent or as an overall exterior cladding continued to be an
important material through the end of the 1930s. Following World War Two, forms of exterior
plywood siding were introduced. Exterior cladding with materials other than wood became more
common after the tum of the twentieth century. Stucco veneer, brick veneer, stone veneer, cast stone
veneer, asbestos shingle, sheet metal, asphalt roll siding, and compositional shingle siding, among
others, all came into use. The combination of two or more of these materials on a single house was
not uncommon, as was the combination of stucco or brick veneer with weatherboard or another form
of wood siding.
Other than the various forms of wood siding, brick veneer, stone veneer and asbestos siding were the
materials of greatest significance in the cladding of wood frame houses in the twentieth century.
Brick veneer became a common treatment after ca. 1890 with the development of gas-fired kilns that
allowed the continuous production of inexpensive, hard-fired bricks. Mass production also
permitted the manufacture of raked or other textured brick surfaces, exploded "Dearborn" bricks and
ceramic glazed brick in a variety of colors, the most common being a tan colored brick often marketed
as "Milwaukee Brick". All of these types of brick were popular from the 1910s through the 1950s.
The long and thin brick, often called "Roman Brick", came into general use in St. Joseph after World
War Two. Brick veneer remained a major form of exterior cladding throughout the balance of the
historic period. The use of stone also increased in popularity at the tum of the century, especially as a
form of veneer. Limestone and sandstone wer by far the preferred stone materials, and their use
became increasingly common between ca. 1900 and ca. 1930, whether dressed or quarry-faced and
laid as regularly-coursed, random-range, or rubble-work ashlar. Granite, brownstone and redstone
were rarely used as an overall form of cladding and were more commonly reserved for use in
architectural details, such as porch piers, lintels and sills for doors and windows, etc. Much the same
is true of cast stone and terracotta. From the 1910s through the 1960s, other forms of decorative
stone such as slate and yellow quartzite (commonly called "Crab Orchard Stone") were used in stone
veneered residences. Man-made asbestos shingle and asbestos plank siding were introduced in St.
Joseph immediately after World War One, and they became extremely popular as an exterior
cladding in both new construction and modernizations of earlier. Patterns of asbestos siding in
evidence before ca. 1960 include the smooth-finished, square-edged shingles and planks; and, the
light-textured, wood-grain shingle with either square or serpentine drip edges. The heavily-striated
square edged asbestos shingle intended to imitate wooden shake siding was introduced later in the
historic period, ca. 1960, and was used almost exclusively on new construction.
Load-bearing Masonry Construction. Construction of houses with load-bearing brick masonry was
very common in the nineteenth century in St. Joseph: load-bearing stone masonry was far less
common. Local kilns were able to produce a high quality hard-fired brick as early as the 1840s. Less
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expensive "salmon" bricks required that a brick residence be covered with a layer of stucco .. The
adoption of gas-fired kilns and steam driven molding presses permitted the cost of hard-fired b~ck to
drop radically after the mid-1880s, allowing load-bearing brick masonry to become increasingly
desirable for even middle income homes. More expensive brick houses often featured stone, cast
stone or terra cotta elements used on sills, column bases, lintels, cornices and etc., although it is
surprising to see elements of stone commonly used on very modest dwellings. After the turn of the
twentieth century, other forms of load-bearing masonry construction superseded brick and stone,
including the use of cast stone {generally in the period of ca. 1905-1925), fire-proof terracotta block
(generally ca. 1920-1935), and concrete or cinder block (after 1925). Block construction was most often
faced with another material to improve its appearance, such as stucco, brick, or stone.
OTHER SIGNIFICANT ARCHITECTURAL ELEMENTS

Roofing Materials. Apart from wood shingles in the nineteenth century and wood or composi ti.anal
shingles in the twentieth century, there were several other significant forms of roofing employed in
St. Joseph over its historic period. Terne metal and crimped-edge standing seam roofing were
common forms of metal roofing in the nineteenth century; in rarer cases, pressed metal shingles were
used on houses built in the latter quarter of the nineteenth century and the first decade of the
twentieth century. Slate roofing was an expensive but desirable material used during the last quarter
of the nineteenth century, sometimes applied in shapes or in contrasting colors to create decorative
patterns. Metal roof cresting and finials were often employed as decorative elements in the same
period. The twentieth century saw the introduction of concrete and concrete-asbestos roofing, often
with barrel tile ridge caps and "knees ridge intersections. Terracotta tiles with various shapes and
profiles were introduced in the early twentieth century both in color glazed and "natural" glazed
finishes, and these tiles generally fall into three categories: "French" rippled tiles, "English" flat tiles;
and "Roman" or "Spanish" pantiles, the barrel-shaped tiles often associated with the Spanish
Colonial Revival style. Compositional shingle roofing replaced almost all other forms of roofing after
the beginning of the Great Depression.
11

Decorative Trim Elements. The range and variety of decorative trim elements employed in the
residences of St. Joseph seems limitless, but several important trends of types are worthy of special
attention. By far, the most common and significant decorative trim elements are those fashioned
from wood, whether turned, scrollsawn or a combination of both. The variety of wooden trim
elements used in St, Joseph runs the gambit from turned spindle friezes and balustrades to gable
valences, bargeboard, cornice and console brackets, decorative panels, turned or chamfered porch
posts or columns, incised decorative arch fillers, and so on. Some of this material was fabricated in
local mill work shops, although it is also clear that a great deal more was made in other millwork
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centers in the country like Chicago and Grand Rapids, and shipped here for sale as stock items.
Decorative sheet metal work in both sheet steel and copper is another important trim element, often
used for the construction of cornices and cornice brackets, gutter leaders and similar items. Cast iron
is less commonly used in St. Joseph as a decorative element, though there are porch railings, window
balconettes., brackets and crestings in evidence on some structures. Cast and wrought iron porch
posts came into use in the late-1920s and became a standard treatment for new construction as well as
the modernization of older houses in the 1940s and 1950s. Finally, terracotta as a decorative element
made an important contribution to the design of a few residences, though it was costly to use and is
only seen on very large, expensive residences. Decorative terra cotta panels, whether unglazed, clear
glazed or colored, were employed as accents as well as serving other structural needs when needed.
Though the brick manufacturers of St. Joseph had the technology to create architectural terracotta
pieces, most of the material in evidence likely came from established fabricators in Chicago,
Milwaukee, Buffalo or New York.
Architectural Glazing. While architectural glazing is not normally considered an element for
discussion of exterior architectural elements, the use of forms of architectural glazing in residential
applications in St. Joseph is prolific enough to warrant discussion here. Glasswork in all of its forms-stained, painted, fused, etched, engraved, textured, beveled and just plain leaded glassworkabounds throughout the city, used on residences of nearly all income levels. There were several glass
window fabricators at work in St. Joseph during the nineteenth century, and there is little doubt that
a good deal of the of the glass panels in evidence in the city were made locally. However, the sheer
volume of the decorative glass also suggests that a certain amount must also have come from nonlocal sources, both as "stock" items from the large decorative glazing studios of Chicago, as well as
studio work from some of the premier stained glass makers of New York, perhaps including names
like LaFarge. Architectural glazing tends to be placed on the front of homes, in transoms and
sidelights surrounding a door (which might be fitted with glazing to match)r or as transoms above
prominent windows. Another common location for decorative glazing is in a large window located
on a middle stair landing, which made the piece visible from the foyer. Larger, more expensive
homes were outfitted with architectural glazing in other areas of the house, as transoms or as
window sets in parlors and dining rooms. After World War One, the use of decorative glazing
decreased in popularity for residences. Glass block, in either structural or non-structural
applications, was probably available in St. Joseph by the mid-1920s; however, there are few
residential applications of this material known to exist.
Decorative Concrete. The use of decorative concrete was largely a twentieth century phenomena in
St. Joseph. The greatest use of concrete-like material in exterior decoration took the form of cast
stone, which was a commonly-used and less expensive alternative to stonework. Cast stone columns,
capitals and bases, porch railings and balustrades, and decorative plaques were the most common
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elements fabricated in cast stone, generally in the period of ca. 1905 to ca. 1925. In the 1920s and
1930s as Minimalism took hold in residential design, cast stone became rare, and might only appear
as accent comer blocks in blind brick panels set into walls or as window lintels or sills. After World
War Two, though, decorative concrete reemerged in residential design in the fonn of decorative cast
concrete blocks, which were often pierced to create a decorative design. Cast concrete blocks only
had limited impact in St. Joseph, being used in the formation of screen walls in carports, as vents for
foundation crawlspaces, or occasionally as balustrades surrounding a patio. Cast concrete blocks fell
out of general favor for residential applications in the mid-1960s.
ARCHITECTURAL STYLES

Architectural styles used on residential resource in St. Joseph generally followed national trends and
tastes. This does not mean that a style was abandoned completely as soon as a new one gained
popularity; instead, "periods" of architectural styles overlapped here much as they did elsewhere in
the nation. It is also not unusual to find one or more architectural styles blended together in the same
building as part of its original design.
Nineteenth Century Styles ..
The earliest residences of St. Joseph were designed in the Greek Revival style, built within the
original town plat of 1843 and nearby in the new subdivisions that spread outward from this core.
Only a few of these "close in" houses survive today due to the outward growth of commercial and
industrial activity into areas formerly developed as neighborhoods. However, there are other
examples of Greek Revival houses to be found in areas remote from the original town plat, on lands
developed as suburban estates or as farm houses. Whether built "in-town" or originally on a remote
farmstead, the enthusiasm for the Greek Revival style in St Joseph was largely gone ca. 1870.
The Italianate style made an immense impact on the character of residential properties in St. Joseph,
and it is perhaps second only to the Queen Anne in the sheer numbers of its residential applications.
The earliest Italianate houses appeared in St. Joseph ca. 1850, but it was in the decades immediately
after the Civil War when the style had its great~t impact on the city. The style began to wane in the
1890s, but there are known examples of Italianate-styled residences in St. Joseph built as late as the
end of the first decade of the twentieth century. Consequently, Italianate houses can be found in
nearly every quarter of St. Joseph, whether constructed originally on town lots or in more remote
estate settings.
The Gothic Revival style had a relatively small impact on the architecture of St. Joseph, more so in the
pre-Civil War era than in the post-War years. Only a dozen or so houses with Gothic styling are
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known to exist, and perhaps half of these blend elements of the Gothic Revival with another style like
the Italianate or Queen Anne. The limited enthusiasm for the Gothic Revival waned complete! y ca.
1890.
A somewhat similar experience was shared by the Second Empire style. Most Second Empire
influences were developed in St. Joseph immediately after the Civil War in the narrow two-decade
span behveen ca. 1865 and ca. 1885. There are several examples of very substantial Second Empire
houses built for upper-income families that are still extant, but the style had limited appeal for
working- or middle-income people, based upon the surviving examples in the city. The Second
Empire style was also freely mixed vVith other architectural styles, predominately the Italianate style.
The Chateauesque style in its pure form had little impact in St. Joseph in the 1870s and 1880s, but its
elements instead were most often folded into houses designed primarily in the Queen Anne style,
and even then, only in the design of some of the city's most substantial mansions. The influence of
the Chateauesque was lost completely by ca. 1900.
The Romanesque Revival also had limited impact on residential design in St. Joseph. There are only
a very few examples of the Romanesque Revival in its "pure" or nearly pure form, and most take the
form of very large, very expensive mansions of the city's elite built behveen ca. 1885 and ca. 1895.
Elements of the Romanesque Revival were more often mixed with other styles- predominately the
Chateauesque and/ or the Queen Anne styles-- in the design of residences.
The Queen Anne style, on the other hand, had a major impact on the design of residences in St.
Joseph, and examples of residences decorated with its influences can be found throughout the city,
built for people of all income levels. Construction of residences with Queen Anne characteristics
began ca. 1885 and continued past the tum of the twentieth century; it was the last of the major
nineteenth century styles. Designers created some of the most elegant and flamboyant houses for
upper middle- and upper-income clients in the city, sometimes freely combining Queen Anne
elements with those of the Chateauesque, the Romanesque Revival, and the Shingle styles. Houses
for lower-income and midd~e_-income families were sometimes highly decorated with Queen Anne
elements due to the availability of mass-produced, inexpensive trim elements produced locally or
shipped to local suppliers from major millwork centers like Chicago, Milwaukee and Grand Rapids.
Twentieth Century: Styles. The population explosion in St. Joseph that began just before the opening
of the hventieth century fueled a building boom that lasted well into the 1920s. As a result, the
Queen Anne style remained an extremely important architectural style for houses constructed
behveen 1900 and \,Vorld \Var One. By ca. 1905, however, the Colonial Revival and the Craftsman
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styles had begun to capture the attention of speculative house builders and architects alike. The
Colonial Revival and the Craftsman styles became the two most important architectural rivals for the
tastes of all income levels in St. Joseph before the Craftsman style waned in popularity ca. 1930. The
Colonial Revival remained a significant form of architectural detailing through the end of the historic
period, and its popularity continues even to the present.
Next to the Craftsman and Colonial Revival, the Tudor Revival style was the most influential in
shaping the twentieth century neighborhoods of St. Joseph. Its popularity was shared in both
working- and upper-income neighborhoods. The Tudor Revival appeared in St. Joseph ca. 1905, and
gained popularity until reaching its zenith in the late 1920s and lasted until World War Two.
Jacobean Revival variants of the Tudor style are quite rare, but they are not unknown.
Another important phase of architectural styling was the Minimalist Traditional, a highly diluted
form of the Colonial Revival that emerged ca. 1920 to become a major architectural style for the
design of housing. The same stripped-down and flattened appearance of the Minimalist Traditional
also influenced the design of Tudor Revival houses built in the late-1920s and early-1930s. While the
Minimalist Traditional emerged in association with smaller houses like the Cape Cod cottage and the
gable and wing cottage, it survived the passage of World War Two and was employed on small
houses commonly built in association with the so-called "G. I. Bill." A variation of the Minimal
Traditional style continued to be employed in the design of ranch houses and other forms of tract
housing built from the 1950s through the early 1960s.
Other significant but numerically less popular architectural styles employed on St. Joseph residences
in the twentieth century included the Neo-Oassical Revival, the Mediterranean Revival and the
Beaux Arts, which generally were built for upper income families. All three of these styles found
popularity for residential construction between ca. 1900 and ca. 1925. The Spanish Revival and
Mission styles also found admirers, beginning ca.1910 and continuing through the 1920s. Both styles
were adapted for upper-income and middle-income neighborhoods. The French Eclectic style is also
represented in the city, though there are comparatively few examples of the style to be found.
There are only rare examples of residences in St. Joseph which truly can be said to be Prairieinfluenced, and fewer still houses are recognizable as Art Modeme-styled houses. The houses with
Prairie style features were built between ca. 1905 and ca. 1915; houses designed in the Art Modeme
appeared in St. Joseph between ca. 1930 and ca. 1940.
Following World \Var Two, the Colonial Revival and Minimalist Traditional styles remained in
vogue, though Modernism in many forms began to grow in appeal. Fewer houses were being
constructed with the full range of "academic" Colonial Revival details seen earlier in the century,
being replaced instead by houses whose Colonial traits might be confined only to derivative scroll
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pediment entrance surround containing a six-panel door. Other styles were introduced, particularly
on the ranch house type, which included the Monterey, Western Ranch, Neo-Craftsman, Neo-Prairie,
Japanesque, Swiss Chalet, French Traditional, and International styles, among other, lesser
influences. The Neo-Classical Revival style is also represented among houses constructed in the last
two decades of the historic period, though its influence was felt more significantly in the 1960s than
in the decade before.
No Architectural Style. While St. Joseph has scores of fine examples of residences built in nearly
every architectural style imaginable (and fine examples built at most every income level as well),
there are houses built in all decades of the historic period that stand in sharp contrast, built with little
or no architectural detail. Whether due to a limited budget, conservative tastes, or simple modesty,
these less striking houses still may have value in the definition of their streetscape or general area,
and should not be discounted.
HOUSE/PLAN TYPES AND Foruv1s

The architecture of residential buildings is not defined by architectural styles alone, but also by the
particular floor plan or type of house that the style is applied to. In some cases, the architectural
styling of a residence is almost non-existent, leaving the house form to be its only notable element.
There are, quite expectedly, far too many variations of floor plans and types than can possibly be
described in this format, especially when one considers the number of architect-designed houses in
St. Joseph. Architectural surveys have not included access to most house interiors, and thus, the
identification of types and forms is often reliant on the experience of the surveyor in recognizing
patterns of massing, roof configuration, porch locations and other features. In a similar vein, many, if
not most house types developed after World War Two have been ignored in the historical and
architectural surveys completed to date. In spite of these shortcomings, the contribution of
traditional plans or types should not be discounted in the evaluation of an area's architectural
significance, especially in areas of working-income and middle-income housing.
Nineteenth Century House Plans/Types. Residences built in St. Joseph during the nineteenth
century include a diverse range of traditional house plans and house types for single-family, duplex
and multi-family occupancy. None of the traditional forms identified up to the present time can be
called unique to the city, though the one- and two-story duplexes built throughout the city are of a
type rarely seen elsewhere, and perhaps exist nowhere in such concentration. The diversity of all of
the forms of traditional house types creates a rich and varied streetscape that forms a notable
characteristic of all historic neighborhoods in the city.
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Unlike some cities in Missouri and elsewhere, the development of St. Joseph occurred at a lower
density during the nineteenth century, which resulted in the majority of residences being built as
free-standing structures. Multiple townhouse units with shared party walls are in evidence, but they
are few in number today and were apparently never a common feature of the city's development
pattern. Something of the same is true for large-scale apartment blocks or flats of over four living
units; once again, there are some examples which do survive, but they are few in number and were
never an overly common part of the built environment in nineteenth century St. Joseph.
Some of the larger and more expensive residences built in St. Joseph prior to the Gvil War used the
four-room center hall plan; the basic three-bay, side hall townhouse plan; the two-story upright
gable and wing plan; and, the I-house plan. Middle and lower-income housing was constructed in a
range of housing types as common to rural areas as to urban ones, including cottage forms like the
double-crib or double-pen, center hall, the hall and parlor, the side hall cottage, or, the one-story
gable and wing. All of these were being built in the period from 1843 to ca. 1865; several of these
remained important to the end of the century.
Following the Civil War, other new important house types appeared along the streets of St. Joseph.
The shotgun cottage and the block and wing cottage were two of the significant new forms for lowand middle-income residents. The characteristic St. Joseph duplex joined the scene in both one-story
and two story forms: the one-story duplex normally employed pairs of shotgun or side hall cottage
plans; the two-story version was generally developed with reflected side hall townhouse plans.
Early multi-family housing was also built, generally with four or more apartment units arranged on
either side of a center stair hall.
One of the more standard forms that came into use for upper income families was an asymmetrical
variation on the center hall plan, in which rooms of different sizes and configurations were grouped
flanking the center stair hall. Similar variations of the townhouse plan occurred during this era,
resulting in the stair hall being moved from the front to the center of the house, replaced at the front
by a foyer. Both of these plan types evolved circa 1890 into a new house type: the asymmetrical,
two-story "Queen Anne" house and its one-story variation, the composite cottage. Apart from its
complex hip and gable roofs, this plan is recognizable for its front-projecting wing often featuring a
gable end, and primary and secondary entrances located near either end of its L-shaped porch. The
Queen Anne house and, to a much greater degree, the composite cottage, became an extremely
important element in the building of St. Joseph late-nineteenth and early twentieth century
subdivisions, especially in middle class neighborhoods.
:
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Shown in roof plan are three of the lesserknown late-19th century house types developed
in St. Joseph including (clockwise, from above),
the block and wing cottage or house; the gable
and wing cottage or house; and, the composite
cottage or house, also called the "Queen Anne
house These house types may be known by
other names in other areas.
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(Note: The plans above are schematic and not
drawn to scale. Many variations in roof plans
are known for each type.
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Twentieth Century House Plans/Types. The turn of the twentieth century ushered in a wave of new
housing types, many of which came into use somewhat suddenly as subdivision developers and
architects rushed to keep pace with the demand for housing. Most, if not all of the traditional house
types that had been so important in shaping the streetscapes of St. Joseph prior to ca. 1910 were
scuttled and replaced with a new vocabulary. The growth of the middle class in this period fueled
demand for greater variety, which was met by speculative developers and builders who turned to the
expanding sources of stock house plans available through plan services and plan books like those
published by William Radford of the Radford Architectural Company anddozens of competitors.
The parallel growth in the number of higher income families also fueled a greater demand for the
services of architects, who sometimes prepared new and individualistic house plans for their
customers. The resulting variety often defies classification as part of any particular plan type.
The bungalow made the greatest impression on working income and middle-income housing during
the period of ca. 1905 to 1930, but there were many other non-bungalow house types built over the
same period. The composite cottage, the upright gable and wing, and the shotgun (with its many
variations) all remained popular forms of working- and middle-income housing. They were joined
by "new" house types not seen before, such as the cubical cottage- a squarish, hip-roofed cottage that
can be considered to be the one-story cousin of the four-square house. It was not uncommon to find
that these traditional plan types would be modified by their builder with variations in roof
configurations, porch configurations, and the addition of new elements (such as bay windows) to
offer a distinctly new look to a time-honored plan.
New house plans were also built for middle and upper-income residents during this period as well.
The four-square house, whether in its three-bay or five bay form, became popular between ca. 1900
and 1925 and had a major impact on the appearance of some neighborhoods. Notable variations on
this basic form provided a one or two-bay wide side wing. Another important form was brought
about by the continuing rage for the Colonial Revival in the 1910s and 1920s, which caused the design
of some houses to closely resemble the appearance of traditional symmetrical center entrance plans of
late-eighteenth and early nineteenth century Georgian and Federal houses. While the outward
design of the structure was academic in its accuracy to earlier Colonial examples, the interior
arrangement most often did not adhere to the rigid symmetry of the originals, opting instead for the
larger rooms and more open-space plans common to twentieth century interiors. Most of these were
built in middle and upper-income neighborhoods,
Pre-fabricated housing also appeared in middle class St. Joseph neighborhoods before World War L
Houses manufactured by Sears, Roebuck & Company have been identified; houses manufactured by
the Aladdin and Monarch companies may also be found as research into this area continues.
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Apart from single-family ~ousing, the demand in St. Joseph for duplex _and multi-f~ily housing
units remained strong until World War Two. One and two-story versions of the side hall- and
shotgun-plan duplex so prevalent in St. Joseph neighborhoods in the late nineteenth century
continued to be built, along with duplex and four-plex flats. Multi-family apartment complexes
became more common, some built as two-story townhouse developments and others built as
apartment blocks of two stories or more. Another apartment form that appeared was the two-story
U-plan apartment court, where flats faced a center grassy court that opened to the street. The
demand for duplex and multi-family housing decreased after World War Two, but occasional
examples of post-War developments can be found.
During the 1920s, the bungalow remained the most common house type built in middle-income
neighborhoods. Towards the end of this decade, though, the modest English cottage and the larger
Tudor Revival house began to enjoy greater popularity. The English cottage form, with its complex
gable roofs, front-placed exterior chimney, and doorway set in a vestibule beside the chimney,
became more common in middle-income neighborhoods. This house form should not be con.fused
with houses detailed with Tudor Revival influence, since not all Tudor Revival houses have the
distinctive front-wall chimney and entrance vestibule; similarly, there are examples of English
cottage forms entirely detailed with Craftsman elements instead of the Tudor Revival.
As the bungalow waned in popularity in the late 1920s, another distinctive fonn emerged. The Cape,
also called the Cape Cod cottage, was developed to serve the growing appreciation for the Colonial
Revival style. Capes were built in both large and small forms to suit the income level of their owner,
though their scale almost always appears modest. Variations on this symmetrical, side gable house
include the placement of symmetrical or asymmetrical "telescoping" wings, often diminished in roof
height somewhat from the central block to afford the impression of their construction as additions.
The popularity of the Cape remained strong for many years after \Vorld War II.
The final major house type that made its impression on St. Joseph prior to World War Two was the
double-pile cottage and its variations. The double-pile cottage has a plan that is generally two-rooms
wide, and two-rooms deep under a side gable roof; a significant variation on this basic plan is the
gable-L, which features an additional room or an extended room located in a front-facing, projecting
gable-front wing. The double-pile cottage is first known to have appeared in St. Joseph in the 1910s/
but it ,vas not common until the 1930s. The versions of the double-pile cottage that made were built
in the 1930s were more Minimalist in their detailing than earlier examples, often being built with
flush eaves and window and door openings with little, if any trim. This house type is most often
associated with post-World War II housing constructed under the "G. I. Bill."' Unlike many cities,
though, housing developed under the G. I. Bill was not built in concentration or in new "stand alone"
subdivisions in St. Joseph, but rather as "infill" buildings in previously established areas.
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After World War Two, the ranch house appeared as the major new house type in some St. Joseph
neighborhoods. Among the subtypes of the ranch one can find in St. Joseph are the so-called
"boxcar" ranch, with it low-pitched fup roof with deep overhangs, and an entrance vestibule instead
of a porch; the gable and wing ranch, which was merely a modernized form of the traditional gable
and wing type; the so-called "side pocket'' ranch, which featured. an integral garage or carport to one
side under the main house roof; and, the split-level ranch, which was ideally suited to the rolling
terrain of St. Joseph. Future research and survey work may cause other house types to be identified
that were developed in St. Joseph in the late 1950s and early 1960s.
SETTING

The setting of residential historic districts in St. Joseph is affected in significant ways by the rolling
topography of the city's site. The original town plan grid was established on a low terrace
overlooking the Missouri River and the bottomland to the south that was subject to periodic flooding.
Residential development flowed outward to the north, east and southwest from this original core
over the hills and valleys, developed on a gridded street matrix regardless of the type or degree of
topographic change. The resulting effect on the land was that streets often had to be cut into the
grade of a hill: houses built on lots on the upper side of the slope stand atop land terraces set above
the grade of the street, while houses developed on the lower side of the slope stand at ground level
with the street. The heights of the various land terraces can be quite significant, and the retaining
walls needed to hold the embankments are a distinctive feature of the streetscape. The gridded street
plan was extended outward from 1843 until a point well-past World War One when subdivisions
with curvilinear streets became more common, though it should be noted that a few smaller
subdivisions were platted with curvilinear street patterns beginning immediately before World War
One.
While the city's pattern of streets is a grid, it is not a pattern that is a relentlessly rigid one.
Hundreds of individual subdivisions and re-subdivisions created many variations in the city's street
plan, and the patterns of streets, street widths, block sizes, alleys, lot sizes and lot orientations varies
from subdivision to subdivision. In general terms, though, most streets in the city range from 40 to 60
feet in width, and they contain blocks that appear to average roughly 300 feet on a side, bisected by a
single alley of 10 to 20 feet in width. There are, of course, wide ranging exceptions to each of these
"average standards, even within the same subdivision. Developers often modified the basic grid in
favor of a more varied pattern to balance the challenges posed by topography and their desire to
produce the most developable lots for their subdivision tract. Apart from the standard street
character, there are also a few remaining streets or portions of streets which were developed with
grassy medians (see Dewey Avenue-West Rosine Street Historic District, NRHP 8/01/2002).
11
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There are variations in the street pattern brought about by special circumstances. Early trails and
wagon roads established prior to the expansion of residential subdivisions outside of the original
town plan rarely conformed to the later grid and cut at angles or meander across it. Other ~treets
bend or break off at an angle when they met a pre-existing barrier like a stream, a strong gradient, a
railroad right of way, or property developed on a large area of land, whether for residential,
institutional or industrial purposes.
Not all streets are linear, but the development of curvilinear streets in the design of a subdivision site
plan was not common before ca. 1920; however, a few do exist. The earliest of these non-linear street
developments may be the Fairleigh Place Addition subdivision located at Frederick Avenue and
North 29th Street, designed in 1916 by Kansas City landscape architect W. H. Dunn using concepts
promoted in the City Beautiful Movement (Plat Book 3:185). Such "picturesque" subdivisions
became increasingly common after World War One and were almost the rule after World War Two,
to the extent that almost all sense of the gridded street pattern is lost in residential areas located to the
north of the line of Frederick Avenue if extended due west from 24th Street.
There are other factors that have had a role in shaping the unique character of St. Joseph's residential
areas, particularly in those areas developed prior to the adoption of development standards and
building codes in the mid-1920s. One of these factors was the unusual way in which subdivision lots
were sold over time. Most original subdivision plats presented a largely regular pattern of lot sizes
with frontages of 40 to 50 feet. Once sales were begun, however, the market held sway and the
pattern often changed. Buyers would purchase parts of lots or freely combine one or more lots or
fractional lots into a single home site. Not only did buyers change lot sizes, but the orientation of lots
to the street would be changed by a developer of a block or half blo~ usually to fit house frontages
in better orientation with the topography of the site.
The landscape characteristics of residential historic districts range from the very simple to the
complex, sometimes as a function of the time period during which the structures were developed,
and sometimes a function of the economic level of the residents. Residences built in the city's original
core area were generally placed at street level, and the restriction on available space often only
allowed a single street tree in the front yard, if any front yard was available. Outside of the original
core, the character of setting began to take on a more suburban quality due to the availability of
greater space for landscaping. Street trees and other front yard plantings became common, but back
yards were non-public spaces used for the privy and other services. Higher income residences
located on larger lots were afforded the luxury of ornamental garden spaces in the front and side
yards, and on occasion, in the rear yard as well.
Most nineteenth century neighborhoods and some twentieth century ones were developed with midblock alleys for services and access to rear yards. Front drive,vays \{'ere a part of the scene for some
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homes, but it is not uncommon to find lots developed with no front drive connection with the street
due to the steep slope of the house site. The use of concrete for driveways was a twentieth century
phenomena; in years prior, gravel drives or ones paved with brick or stone pavers were the rule.
During the first quarter of the twentieth century, the concrete double-track driveway became a
common feature, replaced by the concrete slab driveway there after. Portes cochere were a feature of
upper-income houses during the nineteenth century, but they became more common as automobiles
became more affordable to all. With the automobile, the one- or two-car garage replaced the carriage
house, the wood shed and the privy in the rear yards of houses. In contrast with the basic aboveground garage is the embankment garage, which became a feature of the streetscape in St. Joseph
between ca. 1905 and 1950. Embankment garages were built along with a new house, or added to the
lot of a previously existing house. There are even some embankment garages that were added
beneath the foundations of existing houses, as well as examples of embankment garages with
doorway connections to the basements of houses.
Streetscapes have both public and private pedestrian elements. Sidewalks developed in the
nineteenth century generally range in width from 5' to 11' in width, and were set at the curb (the curb
usually was of granite). After the tum of the twentieth century, sidewalks were sometimes set back
from the curb behind a grassy neutral strip, sometimes planted with street trees. Sidewalks were
almost universally paved with brick laid in varying patterns prior to ca. 1925, though there are a few
examples of sidewalks paved with flagstone that still survive. After ca. 1925, concrete sidewalks
became the most common form of paving.
Walkways connecting the sidewalk with individual homes also showed some variation. The most
common treatment was to connect the sidewalk with the front door by a straight line, stair-stepping
up lawn terraces or through retaining walls where present. Nineteenth century walks were often
paved with brick, gravel, crushed brick or cinders; in rarer cases flagstone paving and granite or
limestone steps were used. In many cases, these early walks have been replaced with concrete walks.
Twentieth century walkways still tended to connect the street with the house by a straight line, but
the flexibility of concrete allowed greater flexibility of design. Walkways were sometimes flared to a
wider connection at the street, sometimes flanked by curved wing walls. Tile street numbers were
sometimes set into the walk or the stairs to identify house locations other time street numbers were
carved into the stone steps or cast into the concrete walk. After ca. 1910, walkways were occasionally
built to connect the entrance with the driveway and not the street, a true statement of the automobile
age. After ca. 1945, the "Lazy S" walk became yet another alternative.
·
Other aspects of the urban/ suburban streetscape are of significant note, including subdivision gates
and street signs. Residential historic districts can often represert a single subdivision or multiple
ones, which were occasionally marked by gateways or street signage as an individualized statement
and investment on the part of the developer. Beginning in ca. 1920 and continuing until ca. 1960,
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streets throughout St. Joseph were marked with cast concrete pylons at intersections, lettered with the
names and block numbers of the intersecting streets. The concrete pylon street sign remains as one of
the most pervasive and recognizable element of the public contribution to the streetscape of the city.

SIGNIFICANCE OF RESIDENTIAL HISTORIC DISTRICTS

The significance of residential historic distric!5 ~hould be _evaluated in relation to their ~07:~butions
to the historical development of St. Joseph within the penod of 1843 to ca. 1966. The significance of
these structures will most likely be found for evaluation under National Register criterion C in the
area of architecture, though some areas may also possess significance under criterion A in the area of
community planning and development or criterion A in the area of social history. Neighborhoods
that have a large number of residences associated with many important individuals may be eligible
for listing under criterion A, possibly in the area of commerce or government. The city's diverse ethic
heritage also holds promise for the evaluation of districts under criterion A in the area of ethnic
heritage. A limited number of districts may possess an association with a specific individual, perhaps
an important subdivision developer, landowner or institution, which may permit evaluation of the
district under criterion B.
The wide range of architectural styles, house plan types, materials, subdivision patterns and other
characteristics exhibited by residential historic districts reflect broad patterns of historical experiences
on the national, state-wide and local levels that all have contributed to the development of St. Joseph
within this period of significance. The majority of districts will be found to possess only local
significance. Their experiences demonstrate levels of cultural and technological sophistication, the
ebb and flow of the city and regional economies, periods of development and redevelopment, and of
changing perceptions of the role of government in shaping the physical appearance and growth of
the city. Residential historic districts remain as documents of a significant portion of the history of St.
Joseph within the period of 1843 and ca. 1966.
REGISTRATION REQUIREMENTS FOR RESIDENTIAL HISTORIC DISTRICTS

The resources comprising this property type must be associated with the residential development of
the City of St. Joseph within the period of 1843 to ca. 1966. A residential historic district proposed for
nomination should reflect a portion of the broad patterns of house types and architectural influences
recognized as important aspects of this property type.
The identification and definition of a residential historic district should take into account its historv of
development, its common architectural and historical traits, its context and/ or its historical sense of
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identity. Residential historic districts need not be limited in size to the boundaries of one
subdivision, since larger areas that share a common sense of place can often be composed of many
subdivisions a11d re-subdivisions. Care should be taken in defining boundaries of districts on the
basis of major roadways and topographic features alone, which do not always divide communities.
In many cases, a major roadway or a railroad separates a single district into two parts, but research
may show that the road served as a historical element that enabled the parts to develop as one
community.
Apart from their common associations, residential historic districts should contain integrity of
outward character that relates the buildings to their physical setting. These characteristics include
integrity of physical context, setting, massing and setback. The physical characteristics of the
individual residences themselves must reflect the basic characteristics of plan, massing, and form that
define its house type. The same is true of its elements and materials that define its architectural
styling.
The development of an appropriate period of significance for a district should take into account all
patterns of experiences that have sh.aped its historic appearance. In many cases, an appropriate
period of significance will be defined by only a fraction of the longer period of time covered by this
Multiple Property Listing.
However, the long periods of time over which many residential districts developed can span several
eras of boom and bust experienced by St. Joseph as a whole or by the district in particular. It is not
unusual to find individual properties or groups of properties that bear the resulting evidence of these
periods of change. The evidence of these changing periods of fortune is often manifested in
alterations made to residences by their owners, generally with the intention of "updating" their home
to reflect new tastes in design. The alterations may take the form. of small modifications, or the home
may be completely changed so that its original character is unrecognizable. Periods of alteration can
be as important as the period of original construction in the experience of a district, and perhaps
more so in rare cases. The evaluation of the integrity of a district should first detennine the period of
time over which a district developed to its greatest extent, and then consider whether definable
periods of later alteration lend it additional significance. If so, the period of significance for the
district should be extended to include the later period or periods of change.
Resources in districts which retain these qualities should be rated as contributing to the significance
of the district; those which do not retain these qualities should be considered non-contributing to the
significance of the district, as defined by and consistent with National Register criteria.
·
As was previously noted, districts can contain buildings that represent other property types, such as
schools, churches, commercial properties and etc. In most cases, these properties are inherently
linked to the developmental history of the district, and should not be considered non-contributing
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solely on the basis of their non-residential character. These properties will contribute to a district's
significance if their use and period of significance are symbiotically related to the district itself, and if
their architectural qualities still retain a similar level of integrity as those of residences. They will not
contribute to the character of the district if they have been built after the period of significance for the
district has ended, if they have had no direct association with the district, or if they have been altered
after the historic period so as to have lost integrity.
Finally, the end date of the period of significance for this nomination has been set at ca. 1966. In light
of the history of residential development within St. Joseph, it makes greater sense to employ this year
to close the historic period, as opposed to an arbitrary date established by the "fifty-year criteria"
contained in National Register standards. Extending the period of significance to ca. 1966 will permit
the Multiple Property Document to remain flexible for many years to come, especially for the
evaluation of mid-twentieth century residential developments as they meet basic eligibility
requirements. The establishment of this closing date does not mean that districts as a whole
developed in the latter half of the 1950s and first half of the 1960s are automatically eligible for listing,
unless the significance of the entire district can be justified under exceptional criteria. The same is
true for individual buildings within districts. Individual buildings within districts which are
"younger" than the "fifty year" criteria for National Register listing should be considered noncontributing until their age meets or exceeds fifty years.
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2. INDIVIDUAL HISTORIC RESIDENCES

Individual historic resources share all of the same qualities of scale, materials, architectural style, plan
type, and setting as those found in residential historic districts. The essential difference between _the
two is that individual historic residences have qualities that distinguish them from surrounding
properties, either due to the outstanding architectural qualities of both exterior and inte:ior, .tl:eir
association with a significant event or an important personality, and/ or due to their critical
association with larger patterns in the history of St. Joseph.
SIGNIFICANCE OF INDIVIDUAL HISTORIC RESIDENCES

Individual historic residences should be evaluated in relation to the context of the historical
development of St. Joseph within the period of 1843 to ca. 1966. The significance of these structures
will probably be found for evaluation under criterion C in the area of architecture. However, this
does not mean that individual historic residences must be outstanding examples of an academic
architectural style or the work of a major architect. They can be outstanding examples of designs of
regional or local architects or builders or outstanding examples of a particular type or form of
building. The significance of individual resources may also be derived from their association with a
significant historic person, and thus eligible for evaluation under criterion B. Individual residences
may also possess importance for a role as a representative of a trend or broad pattern of cultural
history, and thus be eligible under criterion A. These resources, too, demonstrate levels of cultural
history, technological sophistication, patterns of economic development and other factors that have
contributed in unique ways to the development of St. Joseph.
REGISTRATION REQUIREMENTS FOR INDIVIDUAL HISTORIC RESIDENCES

The resources comprising this property types must be associated with residential development
within the period of 1843 to ca. 1966. Residential buildings proposed for individual listing must be
outstanding local examples of specific house types and/ or architectural influences common to the St.
Joseph experience. They must retain a high degree of their original or other significant architectural
character on both the exterior and interior of the property, including the integrity of their interior
arrangement and detailing.
Individual historic residences to be nominated for their association with significant individuals,
events or broader patterns must also retain a substantial degree of their original architectural
character, especially from the period when the significant association took place.
Integrity of setting is also a necessary element for properties to be nominated as individual historic
residences. These resources may have become separated from their original surrounding context by
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subsequent development, or be integral to districts. If separated from districts, the individual
residence must retain sufficient sense of its internal character of setting to maintain its sense of
association. If integral to districts, the pursuit of an individual nomination should probably only be
considered when the individual resource's sense of historical association or significance is not shared
with the buildings which surround it.
Some individually-significant residences may occupy sites that have been adapted over time with the
construction of other residential or non-residential buildings. In most cases, the nomination of these
properties should be pursued as a district listing specific to the character and boundary of the
original site.
Again, because the period of significance for this Multiple Properties Llsting extends to a time short
of the fifty-year criteria established by the National Register, listing of individual residences built in
the latter 1950s and early 1960s should not be pursued until the property reaches the fifty-year mark
However, if the property has exceptional significance under National Register standards, its
nomination should not be discouraged.
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GEOGRAPHICAL DATA
This multiple property listing is limited in scope to the incorporated limits of the Gty of St. Joseph,
Buchanan County, Missouri established following its annexation of 1958.
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SUMMARY OF IDENTIFICATION AND EVALUATION METHODS
Preparation of this amendment was begun by an extensive review of existing preservation planning
documents for the City of St. Joseph, which include the Historic Resources Survey Plan for St. l oseph,
Missouri, completed in 1995 by Three Gables Preservation, and its related documents, reports on the
developmental history of Transportation, Public Buildings, and Ethnic Heritage in St. Joseph. An
extensive review of the original Multiple Property Documentation Form for the Historic Resources of
St. Joseph, Buchanan County, Missouri, as amended, was carried out with the assistance of Robert
Myers, Preservation Planner for the City of St. Joseph. Survey data for 3,782 structures compiled for
St. Joseph from 1972 through the year 2003 was revisited and re-evaluated, along with various
contextual histories of the areas surveyed. The contents of all nominations for properties currently
listed on the National Register of Historic Places within the city were reviewed, and the extant
resources listed individually or in districts were re-visited to observe patterns of development,
physical attributes of the resources, and the qualities of setting and association that characterize the
resource or groups of resources. This information was supplemented by carrying out #windshield
surveys" of other areas of the city which had not been surveyed in previous years, largely because of
the presence of resources developed after 1929- the date that concluded the historic period of the
original multiple properties submission.
The review of these documentary sources and physical resources revealed patterns that shaped
development and redevelopment of residential areas throughout the city. Historical research was
then carried out to flesh out source materials that could explain the patterns in evidence. Standard
histories of the city were consulted, along with census data, maps and studies on the historical
residential characteristics of the city over time. Subdivision plats and building permits were
examined to reveal development trends on both a larger scale as well as in site-specific locations.
Planning documents prepared by and for the City of St. Joseph were consulted for historical data,
particularly for information on the city's development since World War Two. Finally, newspaper
clipping scrapbooks maintained by the City Oerk's Office between ca. 1950 and 1980 were found to
be an additional source of valuable information on city-sponsored initiatives and general economic
development information.
The synthesis of physical data on the development of the city, represented by its built environment,
was combined with the historical data, established a formidable basis for the evaluation of historic
resources in St. Joseph and to prioritize future nominations. The same evaluation clearly identified a
revised period of historical significance for the amendment to the Multiple Property Document, as
well as the revised Associated Property Types developed in its organization. The Registration
Requirements were based upon National Register standards for assessing the integrity of resources,
as shaped by the historic resources and the patterns of their development that were identified.
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ADDENDUM 1
National Register Listings
Residential Properties and Residential Historic Districts
Sl Joseph, Buchanan County, Missouri
Property name

Date of Listing

Cathedral Hill Historic District
Century Apartments
Dewey Avenue-West Rosine Street Historic District
Eckel, Edmond Jacques, House
Geiger, Dr. Jacob, House-Maud Wyeth Painter House
Hall Street Historic District
Harris Addition Historic District
James, Jesse, House
' Flats
Kelley and Browne
Kemper Addition Historic District
Krug Park Place Historic District
Maple Grove
Miller, Issac, House
Miller-Porter-Lacy House
Museum Hill Historic District
Nelson-Pettis Farmsteads Historic District
Patee Town Historic District
Robidoux Hill Historic District
Robidoux Row
Thompson-Brown-Sandusky House
Virginia Flats
Vosteen-Hauck House
Wyeth Flats

06/15/2000
07/05/2001
08/01/2002
01/31/1980
03/12/1986
07/17/1979
01/13/2003
09/04/1980
08/03/1989
09/20/2002
08/01/2002
10/16/1974
09/17/1980
09/09/1982
03/08/1991
05/11/1995
08/01/2002
08/03/1989
03/07/1973
02/10/1983
05/21/1992
09/23/1982
10/25/1985

